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When eventually completed, the federal Interstate Highway 
System-a product of the Federal-Aid Highway Acts of 19441 and 19562-

will consist of 42,500 miles of modern frel:lways, with over 8,800 miles 
located in urpan areas.3 More than 88 percent of the System is presently 
open to traffic. 4 Yet well over 34 percent of the total cost of the System has 
not yet been expended,s and Interstate construction will almost certainly 
continue at least until the early 1990'S.6 Congress recently declined to act 
on a major Administration proposal concEming the restructuring of the 
Interstate program's financing,7 choosing instead to extend the program 

1. Act of Dec. 20, 1944, ch. 626, 58 Stat. 838. 
2. Act of June 29, 1956, ch. 462, 70 Stat. 374. 
3. Federal Highway Administration, Press Release No. 39-76, Aug. 19, 1976, at 2 

(quarterly report on the federal-aid highway program, .JIJne 30, 1976). 
4. Id. at 1. 
5. Id. 
6. See note 311 and accompanying text infra. 
7. For the details of the Administration's proposal, see note 241 infra. 
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in its present general form on an interim basis, while agreeing to consider 
the issues raised by that proposal within the next few years.s As we await 
further consideration of the Interstate program, the time seems ripe for an 
independent effort at review and evaluation. 

In a 1970 essay, Daniel Moynihan ventured this dramatic but conclus-
ory appraisal of the Interstate System: 

One of the received truths of contemporary liberal history is that no 
domestic initiatives of any consequence occurred during the Eisenhower 
Presidency. I will not contest the general point that it was a period of 
relatively "low governmental profile," as the phrase now goes, following 
twenty years of the alarums and exertions of the New Deal and Fair Deal. 
Even so, there was one program of truly transcendent, continental conse
quence. This was a program which the twenty-first century will almost 
certainly judge to have had more influence on the shape and development 
of American cities, the distribution of population within metropolitan areas 
and across the nation as a whole, the location of industry and various kinds 
of employment opportunities (and, through all these, immense influence on 
race relations and the welfare of black Americans) than any initiative of the 
middle third of the twentieth century. This was, of course, the Interstate and 
Defense Highway System. It has been, it is, the largest public works 
program in history. Activities such as urban renewal, public housing, 
community development, and the like are reduced to mere digressions 
when compared to the extraordinary impact of the highway program.9 

Most of the urban freeways in the United States belong to the Interstate 
System,10 and even a merely intuitive g'rasp of the impact of urban 
freeways upon metropolitan welfare seems sufficient to validate Moyni
han's exuberant judgments; certainly, it can be fairly said that most of the 
urban transportation legislation which Congress has enacted in the years 
since 1956 has amounted to one ongoing amendment to the 1956 Act, 
attempting to improve the Interstate program, correct its mistakes, and 
rectify the imbalances for which it may be responsible. 11 

Although the implications of the Interstate program clearly rank as 
profound, a library search uncovers the surprising fact that the scholarly 
literature on the program is glaringly thin.12 Until the late 1960's, there was 

8. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-280, § 150, 90 Stat. 425, 447; S. 
REP. No. 94-485, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 1-2 (1975); H.R. REP. No. 94-716, 94th Cong .. 1st Sess. 
102-04 (1975). 

9. Moynihan, Policy vs. Program in the '70'5, PUB. INTEREST, Summer 1970, at 90,93-94 
(hereinafter cited as Policy vs. Program). 

10. See text accompanying notes 89-90 infra. 
11. Sections 132-44 have been added to 23 U.S.C. since 1956, typically one or two 

sections in each biennial highway act (the 1973 Act adds §§ 145-50). Even the Federal urban 
mass transit program initiated in 1964 (see note 539 infra) can be seen as an effort at equalizing 
subsidies for competing urban transportation modes. See D. NETZER, ECONOMICS AND URBAN 
PROBLEMS 155 (1970). 

12. The legal commentary on the System has been modest in its amibitions. A law review 
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a comparable meagerness in the writings 011 the program intended for the 
general public. The only ,pre-1968 articles worthy of mention were those 
authored in 1958 and 1.960 by Lewis MlJ"nford and Daniel Moynihan, 

article was written by a lobbyist while the 1956 Act was in the midst of congressional considera
tion. Martin, Proposed Federal Highway Legislation in 1955: A Case Study in the Legislative 
Process, 44 GEO. L.J. 221 (1956) (hereinafter cited as Ma rtin). A second article authored by one 
of the program's in-house lawyers appeared three YHars after congressional approval was 
secured. Levin, Federal Aspects of the Interstate HighwclY Program, 38 NEB. L. REV. 377 (1959). 
Both articles are cursory in their treatment of the urban Interstates. After their publication, the 
Interstate program vanished from the law reviews for almost a decade. The last few years have 
witnessed the appearance of a number ollegal articles. E g., Johnson, The 1962 Highway Act: Its 
Long Term Significance, 1970 URBAN L. ANNUAL 57. Although some of these have been 
researched imprepressively (see, e.g., Gray, Section "~If) of the Department of Transportation 
Act, 32 MD. L. REV. 327 (1973)), almost all have beell limited to individual features of the 
program-usually, one or more of the various reforms 131acted in the 1960's. A recent general 
discussion of highway policy which does not particu mly focus on the Interstate System is 
Mashaw, The Legal Structure of Frustration: Alternative Strategies for Public Choice Concerning 
Federally Aided Highway Construction, 122 U. PA. L. Fh'V. 1 (1973). 

The only sustained review of the Interstate System bf an economist concludes that the urban 
Interstates are economically "justified." A. FRIEDLAENCER, THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM-A 
STUDY IN PUBLIC EXPENDITURE 3 (1965) (hereinafter cited a3 FRIEDLAENDER). However, this conclu
sion is based on an implicit definition of economic justification so narrow as to render all but 
meaningless its apparently favorable finding. Ms. Friedlaender volunteers that the urban 
Interstates have resulted in the "externalities" of smog, vi~:ual ugliness, dislocation hardship, and 
increase of central business district congestion, but she asserts that since these costs are 
unquantifiable, they are irrelevant to economic "justificcltion." Id. at 3,64, 115. Moreover, her 
"justification" conclusion comes from merely comparin!; the existing six- and eight-lane urban 
Interstates to an alternative system of urban highwaYB of only four-lane width: she expressly 
declines to test out the urban Interstates against alt3rnative investments in urban public 
transportation. Id. at 84. 

Political scientists have prepared case studies ofllany of the important legislative enact
ments of the 1950's and 1960's. See, e.g., CONGRESSA.'JD URBAN PPROBLEMS (F. Cleaveland ed. 
1969). However, none of them has chosen to deal either specifically with the 1956 Act, or with the 
Interstate program more generally. Professor Colcord'l> brief discussion of the 1956 Act in A. 
Lupo, F. COLCORD & E. FOWLER, RITES OF WAY: THE POLITICS JFTRANSPORTATIONIN BOSTON AND THE U.S. 
CITY 184-85 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Lupo, COLCOfI[l & FOWLER], completely confuses the 
A-8-C program and the Interstate program. See notes a·~-72 and accompanying text infra for a 
discussion of the A-8-C program. 

By now, the 1950's have receded far enough from the present to make them a fit subject for 
historians: there have not yet been, however, any significant historical works on the 1956 Act. A 
book by Professor John Rae, the research for which waB financed by the American Manufactur
ers Association, contains a short, unanalytic subchapt,er on the Interstate System. J. RAE, THE 
ROAD AND THE CAR IN AMERICAN LIFE 187-94 (1971) [hereinafter cited as RAE]. The two scholarly 
histories of the Eisenhower Presidency which have so far appeared devote only two paragraphs 
to the Interstate program in the course of their collective '1000 pages. C. ALEXANDER, HOLDING THE 
LINE: THE EISENHOWER ERA, 1952-1961, at 41-42 (1975): H. PARMET, EISENHOWER AND THE AMERICAN 
CRUSADES (1972). The Interstate program is totally ignored in Peter Lyon's biography, which in 
general is very short on the domestic side of the Hero':> Administration. P. LYON, EISENHOWER: 
PORTRAIT OF THE HERO (1974). A recent anthology of paper:; from the Eisenhower Library compiled 
by two historians treats the 1956 Act merely as an instance of Presidential-Congressional 
relations, and not a particularly revealing instance at that. 1 THE EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION 
1953-1961: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY 537-62 (R. Branyan ~,L. Larsen eds. 1971 )[hereinafter cited 
as EISENHOWER DOCUMENTS]. 
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respectively.13 Since 1968, however, there has occurred nothing less than 
an outpouring of books and articles. 14 These works have provided us with 
an assortment of useful anecdotes and information about the Interstate 
program in operation. They also have developed a set of allegations about 
the Interstates that are almost unrelievedly and unqualifiedly negative in 
terms of the Interstates' urban effects-including air pollution, massive 
displacements, public transit declines, and excessive suburbanization. 
This body of literature clearly has achieved success; its multicount 
indictment against the urban Interstates has gained acceptance among a 
large section of the informed public. 15 However, if one starts out by 
assuming the truth of these various accusations, one can only be 
astonished to learn of the nonpartisan landslide votes by which the 
program swept through the Congress in 1956-388-19 in the House, and 
89-1 in the Senate. 16 With these votes in mind, one discovers with interest 
that there is a single important issue on which the critics are badly 
divided-the extent to which what now are perceived as the real conse
quences of the urban Interstates were appreciated or intended by those 
responsible for the program's creation. The leading spokesman for one 
pOint of view is Daniel Moynihan. Writing in 1,960, his position was: "It is not 
true ... that the sponsors of the Interstate program ignored the conse
quences it would have in the cities. Nor did they simply acquiesce in them. 
They exulted in them."1? The leading spokesman for the opposite pOint of 
view is also Daniel Moynihan. In his 1970 essay he lists the Interstate 
program as the prime example of a program whose actual "policies" were 
entirely "hidden" from those who originally established it. 18 

13. Moynihan, New Roads and Urban Chaos, REPORTER, Apr. 14, 1960, at 13 [hereinafter 
cited as New Roads]: Mumford, The Highway and the City, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Apr. 1958, at 
179. 

14. E.g., R. BUEL, DEAD END (1972): J. BURBY, THE GREAT AMERCIAN MOTION SICKNESS (1971) 
[hereinafter cited as BURBY]: R. CARO, THE POWER BROKER: ROBERT MOSES AND THE FALL OF NEW YORK 
CITY (1974) [hereinafter cited as CAROl: J. FLINK, THE CAR CULTURE (1975): R. GOODMAN, AFTER THE 
PLANNERS 69-84 (1971): R. H~BERT, HiGHWAY TO NOWHERE: THE POLITICS OF CITY TRANSPORTATION 
(1972); B. KELLEY, THE PAVERS AND THE PAVED (1971); H. LEAVITI, SUPERHIGHWAy-SUPERHOAX (1970) 
[hereinafter cited as LEAVITI]; J.liNDSAY, THE CITY, 59-60, 211-12 (1973); Lupo, COLCORD & FOWLER, 
supra note 12; A. MOWBRAY, ROAD TO RUIN (1969) [hereinafter cited as MOWBRAY]; K. SCHNEIDER, 
AUTOKIND VS. MANKIND (1971) [hereinafter cited as SCHNEIDER]: Cameron, How the Interstate 
System Changed the Face of the Nation, FORTUNE, July 1971, at 78: Dunhill, "The Freeway Versus 
the City, ARCHITECTURAL F., Jan. 1968, at 72; Dunhill, Reconciling the Conflict of Highway and 
Cars, REPORTER, Feb. 8, 1968, at 21; Shannon, The Untrustworthy Highway Fund, N.Y. Times, Oct. 
15,1972 § 6 (Magazine), at 31; Whalen, The American Highway: Do We Know Where We're 
Going, SATURDAY EVENING POST, Dec. 14, 1968, at 22. There are even two melodramatic, 
Airport-type novels. B. DEAL, INTERSTATE (1970): E. TREVOR, EXPRESSWAY (1973). 

15. See A.B.C. Whipple's flattering review of LEAvln, supra note 14, on the front page of the 
N.Y. Times Book Review, May 17,1970, § 7, at 1. 

16. See notes 209-10 and accompanying text infra. 
17. New Roads, supra note 13, at 19. 
18. Policy VS. Program, supra note 6, at 93-95. "Had anyone realized what they were in fact 
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My own initial and more convention 3.1 scholarly purposes 19 were 
effectively frustrated by the absence of an 3.dequate body of literature on 
the Interstate System; moreover, the questions suggested in the preced
ing paragraph, when I became aware 01 them, aroused my historical 
curiosity. For these reasons I undertook th'= general Article on the System 
which follows.2o Part I of this Article sets fOl'th certain relevant information 
about the traditional elements of the fl:lderal highway program, the 
development of urban freeways in the United States, and the employment 
of highway-user taxes as a way of financin;;J highway construction. Part II 
depicts the legal framework within which tile Interstate program operates. 
It also presents, in a structured way and wi til an eye for thematic interest, a 
description of the Interstate program 8.nd a narrative account of its 
progress from the 1930's to the present. In light of the existing state of the 
literature, both the description and the narration should be of value in their 
own right. They also serve to lead into thEi "Evaluation" section of Part II, 
which deals with the financing of the Intemtate program, the utilization of 
the Trust Fund device, and the recognition of the program's system 
character. Part III of the Article is exclusively concerned with the urban 
Interstates. It first elucidates the traffic purposes which the sponsors of the 
urban Interstates perceived they would satisfy-purposes which turn out 
to be more complex than might have bel~n expected. Part III then gives 
appropriate recognition to the indictment against the urban Interstates, 
explores certain general issues which the indictment raises, and comes to 
grips with its most salient counts. My b8.~;jc purpose in this Article is to 
promote an honest understanding of the urban Interstates,21 and it is as 
such an effort that the Article itself shoulcl be understood. 

doing, the sheer magnitude of the interests they were a'fecting, it is nigh impossibile to imagine 
they would have won acceptance." Id. at 94. 

19. My original intention was to prepare a straigh: egal study of 23 U.S.C. § 134 (1970), the 
comprehensive planning requirement added to the Int3rstate program fn 1962. What I quickly 
realized was that any significant study of § 134 would need to draw on a thorough understanding 
of the Interstate System upon which § 134 belatedly had been superimposed. See text 
accompanying notes 361-62 and 637-41 infra. 

20. The urban Interstates are an integral par: of the Interstate System as a whole. 
Technically, there is no such thing as the "urban Interslclte program." However, there is an urban 
division within the Federal Highway Administration, and certain statutory provisions (e.g., § 134) 
apply to the System only with respect to its urban rOlltes. Although occasionally, for conveni
ence's sake, this Article will speak of the "urban Interstate program," it will usually make 
reference instead to the "urban portion" of the Intel·~:tate program, or employ some similar 
phrase. 

21. Many of my conclusions in this Article are cOIT:rary to the views with which I began. See 
Schwartz, The Interstate System (unpublished essay, ir the author's files, prepared in 1969 for a 
seminar at the UCLA School of Architecture and Urba n Planning). 
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I. BACKGROUND 

A. THE TRADITIONAL FEDERAL -AID HIGHWA Y PROGRAM 

There has been a federal "interstate" program of sorts ever since 
1921. In 1916, just 3 years after Henry Ford began mass producing the 
Model T,22 Congress approved the first program of continuing federal aid 
for highways;23 the 1916 statute apportioned funds among the states for 
half the construction cost24 of "rural post roads," those roads over which 
mail was carried.25 The Federal Highway Act of 1921 ,26 in superseding the 
1916 Act, began by stating that when considering state proposals federal 
officials should "give preference to such projects as will expedite the 
completion of an adequate and connected system of highways, interstate 
in character. "27 It then called upon each state to designate a formal 
system of highways for federal aid purposes. These highways were to be 
of two sorts: "primary or interstate highways," which "shall not exceed 
three-sevenths of the total mileage which may receive Federal aid"; and 
"secondary or intercounty highways," constituting the remaining 
mileage.28 Obviously, a tension existed between, on the one hand, the 
Act's stated "interstate" preference, and on the other, its explicit "inter
state" ceiling. 29 This tension was resolved in a curious way: the three-

22. See G. MOWRY, THE URBAN NATION 1920-1960, at 12 (1965): J. RAE, THE AMERICAN 
AUTOMOBILE 58-62 (1965). 

23. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, 39 Stat. 355. In light of later discussions of the "highway 
lobby," it is interesting to note that the constellation of forces supporting the 1916 legislation 
included bicycle enthusiasts and professors at agrarian colleges worried about the isolation of 
the farmer and his family. S. WARNER, JR THE URBAN WILDERNESS: A HISTORYOFTHE AMERICAN CITY 37 
(1972) [hereinafter cited as WARNER]. 

24. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, §§ 1, 6, 39 Stat. 355, 357. As the 1921 Act made clear, 
"construction" costs did not include the costs of acquiring the right-of-way. Act of Nov. 9, 1921, 
ch. 119, § 2, 42 Stat. 212. For subsequent developments, see note 35 infra. 

25. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, § 2, 39 Stat. 356. The limitation of federal expenditures to 
such roads probably was primarily due to a congressional desire to bring the program within the 
coverage of the "establish. . post Roads" grant of power. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8: see P. BURCH, 
JR., HIGHWAY REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES 219 (1962) [hereinafter cited as 
BURCH]. As of 1916, congressional spending authority under the general welfare clause had not 
yet been judicially clarified (see United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1 (1936),·and a cautious 
Congress may have been reluctant to rely on 28-year-old Supreme Court dicta (see California v. 
Central Pac. R.R., 127 U.S. 1, 39 (1888)) concerning the extent of its highway-building powers 
under the commerce clause. The constitutional issue is whether the power to "regulate" interstate 
commerce includes the power to invest public funds in ways which are thought to promote that 
commerce. 

26. Act of Nov. 9, 1921, ch. 119, 42 Stat. 212. 
27. Id. § 6, 42 Stat. 213. 
28. Id. 
29. There is some ambiguity as to whether the base figure"':"'-expressed in terms of "the total 

mileage which may receive Federal aid" (id.)-meant to refer (1) to all the routes on the 
designated system of state highways from which individual federal-aid projects were to be 
drawn, or (2) only to those state highways actually approved for federal funding. 
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sevenths limitation was "wisely ignored" by the involved federal and state 
officials, who made "[n]o distinction ... t)(~tween classes of roads within 
the [federal-aid] system; all [were] consicll~red primary arteries."3o While 
there are difficulties in pinning down the exact practical effects of this 
deliberate flouting of the law,31 it seems clem that the aggregate amount of 
highways funded under the 1921 Act contained "interstate" highway 
mileage in excess of the supposed three· sevenths limitation.32 

In late 1944, the approaching close of World War II led Congress to 
involve itself in the preparation of a postwar highway program. 33 The 
resulting Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944,34 drafted to take effect in the 
first "post-war fiscal year," specified threE! distinct categories of federal 
highway expenditure-categories whicl'l quickly became known as 
A-8-G.35 

Category A, which would annually receive 45 percent of the 
authorized federal funds, was to be the existing "Federal-aid [primary36] 

highway system. "37 The 1944 Act declinecl to spell out criteria for inclusion 
of particular routes within this system. When Congress eventually codified 

30. BURCH, supra note 25, at 230. 
31. In classifying all federal-aid highways as "prirn3.ry, some states may simply have been 

relying on "primary highway" as that term was custoTlarily used in state highway law. See 
Hearings on H.R. 2426 Before the House Comm on RJ3ds, 78th Cong., 2d Sess. 59-60 (1944) 
(testimony of F.R. White, Chief Engineer of the Iowa ~;Iate Highway Commission) [hereinafter 
cited as 1944 House Hearings]. As a matter of state law ~'hraseology, a primary highway was one 
which was part of the state's own highway system and which accordingly was under the 
iurisdiction of the state highway department. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 140, 144; HIGHWAY 
RESEARCH BOARD, HIGHWAY SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION: A LE3AL ANALYSIS-PART I, at 3-4, 6 (1969). 
Primary highways of this sort were very often the kind of "intercountry" facility which the 1921 Act 
would have described as "secondary." Noteworthy is the fact that the entire post-1921 federal
aid program was commonly understood as redounc ing to the benefit of the farmer. The 
program's administration was in the Department of Agriculture (see Act of July 11,1916, ch. 241, 
§ 1,39 Stat. 355), and its slogan was "to get the farmer cut of the mud." See, e.g., Levin, Federal 
Aspects of the Interstate Highway Program, 38 NEB. L.'1EV. 377, 379 (1959); Policy vs. Program, 
supra note 6, at 94. 

32. We are told that federal and state officials from the first regarded the three-sevenths 
allotment as "wholly inadequate" for the needs of cross-state traffic. BURCH, supra note 25, at 230. 

33. By passing no comprehensive highway act tetween 1940 and 1944, Congress had 
allowed the preexisting highway program to lapse durino the 1944 and 1945 war years. See LAws 
RELATING TO FEDERAL AID IN CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS 122-53 (U.S. Government Printing Office 1966). 

34. Act of Dec. 20, 1944, ch. 626, 58 Stat. 838. 
35. Another innovation of the 1944 Act was that it rendered rights-of-way acquisition costs 

eligible for federal aid, although the federal share ceilill;) was set at only one-third. Id. § 5(a), 58 
Stat. 840. The federal share ceiling was lifted to one-ha'f by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1950. 
Act of Sept. 7, 1950, ch. 912, § 7, 64 Stat. 789. 

36. The word "primary" was added by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1952, ch. 462, § 1 (a), 
66 Stat. 158, but this was understood as merely restating and clarifying existing law. See, e.g., 
H.R. REP. No. 1730, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1952). 

37 Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, i~~ 2, 3(a), 58 Stat. 839. 
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the highway title in 1958,38 the "primary system" was quite tersely defined 
as an "adequate system of connected main highways."39 The federal 
primary system frequently is assumed to consist of the U.S.-numbered 
roads4°-routes 1, 20, 66, and so forth. This assumption, though under
standable, is technically incorrect. U.S. numbering is a designation 
enterprise carried out by states acting cooperatively, but on their own; a 
number of routes bearing the U.S. emblem are not part of the primary (or 
any other federal-aid) system, and there are individual routes within the 
primary system which lack a U.S. designation.41 Most federal-aid primary 
highways, however, carry a U.S. number, and vice versa;42 hence the map 
of U.S.-numbered routes provides a workable image of the primary 
system. 

The second or B element consisted of principal "secondary and 
feeder roads," which were expected to receive 30 percent of the annual 
federal funds. 43 The post-1944 "secondary" or B program had antece
dents in the secondary routes ineffectively provided for by the 1921 Act,44 
and also in the secondary highways furnished with special funding by the 
1934 Act45 This latter Act illustrated secondary highways as "farm to 
market roads, rural free delivery mail roads, and public-school bus 
routes, "46 and the 1944 Act's description of secondary roads was pat
terned after the 1934 Act's illustrations. The 1944 Act was in turn 
expanded by later acts, with the result that "nearly every rural road in the 
United States" currently falls within the secondary category.47 

The final element of the tripartite 1944 federal program was the C 
category, which the 1944 Act characterized as "projects on the Federal
aid highway system in urban areas. "48 This recognition of the C routes was 
the culmination of years of development. The original 1916 and 1921 
highway legislation had been explicit in rendering all roads in urban areas 
ineligible for federal aid.49 Not until a major depression set in was this urban 

38. 23 U.S.C. § 101 el seq. (1958). 
39. 'd. § 103(b) (1970). 
40. See, e.g., WARNER, supra note 23, at 38. 
41. See generally AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS: 

1914-64, at 31,144-46 (1965). The federal Bureau of Public Roads did playa role in the launching 
of this enterprise. See id. at 139-44. 

42. 'd. at 131. 
43. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, §§ 2, 3(b), 58 Stat. 839. 
44. Federal Highway Act of 1921, ch. 119, § 6, 42 Stat. 213. 
45. Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 586, 48 Stat. 993. 
46. 'd. § 1. 
47. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 226. 
48. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, § 3(c), 58 Stat. 840. 
49. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, § 2, 39 Stat. 356; Federal Highway Act of 1921 ,ch. 119, § 

2,42 Stat. 212. The urban exclusion can be partly explained in terms of need: by 1916 cities 
generally had developed their own streets at least to a point of minimum adequacy, while roads 
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and also in the secondary highways furnished with special funding by the 
1934 Act45 This latter Act illustrated secondary highways as "farm to 
market roads, rural free delivery mail roads, and public-school bus 
routes, "46 and the 1944 Act's description of secondary roads was pat
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38. 23 U.S.C. § 101 el seq. (1958). 
39. 'd. § 103(b) (1970). 
40. See, e.g., WARNER, supra note 23, at 38. 
41. See generally AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS: 

1914-64, at 31,144-46 (1965). The federal Bureau of Public Roads did playa role in the launching 
of this enterprise. See id. at 139-44. 

42. 'd. at 131. 
43. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, §§ 2, 3(b), 58 Stat. 839. 
44. Federal Highway Act of 1921, ch. 119, § 6, 42 Stat. 213. 
45. Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 586, 48 Stat. 993. 
46. 'd. § 1. 
47. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 226. 
48. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, § 3(c), 58 Stat. 840. 
49. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, § 2, 39 Stat. 356; Federal Highway Act of 1921 ,ch. 119, § 

2,42 Stat. 212. The urban exclusion can be partly explained in terms of need: by 1916 cities 
generally had developed their own streets at least to a point of minimum adequacy, while roads 
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exclusion successfully challenged. Public works legislation enacted by 
Congress in 1932 and 1933 afforded one-shot funding to the federal 
highway program to which the exclusion did not apply;50 the legislative 
purpose was to provide employment, and the unemployed were to be 
found in the cities. 51 A year later, in the 1934 Act,52 Congress took the 
further step of eliminating the urban exclusion from the highway program 
in its ongoing operation. 53 This meant that full discretion now lay with state 
highway departments as to the inclusion of urban routes within their 
federal-aid system; federal law stipulat'3d neither a maximum nor a 
minimum urban figure. A fundamental fac1 a.bout traditional state highway 
programs is their antiurban orientation;54 bElcause of this orientation, in the 
years following 1934 the state departmem; placed little emphasis on city 
projects in exercising their federal-law d scretion. 55 The 1944 Act, by 
mandating the expenditure of 25 percent of a state's federal aid for urban 
C projects,56 thus accomplished a significant change. 

Two quite distinct interpretations of the new C program quickly 
surfaced.57 Under one interpretation, the basic criterion for Cprojects was 
that they best serve the highway needs53 of the individual metropolitan 
area; under the other, an urban area route would qualify for Cstatus only if 
its function was to "extend" into a city an ot1erwise intercity highway which 
itself belonged to the A federal-aid system.59 The federal Bureau of Public 
Roads, charged with administering the pl'Ogram,60 originally favored the 

connecting (but still outside of) cities were typically in a "wretched condition." See G. SMERK, 
URBAN TRANSPORTATION: THE FEDERAL ROLE 121 (1965). S/ldalsoH!GHWAY RESEARCH BOARD, HIGHWAY 
SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION: A LEGAL ANALYSIS-PART I, at 6H (1969). 

50. Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1332, ch. 520, § 301(a)(1), 47 Stat. 716; 
National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, ch. 90, § 2(14(a)(1), 48 Stat. 203, President Hoover 
signed the 1932 bill with great reluctance after vetoinn an earlier version. See I. BERNSTEIN, THE 
LEAN YEARS 456-69 (1960). The 1933 provision is one part of President Roosevelt's famous 
National Industrial Recovery Act. 

51. See G. SMERK, URBAN TRANSPORTATION: THE FDERAL ROLE 124 (1965). 
52. Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 586, 48 Stat. 993. 
53. Id. § 13, at 995-96. Professor Warner thus is not correct in stating that "[uJntiI1944 no 

federal highway funds were expanded on urban" roa.cls. WARNER, supra note 23, at 38. 
54. See R. CONNERY & R. LEACH, THE FEDERAL GO'/ERNMENT AND METROPOLITAN AREAS 49-50 

(1960). See also text accompanying notes 77-81 infra 
55. See 1944 House Hearings, supra note 31, al 756 (testimony of Frederick MacMillan, 

Executive Secretary of the League of Wisconsin Municipalities). 
56. Federal-Aid Highways Act of 1944, ch. 626 §§ 2, 3(c), 58 Stat. 839-40. 
57. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 234-35. 
58. This phrase should be used with caution, sin~3 the concept of "highway needs" is one 

which is frequently abused. See Hearings on Econorr'i,; Analysis and the Efficiency of Govern
ment Before the Subcomm. on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Comm., 91st 
Cong., 2d Sess. 1129 (1970) (statement of Peter Crai!l). 

59. As between the two interpretations, the legis.cltive history of the 1944 Act is indecisive. 
See, e.g., S. REP. No.1 056, 78th Cong., 2d Sess. 4, 8 (1944); H.R. REP. No. 1597, 78th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 2, 5, 9 (1944); 1944 House Hearings, supra not3 31, at 74-76, 417, 576, 755-61. 

60. Until 1939 the Bureau was located in the Deoartment of Agriculture. In that year it was 
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intrametropolitan interpretation, and attempted to require the states to 
adopt general highway plans for each metropolis-an "urban system" of 
highways. In this effort, however, the Bureau encountered stern resist
ance from the states. In 1955, responding to a hint in the 1954 Act,61 the 
Bureau gave up on its earlier position and administratively ruled that all C 
routes must be "extensions" of either the A or the Bfacilities. 62 This result 
was expressly confirmed by Congress in the 1956 Act,63 which drew the 
45-30-25 percent distinctions among the "Federal-aid primary highway 
system," "the Federal-aid secondary highway system," and "extensions 
of these systems within urban areas. "64 

The general structure of the A-8-C program was continued intact 
through the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968,65 with funding gradually 
increasing to $1.1 billion annually.66 That structure finally was altered by 
the 1970 Act67 which raised the federal share to 70 percent68 and added a 
new federal-aid system called the "urban system"69-essentially the 
independent urban program which the Bureau had originally sought to 
read into the 1944 Act. The 1973 Act, 70 which Congress gestated over a 

shifted to the Federal Works Agency, a New Deal creation. A transfer or two later, the Bureau 
wound up in the Department of Commerce in 1949. LEAVITT, supra note 14, at 23-26. In 1956, 
Congress authorized the appointment of a Federal Highway Administrator to manage the 
Bureau, which until then had been run by its own Commissioner. See Act of Aug. 3,1956, ch. 937, 
70 Stat. 990. As part of the Department of Transportation, created in 1966, an entire Federal 
Highway Administration was set up, with the Bureau of Public Roads as only one of its 
components (the National Traffic Safety Bureau was another). Department of Transportation Act 
of 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-670, § 3,80 Stat. 931-32 (codified as 49 U.S.C. § 1652(f) (1970)). During 
President Nixon's first term, the National Higtiway Traffic Safety Administration was given 
independent status within the Department (Highway Safety Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-605, tit. II, 
§ 201, 84 Stat. 1739), and the Bureau of Public Roads, veteran of so many bureaucratic intrigues, 
was dissolved by merger (H.R. REP. No. 91-1554, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970)) into the Federal 
Highway Administration (often referred to as FHWA, an acronym which visually too much 
resembles YHVH, and hence will be avoided in this Articl.e). 

61. In expanding the C program to include urban routes on the secondary (as well as the 
primary) system, the Act's precise language referred to "approved extensions of the Federal-aid 
secondary systems within urban areas." Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954, ch. 181, § 1 (c), 68 
Stat. 71. 

62. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 234-35; Hearings on HR 4260 Before the House Comm. 
on Public Works, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 807-08, 810-12 (1955) (testimony of Shepard A. 
Magidson) [hereinafter cited as 1955 House Hearings]. 

63. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, 70 Stat. 374. 
64. Id. § 1 02(a)(1). 
65. Act of Aug. 23, 1968, PUb. L. No. 90-495, 82 Stat. 815 (codified in scattered sections of 

23 U.S.C.). 
66. Id. § 5(1), 82 Stat. 816. 
67. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970, PUb. L No. 91-605, 84 Stat. 1713 (codified in 

scattered sections of 23 U.S.C.). 
68. Id. § 108, 84 Stat. 1718. 
69. Id. § 106, 84 Stat. 1716. 
70. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, PUb. L. No. 93-87, 87 Stat. 250 (codified in scattered 

sections of 23 U.S.C.). 
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2-year period, is an endlessly complicated enactment with provisions for 
everything from mass transit to bicycle tl'ails; one of these provisions 
allows "urban system" funds to be spent for urban public transportation 
projects. 71 The proposed 1976 Federal-Aid Highway Act is expected to 
simplify and consolidate somewhat the~:e several highway program 
elements. 72 

B. THE HISTORY OF URo,W FREEWA YS 

Urban freeway building did not begin in this country until the late 
1930's; the Arroyo Seco Freeway in Los. Angeles (now the Pasadena 
Freeway) was among the very first. 73 In th,= 1944 Act Congress provided 
special federal funding for urban facilities, 7-1 and in its early administration 
of the C program the Bureau of Public Roacls assigned to urban freeways 
a considerable priority.75 Although the C program grew in its federal 
authorization from $125 million in 1944 to $175 million in 1954,76 such 
sums divided into 48 shares resulted in c,nly $2.6 million ($3.6 million) 
annually for the average state-amounts which did not go very far towards 
covering the cost of expensive urban fmeways. For this reason and 
despite the Bureau's priorities, the total mileage of federally aided urban 
freeways as of 1956 was relatively limitecl. 

During the 1944-56 interval, state higllway programs were respons
ible for the building of some urban freeways, but not very many. In earlier 
years state statutes had withheld from state highway departments all 
authority to build highways within city limits; 77 as late as 1956, these 
departments were allowed to do no more in cities than build "extensions" 

71. Id. § 121 (a), 87 Stat. 259-60 (codified at 23 U.S.C. § 142(a)(2) (Supp. III, 1973)). The 
states have proven slow in availing themselves of their urban-system opportunities under the 
1970 and 1973 Acts. S. REP. No. 94-485, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 8-9 (1975). 

72. See S. REP. No. 94-485, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 57 (1975): H.R. REP. No. 94-716, 94th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1975). 

The Administration had recommended a more exten ,ive consolidation. The Administration's 
entire 1975 legislative proposal is described in four clocuments: (1) an undated draft of its 
proposed "Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1975"; (2) an undated "Section by Section Analysis" of 
that bill; (3) an undated "Explanation" of the bill's Trust Fund and Interstate System aspects; and 
(4) an "Environmental Impact Statement" on the bill, clClted June 1975 (copies on file with the 
author). These four items will be cited collectively hereinafter as Dep't of Transportation 1975 
Documents. 

73. See J. ROBINSON, HIGHWAYS AND OUR ENVIRON~U:NT 79 (1971). 
74. See text accocompananying note 56 supra. 
75. In the first year and a half under the 1944 Act, the Bureau approved 144 urban freeway 

miles, which alone accounted for almost half of the availat,le C funds. See Barnett, Progress in the 
National Status of Urban Arterial Routes, 2 TRAFFIC Q. 80, 87 (1948). 

76. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch, 626, § 3, ~i8 Stat. 838; Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1954, ch, 181, § 1, 68 Stat. 70. 

77. See HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD, HIGHWAY SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION: A LEGALANALYSI8- PART 
I, at 69-77 (1969). 
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of state and rural highways,78 and even this extension power was fre
quently circumscribed?9 In 1956, state funding for urban highway pro
jects remained meager; occasionally, rurally dominated legislatures 
budgeted no more than the minimum necessary to match the federal C 
apportionment and thereby entitle the state to the Cprogram federal aid.8o 

Moreover, in distributing funds earmarked for urban projects, it was 
common for the state departments to discriminate in favor of small cities 
and against the major metropolitan areas.81 Such state programs apart, 
cities did not build many freeways on their own; they could not be 
expected to do so, in light of the obvious need to plan and develop urban 
highways at a governmental level higher than the municipality.82 

For whatever the complex of governmental reasons, by 1956 there 
were only 480 freeway miles completed or under co'nstruction in the 
country's 25 largest cities. 83 Two hundred ninety of these miles were 
confined to New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago.84 There were no 
freeways completed or even under construction in four of the 25 cities, 
and eight other cities had a combined total of less than 33 freeway miles.85 

Few of these freeways were built to what are now conceived of as modern 
urban freeway standards; 'many of them belonged to the "Interstate 
System" preliminary established in 1944 and 1947.86 

With the modern Interstate program assuming jurisdiction via the 
1956 Act for (eventually) 8,600 urban freeway miles,87 it is unclear how 
much of the C-program billions spent since 1956 has gone for urban 
freeways, rather than for more conventional urban highways.88 In some 
states, such as California, state urban freeway programs flourished during 
the late 1950's and 1960's. Elsewhere, the I nterstate System was allowed 
to take over most of those urban freeways which state and local officials 
were especially eager to proceed ahead on.89 Presently the total national 

78. Id. 
79. SeeW. OWEN, THE METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 59 (1 st ed. 1956)[hereinafter 

cited as OWEN]. 
80. BURCH, supra note 25, at 225. 
81. Id. at 154, 226. 
82. But see Hearings on S. 1048, S. 1072, S. 1160, and S. 1573 Before a Subcomm. of the 

Senate Comm. on Public Works, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 218-20 (1955) (effective state-local 
cooperation in Detroit) [hereinafter cited as 1955 Senate Hearings]. 

83. See OWEN, supra note 79, at 47. The figures relate to the central cities only, nollo entire 

metropolitan areas. 
84. Id. 
85. Id. 
86. The 1944-47 System is discussed in notes 121-50 and accompanying text infra. 
87. See note 254 infra. 
88. The freeway which was judicially halted in the case of Named Individual Members of 

San Antonio Conservation Soc'y v. Texas Highway Dep't, 446 F.2d 1013 (5th Cir. 1971), was a 
federal-aid C highway rather than an Interstate. 

89. See, e.g., A. ALTSHULER, THE CITY PLANNING PROCESS 22 (1965) (dealing with SI. Paul); 
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cited as OWEN]. 
80. BURCH, supra note 25, at 225. 
81. Id. at 154, 226. 
82. But see Hearings on S. 1048, S. 1072, S. 1160, and S. 1573 Before a Subcomm. of the 

Senate Comm. on Public Works, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 218-20 (1955) (effective state-local 
cooperation in Detroit) [hereinafter cited as 1955 Senate Hearings]. 

83. See OWEN, supra note 79, at 47. The figures relate to the central cities only, nollo entire 

metropolitan areas. 
84. Id. 
85. Id. 
86. The 1944-47 System is discussed in notes 121-50 and accompanying text infra. 
87. See note 254 infra. 
88. The freeway which was judicially halted in the case of Named Individual Members of 

San Antonio Conservation Soc'y v. Texas Highway Dep't, 446 F.2d 1013 (5th Cir. 1971), was a 
federal-aid C highway rather than an Interstate. 

89. See, e.g., A. ALTSHULER, THE CITY PLANNING PROCESS 22 (1965) (dealing with SI. Paul); 
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amount of non-Interstate urban freeways can be estimated at less than 
4,000 miles.9o Therefore, when we speak of urban freeways in this country, 
we are speaking largely of the urban Intmstates. 

C. THE GAS T4X 

As far back as 1919, Oregon became the first state to levy a gasoline 
tax, set initially at 1 cent per gallon. All oth3r states quickly followed suit, 
and substantial state gas taxes have been with us ever since. 91 From the 
first, the justification for these special state taxes on gasoline seems to 
have been that their proceeds would be ticketed for highway construction 
and maintenance92-herein the "linkage" principle. A few state legisla
tures did, however, "divert" gas tax funds into general revenue, and the' 

. incidence of diversion began to rise durinlJ the early 1930'S.93 In the 1934 
Act, Congress responded to these events by proclaiming that diversion 
was "unfair and unjust" and by threaten ng to cut off partially federal 
highway funding to states which diverted excessively.94 This statute was 
curiously hypocritical, since at the time of its enactment the federal 
government was by far the country's larg,3st single diverter.95 Moreover, 
the statute's bark was worse than its bite. Its definition of excessive 
diversion-once the execrable syntax wan untangled-turned out to be 
surprisingly tepid,96 and there has never been occasion to invoke the 
funding cutoff. At the state level, however. diversion was attacked during 
the middle and late 1930's in a far more ef"ective fashion.97 By the end of 
that decade, a majority of the states had inserted amendments into their 
constitutions barring the diversion of gas tax proceeds to nonhighway 
purposes.98 These "antidiversion" amendments typically insist that the 
tax's proceeds be spent "exclusively for highway purposes";99 this latter 

Lupo, COLCORD & FOWLER, supra note 12, at 13-14 (E:c1ston inner belt); J.S. Bragdon, Interim 
Report, Prog ress Review of National System of I nterstat'3 and Defense Highways, Mar. 5, 1960, at 
9-10 (Bragdon Papers, Eisenhower Library) [hereinafler cited as Interim Report]. 

90. This is based on my review of maps of a number of metropolitan areas. Most of the 
non~lnterstate urban freeways have probably received ilt least some federal support from the C 
program. 

91. See BURCH, supra note 25. at 36. 
92. Id. at 37,47-49. 
93. RAE, supra note 12, at 77. 
94. Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 586, § 12, 48 Stat. 995, as amended, 23 U.S.C. § 126 (1970). 
95. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 73. 
96. In effect, the statute merely says that if in193~ a state spent $X out of its highway user 

revenues for highway purposes, in future years it musl :;pend at least $X from such revenues in 
order to avoid the disqualification. 

97. Cf. RAE, supra note 12, at 78-79. 
98. Soloman, Towards Balanced Urban Transportation: Reform of the State Highway Trust 

Funds, 4 URBAN LAw. 77, 78 & n.5 (1972). 
99 .. E.g., WASH. CONST. art. 2, § 40. 
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phrase has generally been given a limited interpretation by the state 
judiciary.100 

The modern federal gas tax was inaugurated at the level of 1 cent per 
gallon as part of the Revenue Act of 1932,101 which was entirely separate 
from the federal highway program. 102 The gas tax was regarded as a 
simple excise tax. 103 While the tax was understood to be an emergency 
depression measure,104 it escaped repeal as the years wore on. In 1941 
the tax was increased to 1.5 cents, 105 where.it remained until 1951 , when it 
was pegged at 2 cents. 106 Over the years the gas tax proceeds continued 

. to be unearmarked, funds forthe highway program continued to be drawn 
from general revenue, and annual tax revenues vastly exceeded the 
program's expenditures. 107 Once it became clear that the federal tax was 
not merely a temporary phenomenon, it aroused the opposition of many 
groups, including the American Association of State Highway Officials 
(AASHO),108 the automobile manufacturers, the trucking industry, the 
petroleum industry, and certain farmer organizations. 1og This opposition 
movement reached its peak in 1952 and 1953, when it gained the support 
of the prestigious Governors' Conference, which in each of those years 
issued formal resolutions calling for the "return" of the gas tax to the 
states. 110 At the same time, however, the gas tax was sliding, if somewhat 
silently, in the direction of linkage. In 1955 federal gas tax revenues and 
federal highway expenditures were just about equal,111 and this was 
apparently other than mere coincidence. 

100. See, e.g., the cases reported in Soloman, Towards Balanced Urban Transportation: 
Reform of the State Highway Trust Funds, 4 URBAN LAW. 77,90-101 (1972). 

101. Act of June 6,1932, ch. 209, § 617,47 Stat. 266. 
102. This Act also imposed a new federal tax of 2.25 cents per pound on tires and 4 cents per 

pound on inner tubes. Id. § 602, 47 Stat. 261. 
103. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 48 (testimony of Commerce Secretary 

Sinclair Weeks). 
104. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 71: 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 48 (testimony 

of Commerce Secretary Weeks). 
105. Revenue Act of 1941, ch. 412, § 521 (a)(20), 55 Stat. 707. 
106. Revenue Act of 1951, ch. 521, § 489,65 Stat. 536. The 1954 Revenue Code boosted the 

tire tax to 5 cents per pound and the inner tube tax to 10 cents per pound. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, 
§ 4071. 

107. See LEAVITI, supra note 14, at 35. The 1941 and 1951 tax increases were undoubtedly 
occasioned by the need to raise revenues during wartime. 

108. Renamed, in 1974, the American Association of State Transportation Officials 
(AASTO). 

109. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 899-900 (statement of American Trucking 
Association): id. at 1267-73 (statement of American Petroleum Institute): id. at 328 (testimony of 
American Farm Bureau Federation): 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 492 (testimony of 
Automotive Manufacturers Association). 

110. See R. ZETIEL, FEDERAL HIGHWAY LEGLISLATION OF 1956 AND ITS IMPACT ON CALIFORNIA 7 
(1957). 

111. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 328 (testimony of American Farm Bureau 
Federation). 
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II. THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

A. THE 1944 ACT-ITS ANTECEDENTS AND SEQUELAE 

The earliest traces of the Interstate System can be found in a map 
drawn by General Pershing at the close of World War I, based on a War 
Department study, sketching out a nationwide system of advanced high
ways thought to be of value in the transpmtation of military materials and 
personnel. 112 But the Pershing map had bl3en largely forgotten by the late 
1930's, when the modern history of the I nterstate System began in earnest 
with the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938. 113 That Act commissioned the 
Bureau of Public Roads to conduct a study of a set of six superhighways
three east-west and three north-south--to traverse the country; one 
specific question the Bureau was ordered to explore was the "feasibility of 
a toll system on such roads. "114 The Bureau's report, Toll Roads and Free 
Roads, was submitted to Congress in early 1939.115 Part I of the report 
described a 14,000-mile system of four .. lane divided highways which 
complied with Congress' three-by-three 11andate. The report's conclu
sion, however, was that less than 200 miles of this system would generate 
tolls equal to costs, and that on barely on3-fifth of the mileage would the 
tolls even recoup half of the original cost; l' Ei the central finding underlying 
these conclusions was that the volumE~ of transcontinental or even 
"semicontinental" traffic was surprisingl~1 light. 117 In Part II the report 
considered the "free" road possibility, as applied, however, not to the 
three-by-three system which Congress had referred, but rather to a more 
ambitious system of 27,000 miles. 118 The -esulting "Master Plan of Free 
Highway Development"119 received the Bureau's endorsement. The 
Bureau's report placed considerable ernphasis on the idea that this 
highway system would go into, through, and closely around the country's 
major metropolitan areas. 120 

112. See generally New Roads, supra note 13, at '13; Turner Interview. 
113. Act of June 8, 1938, ch. 328, 52 Stat. 633. The Senate Report refers to "widespread 

interest" in such a system. S. REP. No. 1794, 75th CarlO., 3d Sess. 5 (1938). 
114. Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, ch. 328, § 13, 52 Stat. 636. 
115. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, TOLL ROADS AND FREE FloADS,.H.R. Doc. No. 272, 76th Cong., 1 st 

Sess. 1 (1939). 
116. 'd. at 2-4. 
117. 'd. at 5-7. 
118. See the Bureau's justification of this proposal, id. at 4. 
The "free" in "freeway" conveys a quite different mnning, i.e., "freedom" from interference 

by cross-traffic, counter-traffic, or pedestrians. See i3assett, The Freeway-A New Kind of 
Thoroughfare, AM. CITY, Feb. 1930, at 95. 

For discussion as to whether a free system can mal Ie sense under circumstances where a 
toll system could not pay its way, see text accompanying notes 316-22 infra. 

119. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, TOLL ROADS AND FREE FloADS, H.R. Doc. No. 272, 76th Cong., 1 st 
Sess. 89 (1939). 

120. 'd. at 90-102. 
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The Bureau's plan lay dormant until 1941 , when President Roosevelt 
appointed an Interregional Highway'Committee, whose membership was 
of distinguished caliber,121 to reinvestigate the entire question of a 
national superhighway system. 122 The Committee's report, Interregional 
Highways, the result of 2-years' work, investigated five possible freeway 
systems of differing lengths. It was the third largest of these (33,920 miles) 
which the Committee concluded was "optimal";123 this system would 
connect all cities of over 300,000 population, and almost all cities of over 
1 00,000. 124 Over 4,400 of the proposed miles would be located within city 
boundaries; this mileage was intended to "provide direct connection into 
and through all of [the] cities" reached by the interregional system. 125 The 
Committee went on to indicate the general desirability of additional 
circumferential and distributing routes within metropolitan areas; it recom
mended up to 5,000 miles of these as a supplement to the basic 33,920 
miles. 126 

Interregional Highways was submitted to Congress in January 1944. 
Congress proceeded to place the following simple section in the already 
ambitious 1944 Act: 

SEC. 7. There shall be designated within the continental United States a 
National System of I nterstate Highways not exceeding forty thousand miles 
in total extent so located as to connect by routes, as direct as practicable, 
the prinCipal metropolitan areas, cities, and industrial centers, and to serve 
the national defense.. . The routes of the National System of Interstate 
Highways shall be selected by joint action of the State highway depart
ments of each State and the adjoining States. . . . All highways included in 
the National System of Interstate Highways as finally approved, if not 
already included in the Federal-aid highway system, shall be added to said' 
system without regard to any mileage limitation. 127 

121. The Committee consisted of the head of the Bureau of Public Roads, two state highway 
officials, a former state governor, a federal natural resources official, and two city planners (one of 
them Rexford Tugwell, a member of the President's original Brian Trust, and in 1941 the Chairman 
of the New York City Planning Commission). See the Committee's Letter of Submittal of its Report, 
in NATIONAL INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAY COMMITIEE, INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, H.R. Doc. No. 379, 78th 
Cong., 2d Sess., ix (1944) [hereinafter cited as INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS]. 

122. In creating this Committee, Roosevelt acted on his own authority. In 1943 legislation, 
however, Congress directed the Bureau to conduct a "survey of the need for a system of express 
highways throughout the United States. .." Act of July 13, 1943, ch. 236, § 5,57 Stat. 561. 
Since the Bureau's Commissioner was alreauy ;;t3rving as chairman of Roosevelt's Committee 
and since the Bureau was doing the Committee's staff work, the Bureau adopted the Committee's 
report as its own. INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, supra note 121, at iv. 

123. INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, supra note 121, at 3-4. The lengths of the other systems 
considered were 14,200, 26,700, 36,000, and 48,400 miles. Id. at 4. 

124. Id. at 6. The Committee's recommendation was that every route on the system should 
enjoy limited access. Id. at 78. 

125. Id. at 51. 
126. Id. at 52. 
127. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 626, § 7, 58 Stat. 842. 
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The "interstate" language of this section is, of course, familiar, resembling 
the statutory definition of the primary or ,.:!, program. 128 The 40,000-mile 
limitation on mileage, however, combined with the assumption of limited 
access, signified that the Interstate System was extremely serious about 
its "interstate" intentions in a way quite unlike the A program; one 1944 
witness aptly referred to the proposed Intl~rstate System as a "primary
primary system."129 

In 1947 agreement was reached by the Bureau and the states on 
37,800 of section 7's 40,000 miles. By this section 7 "joint action," the 
designations were made official and a map was published. 13o Almost 
3,900 of the37 ,800 miles were in urban areas; these were the embodiment 
of the 4,400 mile allowance in InterregionBi Highways for highways which 
"carry" traffic "through" the cities. 131 In r,::sponse to Interregional High
ways'supplemental up-to-5,000 miles proposal for circumferential and 
distributing highways, the System's renaining 2,200 miles132 were 
reserved for later designation within urban areas; the reason given for 
postponing decision on these urban route:) was to allow time in which to 
secure better urban traffic information. 133 

Because of limited funding, very fe'A! of the Interstates were built 
between 1944 and 1952.134 In 1955 Con9ress began serious considera
tion of legislation which would provide ad 3quate Interstate financing. 135 

With such legislation pending, the time had obviously come to reach 
decision on the remaining 2,200 miles. An invitation from the Bureau drew 
proposals totalling 3,500 miles from at least 38 states. 136 In early June a 
Bureau memorandum set forth the criteria for selection of these remaining 
urban Interstates.137 Noting that the 1947' designations had been rather 
vague as to the location of the urban route:3, this memorandum indicated 
that proposals for new Interstate mileage should be accompanied by the 

128. See text accompanying notes 27-32 supra. 
129. See 1944 House Hearings, supra note 31, Cit 189 (testimony of William J. Cox, State 

Highway Commissioner of Connecticut). . 
130. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 67E-80. The system officially designated in 

1947 is quite similar to the system originally mapped in I.'JTERREGIONAL H,GHWAYS, supra note 121. 
at 7. 

131. See generally 1955 Senate Hearings, supra Ilote 82, at 671 (testimony of Bureau of 
Public Roads Commissioner C. D. Curtiss). 

132. 40,000 miles less 37,800 miles. 
133. See 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, al !J77 (testimony of Bureau Commissioner 
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134. See text accompanying note 147 infra. 
135. See text accompanying notes 151-97 infra. 
136. Circular Memorandum from A.C. Clark, Deputy Commissioner, to Division and District 

Engineers, Subject: Criteria for Selection of Additionallrterstate System Routes at Urban Areas, 
June 9, 1955 (on file with the author) [hereinafter citej as 1955 Bureau Memorandum]. 

137. Id. at 1. 
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fixing of somewhat more specific corridors for those routes already 
approved. 138 Pursuant to this recommendation, all the urban Interstates 
originally approved in 1947 were given a thorough restudy-even though 
none of these 1947 approvals were in the end rescinded. 139 In September 
1955, the Bureau announced its decisions as to the remaining 2,200 
urban miles. It then released a document entitled General Location of 
National System of Interstate Highways (known within the profession as 
the Yellow Book140

), which contained a national map of the entire System 
and individual maps of 100 urban areas, showing the approved urban 
Interstate routes in each locality. For the major metropolitan areas the 
maps generally display an "inner belt" encircling all or part of the 
downtown areas, an "outer belt" encircling all or part of the entire 
metropolis, and one or more "radial" freeways leading outward from the 
inner belt. 141 In a typical medium-size metropolitan area the proposed 
Interstate splits in two as it approaches the city, one branch going through 
the city and the other around it, with the two branches then reuniting at a 
point beyond the city.142 For many smaller cities the maps show a single 
freeway "spur" connecting the city with the Interstate as it sweeps by 
some distance away.143 All of these Interstates having been designated 
by the "joint [federal-state] action" procedure contemplated by section 7. 
It has been the understanding of federal highway officials that neither they 
nor the states possess the unilateral legal power to delete routes from this 
predesignated system. 144 

The Interstate System was thus in a real sense legally established in 
1944, 1947, and 1955, and hence the frequent statements that it was 
"created" by the 1956 Act are inadequate.145 It is true, however, that the 

138. Id. at 1. See also 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 674 (statement of Bureau 
Commissioner Curtiss). 

139. Turner Interview. 
140. This was due to the color of its cover. 
141. See, e.g., the map for Boston in BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, GENERAL LOCATION OF NATIONAL 

SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 37 (1955). 
142. See, e.g., the map tor Flint, Mich. Id. at 42. 
143. See, e.g., the map for Battle Creek, Mich. Id. at 40. 
144. As to the absence of federal power, see 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 982 

(testimony of Henry Kaltenbach, Chief Counsel for the Bureau). For the absence of state power, 
see Hearings on H.R. 11619, H.R. 12633, H.R. 13442, and H.R. 13585 Before the Subcomm. on 
Roads of the House Comm. on Public Works, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 35 (1967) (testimony of 
Federal Highway Administrator Lowell K. Bridwell) [hereinafter cited as 1967 House Hearings]. 
The state might possess de facto power in this regard, however, by refusing to submit a route for 
actual funding under 23 U.S.C. § 106 (1970). The Secretary would also undoubtedly be reluctant 
to insist on a route which the state clearly does not want. This latter point is implicit in the Bridwell 
testimony. See 1967 House Hearings, supra at 34-53. 

145. E.g., R. GOODMAN, AFTER THE PLANNERS 72 (1971) (Interstate System "signed into law" in 
1956); READINGS IN URBAN TRANSPORTATION 231 (G. Smerk ed. 1968) (introduction to ch. 6); WARNER, 
supra note 23, at 43. The film which is shown visitors at the Eisenhower Library in Abilene, 
Kansas, claims in its soundtrack that the 1956 Act "initiated" the Interstate System. 
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1944 Act provided no special funding for 11e System, nor did it in any way 
establish a distinct Interstate program. Instead the Act merely included 
the entire System within the federal-aid prir1ary system, making it eligible 
for federal funding under that program's ordinary operation. 146 Only 1 
percent of the System was completed to fL II I nterstate. standards in the 5 
years after the 1947 designations. 147 Th,:; Interstates were, of course, 
extremely expensive to build, and the states preferred to deploy their 
limited primary apportionment over a largE~r number of ordinary highway 
projects rather than exhausting it on a very :,mall number of Interstates. In 
1944 this slow rate of progress had been fo -eseen by only a very few.148 It 
was only in the early 1950's that federal officials came to realize that 
special funding would be needed if the System were to be built within the 
reasonable future. With auto registrations: having nearly doubled in the 
years after World War 11,149 and with the view becoming widely accepted 
that the country's road system was "functionally obsolete, "150 the need for 
superhighways came to be regarded as E~specially urgent. 

B. THE 1956 ACT 

To "expedite" the System, the 1952 Act151 budgeted a separate $25 
million for each of the next 2 years-reall)' only a pittance-for System 
construction. 152 The 1954 Act,153 the first highway legislation of the 
Eisenhower era, added a special $175 million for each of the next 2 years 
and increased the federal share for this special Interstate expenditure to 
60 percent. 154 Obviously, these measures were capable of speeding up 
the System's construction only slightly.155 The real impetus for an acceler
ated Interstate program came in the form of a Presidential address 
delivered on July 12, 1954, by Vice President Nixon to the Governors' 

146. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, ch. 6:~6, § 7. 58 Stat. 842. quoted in text 
accompanying note 127 supra. 

147. See New Roads, supra note 13. at 14. 
148. See 1944 House Hearings, supra note 31, at 189 (testimony of State Highway 

Commissioner Cox of Connecticut. to the effect that the f.3.ilure to provide special funding for the 
Interstate System would be "fatal"). 

149. See PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMITIEE ON A ~J'\TIONAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM, A 10-YEAR 
NATIONAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM, H.R Doc. No. 93, 84th Con~I., 1 st Sess. 8 (1955) [hereinafter cited as 
CLAY COMMITTEE REPORT]. 

150. H. Mertins & D. Miller, Urban Transportation Policy: Fact or Fiction, June 1970, at 6 
(Occasional Paper No.2 of the Urban Transportation Institute of Syracuse University). 

151. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1952, ch. 462, 66 Stat. 158. 
152. Id. § 2, 66 Stat. 159. 
153. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954, ch. 181. 68 Stat. 70. 
154. Id. § 2, 68 Stat. 72 
155. Even with the help of the 1952 and 1954 fundinq, by 1956 only 3,000 miles of the System 

had been completed. See Hearings on H.R. 8836 Befo(E! the Subcomm. on Roads of the House 
Comm. on Public Works, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 55 ('1!l56) (information provided by Bureau 
Commissioner Curtiss) [hereinafter cited as 1956 Hou.),~ Public Works Comm. Hearings]. 
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Conference at Bolton Lake, New York.156 This address proposed in very 
general terms a vast expansion of the nation's highway rprogram, and 
especially the I nterstate System's share of that total prograrr.157 Contem
poraries observed that the address had an "electrifying Mfect"158 and 
furnished the often mundane highway issue with "a remarka)ble degree of 
grandeur. "159 It left open, however, almost all questions c(?ncerning the 
specifics of a federal legislative proposal. In September the President 
established an outside committee of blue-ribbon private citIzens chaired 
by General Lucius D. Clay, a longtime Eisenhower confidc~nt, 160 to give 
these questions their initial study. The Clay Committee's rep()rt, 161 submit
ted to the President in January 1955, priced the System at $:27 billion, $15 
billion of which would be allotted to the System's urban routes. 162 

156. This was 2 months after the signing of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954. Vice 
President Nixon spoke from President Eisenhower's notes; Eisenhower was unable to attend 
because of a death in the family. See PUBLIC PAPERS OF PRESIDENTSOFTHE UNITED,STATES: DWIGHT D. 
EISENHOWER, 1954, at 629 (U.S. Government Printing Office 1960). 

How Eisenhower was persuaded to accept the views expressed in the ,address remains 
somewhat unclear. One possible explanation concerns Francis du Pont, an Ei~ienhower appoin
tee then serving as Commissioner of the Bureau. During the 1920's, du liont's father had 
constructed a 5-mile route, which many regard as the country's first superhighway, on land he 
owned in Delaware (this facility has since been incorporated into the Delaware 'Turnpike). For the 
du Pont family, the promotion of superhighways became an idealistic mi,ssion. Within the 
Administration, du Pont apparently exerted a large influence on Eisenhower, ,,..,ho tended to be 
impressed by blue-ribbon businessmen of the du Pont sort. Johnson Interview: Turner Interview. 
Shortly after the Presidential address, du Pont resigned as Bureau Commis;sioner so that he 
could spend all his time, as a special consultant to the Secretary of Commercle, working on the 
emerging Interstate program. That he declined all compensation for this servi,ce impressed the 
Senate committee. See 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 38-39. 

157. Address by Vice President Nixon, Governors' Conference, July 12. :1954, in PROCEED
INGS OF GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE 1954. at 87 (1954). The address recommended that overt he next 
10 years all levels of government spend $50 billion more on highways than waG otherwise being 
planned. Id. at 90. 

158. Memorandum from [Highway Consultant] Robinson Newcomb to the Council of 
Economic Advisors. Aug. 23. 1954. in EISENHOWER DOCUMENTS. supra note 1::!. at 539. 

159. Letter from John Peter Flynn to Sherman Adams. Nov. 15, 1954 (Files of the President's 
Advisory Committee on a National Highway System. Eisenhower Papers. EiSEnhower Library). 

160. After having served as a special deputy to General Eisenhower in 1 ~)45. General Clay 
had been selected by Eisenhower to administer the American zone in Germany. 1 WHO'S WHO IN 
AMERICA 1972-73. at 585 (37th ed. 1972). In 1951-52 Clay was influential in persuading 
Eisenhower to run for the Presidency. See H. PARMET. EISENHOWER AND THE A~ERICAN CRUSADES 
45-56 (1972). The idea of an outside committee had been urged on the Presij:lent by Sherman 
Adams. See J.S. Bragdon, The Interstate Limited Access 90/10 Federal Aid Sy;stem with Special 
Reference to Toll Financing and Intra City Routing. 1961. at 4-5 (manuscril=jt which Bragdon 
unsuccessfully tried to have published in national magazines) (Bragdon Pal~ers. Eisenhower 
Library) [hereinafter cited as Bragdon]. ' 

161. CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT. supra note 149. 
162. This latter figure involved expenditure of $11 billon for the already designated urban 

portions. and $4 billon for additional "feeder and distribution routes" within urbc)n areas. Id. at 14. 
18. Although the second part of this recommendation was purportedly based or,l the Committee's 
own investigation (id. at 18-19), it amounted to an endorsement of the 2,200 Llrban miles of the 
original System left undesignated in 1947. 
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It took 2 years, several government studies, and both sessions of the 
84th Congress to figure out what the sourCElS would be for this $27 billion. 
The ultimate congressional decisions in thi~; regard became incorporated 
into the 1956 Act. 163 The highlights of that ,!I.ct were: first, the fixing of a 90 
percent federal share for Interstate construGtion;164 second, the raising of 
a variety of federal highway-user taxes, including the gas tax (from 2 cents 
to 3 cents a gallon) and the tire tax (from 5 cents to 8 cents a pound), and 
the levying of a new annual licensing ta>, on all vehicles heavier than 
26,000 pounds;165 and third, the creation of a Highway Trust Fund into 
which all these revenues would be automatically funneled, to be available 
for expenditure without need for further ccngressional authorization. 166 

While a full history of the 1956 Act is beyond the scope of this Article, it 
is important to take notice of three finan~ing alternatives which were 
explicitly considered and rejected. In 195:; the rubber manufacturers, the 
American Automobile Association (AAA) , E.nd the petroleum industry, all 
noting the "defense" justification for the Intmstate System, 167 argued that 
the program ought to be financed out of general revenues. 16B But this 
proposal was entirely unacceptable to tr,e Administration, and elicited 
almost no interest in Congress. 169 

The second alternative was tolls. Pre:3ident Eisenhower's memoirs 
disclose that he "originally preferred a system of self-financing toll high
ways" for the System; 170 Eisenhower'~; address to the governors 
envisioned that the entire national highway program would be based on 
the principle of "self-liquidation of each project, whenever that is possible, 
through tolls or an insured increase in ~Jas tax revenues."171 By the 

163. Act of June 29, 1956, ch. 462, 70 Stat. 374. 
164. Id. § 108(b), 70 Stat. 378 (codified at 23 U.S.C. 120(c) (1970) ). The states are required, 

however, to provide for the "maintenance" of the Systern. 23 U.S.C. § 116 (1970). Over the years, 
maintenance expenses may well exceed the state's original 10% contribution. 

The 1956 Act allows the state to claim above 90% I:but never higher than 95%) to the extent 
that "unreserved public lands and nontaxable Indian lands" exceed 5% of the state's total area. 
See 23 U.S.C. § 120(c) (1970). Burch's figures for 10 sta:es show the federal share ranging from 
90.71 % to 95% (Nevada). BURCH, supra note 25, at 2GI. 

165. See Highway Revenue Act of 1956, ch. 462, §§ 202-06, 70 Stat. 387-91. 
166. Id. § 209, 70 Stat. 397-401. It is not true, as Burby claims, that the trust fund idea was 

"just dreamed up" by Alf Johnson of the American Association of State Highway Officials. BURBY, 
supra note 14, at 298. The possibility of a highway trusllund had been extensively discussed in 
Congress in 1953. See SUBCOMM. ON ROADSOFTHE Housl~ COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, 83D CONG., 1 ST 
SESS., SUMMARY OF HEARINGS, NATIONAL HIGHWAY STUDY !l·10 (Comm. Print No.9, 1953). 

167. See text accompanying notes 392-97 infra. 
168. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1237,1263, 1277. 
169. In the Senate's 89-1 approval of the 1956 Act, the lone dissenter was Senator Russell. 

Long, whose view was that motorists were too heavily tm:ed already. See 102 CONGo REC. 10,966 
(1956). 

170. D. EISENHOWER, MANDATE FOR CHANGE 548 (19€2). 
171. Address by Vice President Nixon, Governors' Conference, July 12, 1954, in PROCEED

INGS OF GovERNORS' CONFERENCE 1954, at 91 (1954). 
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the levying of a new annual licensing ta>, on all vehicles heavier than 
26,000 pounds;165 and third, the creation of a Highway Trust Fund into 
which all these revenues would be automatically funneled, to be available 
for expenditure without need for further ccngressional authorization. 166 

While a full history of the 1956 Act is beyond the scope of this Article, it 
is important to take notice of three finan~ing alternatives which were 
explicitly considered and rejected. In 195:; the rubber manufacturers, the 
American Automobile Association (AAA) , E.nd the petroleum industry, all 
noting the "defense" justification for the Intmstate System, 167 argued that 
the program ought to be financed out of general revenues. 16B But this 
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The second alternative was tolls. Pre:3ident Eisenhower's memoirs 
disclose that he "originally preferred a system of self-financing toll high
ways" for the System; 170 Eisenhower'~; address to the governors 
envisioned that the entire national highway program would be based on 
the principle of "self-liquidation of each project, whenever that is possible, 
through tolls or an insured increase in ~Jas tax revenues."171 By the 

163. Act of June 29, 1956, ch. 462, 70 Stat. 374. 
164. Id. § 108(b), 70 Stat. 378 (codified at 23 U.S.C. 120(c) (1970) ). The states are required, 

however, to provide for the "maintenance" of the Systern. 23 U.S.C. § 116 (1970). Over the years, 
maintenance expenses may well exceed the state's original 10% contribution. 

The 1956 Act allows the state to claim above 90% I:but never higher than 95%) to the extent 
that "unreserved public lands and nontaxable Indian lands" exceed 5% of the state's total area. 
See 23 U.S.C. § 120(c) (1970). Burch's figures for 10 sta:es show the federal share ranging from 
90.71 % to 95% (Nevada). BURCH, supra note 25, at 2GI. 

165. See Highway Revenue Act of 1956, ch. 462, §§ 202-06, 70 Stat. 387-91. 
166. Id. § 209, 70 Stat. 397-401. It is not true, as Burby claims, that the trust fund idea was 

"just dreamed up" by Alf Johnson of the American Association of State Highway Officials. BURBY, 
supra note 14, at 298. The possibility of a highway trusllund had been extensively discussed in 
Congress in 1953. See SUBCOMM. ON ROADSOFTHE Housl~ COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, 83D CONG., 1 ST 
SESS., SUMMARY OF HEARINGS, NATIONAL HIGHWAY STUDY !l·10 (Comm. Print No.9, 1953). 

167. See text accompanying notes 392-97 infra. 
168. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1237,1263, 1277. 
169. In the Senate's 89-1 approval of the 1956 Act, the lone dissenter was Senator Russell. 

Long, whose view was that motorists were too heavily tm:ed already. See 102 CONGo REC. 10,966 
(1956). 

170. D. EISENHOWER, MANDATE FOR CHANGE 548 (19€2). 
171. Address by Vice President Nixon, Governors' Conference, July 12, 1954, in PROCEED

INGS OF GovERNORS' CONFERENCE 1954, at 91 (1954). 
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mid-1950's, this country was in the midst of a burgeoning toll road 
movement; the number of toll superhighways was rapidly increasing, and 
the experience with toll roads had been almost uniformly auspicious. 172 

Within the Administration, the chief toll apostle was Major General John S. 
Bragdon, a West Point classmate of the President. Bragdon joined the 
Council of Economic Advisors in 1954 with special responsibility for 
federal highway policy, and then was shifted a year later to the White 
House staff as Special Assistant for Public WorkS.173 

In acclaiming tolls, however, Bragdon was breaking with the tradition 
of the federal highway program. The very first paragraph of the 1916 Act 
had required that all federally funded roads be "free from tolls of all 
kinds."174 That requirement had been expressly reaffirmed in the 1921 
Act175 and continued forward in all subsequent highway legislation.176 

Bragdon also found himself at odds with both the Clay Committee and the 
federal Bureau of Public Roads, both of which in their 1955 reports 
recommended against the possibility of toll financing. 177 What the Clay 
Committee proposed, instead, was a third alternative: that the 90 percent 
federal share be financed primarily by 30-year bonds to be issued by a 

172. See OWEN, supra note 79, at 50. See also BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, PROGRESS AND 
FEASIBILITY OF TOLL ROADS AND THEIR RELATION TO THE FEDERAL AID PROGRAM, H.R. MIsc. Doc. No. 139, 
84th Cong., 1st Sess. 4-17 (1955) [hereinafter cited as BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS]; J. RAE, THE 
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE 180-85 (1965). 

173. See Bragdon, supra note 160, at 1; Historical Materials in the Dwight D. Eisenhower 
Library, 1972, at 7 (document prepared by the staff of the Eisenhower Library for persons using 
the Library's research facilities, copy on file with the author). 

174. Act of July 11, 1916, ch. 241, § 1, 39 Stat. 356. 
175. Federal Highway Act of 1921, ch. 119, § 9, 42 Stat. 214. 
176. See 23 U.S.C. § 301 (1970). 
177. See BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, supra note 172, at 4-17; CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra 

note 149, at 13-14. 
Technically, both the Committee and the Bureau recommended only that toll routes should 

not receive federal aid. They declined to adopt the more drastic position that such routes could 
not, if self-supporting, become part of the System. The reports also identified (besides the 1 ,000 
toll miles already open to traffic) over 7,200 miles of economically feasible toll facilities on routes 
paralleling the System which either were under construction or at least had been authorized or 
taken under study by the states. Still, the reports' basic recommendations were calculated to 
undermine the toll possibility. If 90% federal aid was to be available for an Interstate facility, but 
only if the facility was operated on a toll-free basis, anyone could predict that the states would 
abandon their toll road plans. Certainly the AAA appreciated this. See Martin, supra note 12, at 
253. Of the over 5,500 miles of toll routes either "authorized" or being "considered" by the states 
in 1954 (see BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, supra note 172, at 23) the only project that has since been 
built is a 50-mile segment of 1-95 in Delaware and Maryland. See generally RAE, supra note 12, at 
181. Of the 2,700 miles of toll roads already completed or under construction by 1954, most were 
incorporated into the Interstate System-but without any sort of reimbursement to the states-in 
1957. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, §§ 113-14, 70 Stat. 384-85; AMERICAN ASS'N 
OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS: 1914-64, at 191-92 (1965); NEW ROADS, supra 
note 13, at 17-18. 
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new Federal Highway Corporation. 178 The anticipated 30-year revenues 
of the existing federal gas and tire taxes would be sufficient to payoff the 
indebtedness. The Clay Committee's proposal thus accepted the 
philosophy of financing highway construction through highway-user 
taxes. However, by relying on the indebtedness technique, the Committee 
was able to avoid suggesting that any of tl1ese taxes should be raised; it 
evidently regarded any such tax increases ;3.S unacceptably impolitic. 179 

The clarification (and modification) of the President's position-on 
the side of highway-user taxes rather than tolls-was disclosed to the 
public in his February 1955 message to Congress, in which he forwarded 
the Clay Committee Report and stated somewhat noncommittally that he 
was "inclined to the view" that the Commi1tee's financing proposal was 
desirable. 180 That message had been written in a February 1 meeting 
attended by Sherman Adams (evidently representing the President), 
Treasury Secretary George Humphrey, Commerce Secretary Sinclair 
Weeks, General Clay, General Bragdon, and three others. 181 At that 
meeting, the toll issue was "very warmly di!::cussed." The discussion dealt 
partly with the political fact that a toll proposal predictably would arouse 
the ire of the AAA, state highway officials, and the state governors, 
particularly in the West; with these enemie!:, it was argued, the proposal 
would stand little chance of succeeding in Congress. 182 By the end of the 

. meeting, Governor Adams was clearly agm3ing with Clay, and the matter 
was in this way resolved. 183 

The Administration, in rejecting tolls, thus came to support the Clay 
Committee's bonding proposal. However, this proposal turned out to be 

178. CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra note 149, at 26. While the Corporation would raise the 
revenue for the Interstates, the administration of the InlE,rstate program would remain with the 
Bureau. Id. at 23. 

179. See Martin, supra note 12, at 227. 
180. See CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra note 149. a: vi. 
181. See Memorandum from J.S. Bragdon to the Council [of Economic Advisors], Subject: 

Conference on Message and Legislation for Roads, Feb. 1, 1955, at 1 (Bragdon Files, 
Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 

182. Id. 
183. General Bragdon returned to his office and d 'afted a forlorn memorandum, which 

ended as follows: 
So this ends the matter as far as the toll roads are concerned. In other words, the 
American people will have a $27 billion bill for something which they could have gotten 
for nothing, all because of (a) political feasibility, and (b) the horse-and-buggy anti-toll 
road sentiment in the Bureau of Public Roads. 

Id. at 2. 
In all his White House efforts, Bragdon was handicapped by an ineptness at bureaucratic 

maneuverings. Beginning with his inability to establish a ~I(lod working relationship with Sherman 
Adams (Peterson Interview), Bragdon's entire White House career was marked by frustrations 
and failures. See Memorandum of Introduction to the Bra!~don Papers (Eisenhower Library). In 
later reviewing his activities as a toll advocate, Bragdon himself saw fit to comment, "How naive!" 
Bragdon, supra note 160, at 12. 
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unacceptable to Congress, where it was defeated in both chambers-by 
a 31-60 vote in the Senate,184 and by a closer margin, 193-221, in the 
House. 185 Interestingly, little of the bill's congressional opposition came 
from those organizations which supposedly had been working for the 
abolition of the federal gas tax. The bill's acknowledgement of "linkage"186 
managed to dissolve the impressive coalition which previously had 
objected to the federal gas tax;187 only the petroleum industry and one 
farmers' association remained within the ranks.188 All of the counter
proposals for Interstate funding given serious congressional considera
tion in 1955 and 1956 conceded the idea of dedicating federal highway
user taxes. What provoked antagonism were several other aspects of the 
bill,189 the most important of which was its reliance on indebtedness. 
Senator Harry F. Byrd, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, 
endorsed a policy of "pay-as-you-go" (as contrasted to a bonded debt), 
and made great political capital of the fact that the $20 billion indebted
ness would eventually require the payment of $11.5 billion in interest;190 

184. The Republican vote was 30-13and the Democratic vote 1-47. The unlikely Democratic 
maverick was Senator John F. Kennedy. CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, CONGRESS AND THE NATION 
1945-64, at 530 (1965). 

185. Both of these votes were on motions to substitute the Administration's bill for the bill 
reported out by the respective Senate and House committees. In the House, the party breakdown 
was Democrats, 7-214; Republicans, 186-7. These two votes were the most party-partisan of all 
the events that transpired during 1955-56. Federal highway legislation traditionally had been a 
nonpartisan issue. See BURCH. supra note 25, at 223; 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 
34-35. Senator Harry F. Byrd, who led the fight against the Administration's bill, was a southern 
Democrat who usually aligned himself with the Republicans. 

186. See text accompanying note 92 supra. 
187. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 900; text accompanying notes 109-10 

supra. The key was the response of the Governors to the President's address. The evening of the 
address, the Governors were overtly critical, but after pondering the matter for a day or two, they 
began to regard the President's proposal as acceptable. See N.Y. Times, July 13,1954, at 1, col. 
1; id., July 14,1954, at 1, col. 2; id., July 15,1954, at 1, col. 4. The Conference's eventual official 
resolution was basically friendly. STATE GOV'T, Aug. 1954, at 175-76. The Conference also 
established a highway committee to formulate a more precise position for the Governors. 

188. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 328 (testimony of American Farm Bureau 
Federation); id. at 1268 (statement of American Petroleum Institute). 

189. Since the indebtedness would belong to the Corporation rather than to the federal 
government itself, it would not count against the congressionally enacted debt ceiling-a 
procedure which struck many in Congress as disingenuous notwithstanding its probable 
technical legality. See, e.g., 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 550 (statement of Sen. 
Stuart Symington); id. at 610-11 (statement of the Comptroller General). Many in Congress were 
allergic to the idea of an outside corporation taking authority away from regular federal agencies. 
Id. at 260 (remarks of Sen. Albert Gore). The Administration's bill involved placing a monetary 
ceiling on the A-B-G program for the following years, a ceiling which disturbed that program's 
constituency. See, e.g., Hearings on H.R. 9075 Before the House Gomm. on Ways and Means, 
84th Cong., 2d Sess. 59 (1956) (statement of Rep. George Fallon) [hereinafter cited as 1956 
House Ways and Means Gomm. Hearings). 

190. See 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 497. In Representative Fallon's view, this 
was the most "glaring" weakness of the Administration bill. 1956 House Ways and Means Gomm. 
Hearings, supra note 189, at 59. 
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Byrd's apparent view was that interest payments were nothing more than 
a wasted expenditure. 

The bill the Senate finally approved in late May 1955 was the one 
which its Public Works Committee had repolted out, authored by one of its 
members, Albert Gore. In light of the consHtutional requirement that tax 
legislation begin in the House,191 this bill studiously avoided the question 
of where the needed additional revenue would be found 192 and thus 
comprised much less than a full program proposal. The Administration bill 
was given serious attention by the House F'ublic Works Committee. How
ever, once that bill had been rejected by the Senate, the House com
mittee's leadership concluded that even if lhe bill were approved by the 
House, it would stand little chance of surviving a House-Senate con
ference. 193 The committee accordingly held new hearings on a new 
bill hastily drafted by committee chairman George Fallon with the help of 
data supplied to him by Frank Turner, then the Assistant to the Bureau 
Commissioner. 194 It was this Fallon bill which was the first major proposal 
to embrace the strategy of financing the Sy~:tem by increasing the federal 
taxes levied against highway users.195 H.I::. 7474, a later version of the 
original Fallon bill, was reported out by committee to the full House. The 
Administration, speaking through Treasury :3ecretary George Humphrey, 
effectively acquiesced in this bill. 196 Never:heless, when the vote finally 
came on the House floor, H.R. 7474 was soundly defeated by a nonparti
san vote, 1 23-292. 197 

While several explanations can be found for the bill's defeat,198 the 
overriding cause was the bitter opposition which the bill evoked from the 

191. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 7. 
192. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 493 :statement of Sen. Clifford Case). 
193. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at '1105 (statement of Rep. Fallon). 
194. Fallon Interview; Turner Interview. 
195. Since this was the strategy which prevailed in 1956, and since Fallon was deeply 

involved in the preparation of the 1956 bill as well, he deserves to be recognized as a principal 
architect of the Interstate program. There is irony in this, since Fallon dislikes driving-freeway 
driving especially. Fallon Interview. The irony is not uniqu~: Robert Moses, New York City's great 
freeway builder, "except for a few driving lessons he tack in 1926,. . never drove a car in his 
life." CARO, supra note 14, 'at 12. 

196. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1194. 
197. The Democratic vote was 94-128; Republic:ln, 29-164. CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, 

CONGRESS AND THE NATION 1945-64, at 530 (1965). 
198. One cause of the ultimate vote was committee II-will within the House. The bill had not 

been sent to the Ways and Means Committee, despitE! its general jurisdiction over revenue 
measures. While an arrangement was worked out whl~reby a handful of Ways and Means 
Committee members would participate in the Public Works Committee hearings, that arrange
ment turned sour after petty debating about committee' llember preogatives. Fallon Interview. 
See a/so 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1104. One squabble was over where in the 
committee room the Ways and Means members would sit. Fallon Interview. Shades of the Paris 
peace talks I 
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192. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 493 :statement of Sen. Clifford Case). 
193. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at '1105 (statement of Rep. Fallon). 
194. Fallon Interview; Turner Interview. 
195. Since this was the strategy which prevailed in 1956, and since Fallon was deeply 

involved in the preparation of the 1956 bill as well, he deserves to be recognized as a principal 
architect of the Interstate program. There is irony in this, since Fallon dislikes driving-freeway 
driving especially. Fallon Interview. The irony is not uniqu~: Robert Moses, New York City's great 
freeway builder, "except for a few driving lessons he tack in 1926,. . never drove a car in his 
life." CARO, supra note 14, 'at 12. 

196. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1194. 
197. The Democratic vote was 94-128; Republic:ln, 29-164. CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, 

CONGRESS AND THE NATION 1945-64, at 530 (1965). 
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various interests and industries which would have carried the burden of 
the tax increases. The bill's tire taxes led all the branches of the rubber 
industry to condemn it. 199 The petroleum refiners and sellers denounced 
the bill because of its gas taxes.200 Its proposed taxes on diesel fuel 
brought down the wrath of diesel fuel sellers and users.201 The intercity 
bus companies, the trucking industry, and even the Teamster's Union 
rejected the bill because it taxed large vehicles too heavily,202 while the 
AAA was critical that its taxes on large vehicles were so modest.203 

From the day of introduction of [the Fallon bill,] there occurred one of the 
most intense pressure campaigns observed on Capitol Hill for many 
years. . . . This campaign moved with increasing intensity until the revised 
tax bill was defeated on the floor of the House. 204 

All during this period of congressional consideration of highway 
proposals, an event of major importance was unfolding within the federal 
and state highway bureaucracies--the 1955 urban designations.205 One 
probable effect of these designations was to render the Interstate prog
ram more attractive to Congressmen from urban areas where Interstates 
were specifically displayed in the 1955 Yellow Book.206 Certainly, when 
highway legislation was introduced early in the 1956 session , the con
gressional mood proved to be far more receptive. A new bill, authored by 
Representative Fallon and captioned the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1956, was considered by the House Public Works Committee. A separate 
bill, the Highway Revenue Act of 1956, was conside~ed by the House 
Ways and Means Committee; it carried the name of committee member 
Hale 80ggs,207 although Fallon claims that it originated in his office. 208 Like 
H.R. 7474, the idea of the Revenue Act was to levy new or increased taxes 
on highway users and motor vehicle commodities, although there were 

199. 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1132-34,1237-39. 
200. 'd. at 1163-64,1267-73. 
201. 'd. at 1293-95,1297-1305,1307-16. 
202. 'd. at 1108-10, 1151-53, 1290. The bill would have taxed more heavily large tires and 

inner tubes, which of course are purchased both by trucks and by other vehicles of similar size. 
See note 218 infra. The general reason for a two-tiered tax is that the heavier the vehicle, the 
greater the burden it places upon the roadway. While heavier vehicles also consume more gas and 
hence produce more revenue in the form of gas taxes, the gas tax differential falls'considerably 
short of equaling the burden differential. Additional taxes on large vehicles thus are advisable if 
tax equity is to be achieved. See generally id. at 982-94 (testimony of American Railroad 
Association). 

203. 'd. at 1277. 
204. Martin, supra note 12, at 252. 
205. See text accompanying notes 136-44 supra. 
206. It was General Bragdon's suspicion that the Bureau undertook the 1955 designation 

process partly in order to commit the urban Interstates before the Act was passed, and partly to 
enhance the System's congressional popularity. See Bragdon, supra note 160, at 20. 

207. See 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 1. 
208. Fallon Interview. 
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appreciable differences between this new bill and H.R. 7474 in the exact 
distribution of the tax burden. The two bills-the Highway Act and the 
Revenue Act-after respective committee aoproval were consolidated by 
the Public Works Committee and sent to thE~ House floor. The resulting bill 
was approved by the House on April 27, :::B8-19.209 The Senate Finance 
Committee considered, and largely accep':ed, the House's Revenue Act; 
the Senate Public Works Committee worked certain changes in the 
House's highway bill, but did not significantly tamper with its basic 
provisions on I nterstate expenditure. This t'fI'o-part bill was then approved 
by the Senate in a voice vote. The differe1ces between the House and 
Senate bills were ironed out in conference, and the conference bill was 
then approved by a voice vote in the HousE~ and by an 89-1 roll-call vote in 
the Senate.210 

What is the explanation for this dramatic reversal in the legislative 
result between 1955 and 1956? While the 1955 designations were not 
without some influence in this regard, the major reason for this reversal 
was an astonishing reversal in the direction of the lobbying effort. The 
violent lobbying against the 1955 bill has been described above. How
ever, in 1956 the "highway lobby swarmed, trade association by corpora
tion president, allover Capitol Hill"211 in suoport of the highway bill, and 
not a single major interest group actively lobbied against the legislation.212 

If this lobbying reversal accounts for the ease of the 1956 Act's 
passage, how is this reversal itself to be expained?The explanation lies in 
a congeries of circumstances which, betwe,m 1955 and 1956, resulted in 
the mobilization of the program's propone1ts and the neutralization, and 
in some instances even the conversion, of its 1955 antagonists. The 
"proponents" included those interest groups, particularly the highway 
construction industry,213 which had obvic1us reasons for favoring the 
Interstate program. On the whole these groups had not mounted much of 
an effort in 1955, but a year later they indeed "swarmed. "214 The mobiliza
tion of these groups between 1955 and 1 SIti6 is easily understood. It had 

209. 102 CONG REC. 7221-22 (1956). 
210. 102 CONGo REC 10,969 (1956) 
211. BURBY, supra note 14, at 298. 
212. See, e.g., Hearings on HR 10660 Before the 5'enate Comm on Finance, 84th Cong., 

2d Sess. 184 (1956) (statement of the American Petroleum Institute, acquiescinq in ttle leqisla
tion) [hereinafter cited as 1956 Senate Hearings). 

213. Other important interest groups included the auto companies and the state highway 
departments. The auto companies had been promoting a, Interstate-type program for too many 
years to back away because of the prospect of increasec taxes on auto users. See New Roads, 
supra note 13, at 14. State highway officials had decided early in 1954 that an expanded highway 
program justified the disadvantage of greater federal control. See AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE 
HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS: 1914-64, at 1H:~ (1965). 

214. See text accompanying note 211 supra. 
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been late in the first session when H.R. 7474 materialized as the one 
crucial bill; the opposition to H.R. 7474 then had erupted suddenly, not 
giving the Interstate program's natural supporters much of a chance to 
organize their own campaign. The intermission between sessions 
afforded them ample opportunity for this kind of organizing.21s 

The antagonists consisted chiefly of those interest groups which had 
been singled out by H.R. 7474 to bear the burden of the Interstate 
program's taxes. Certain of the 1955 antagonists were neutralized in 1956 
only because the new Fallon bill did in truth treat them more gently than 
had H.R. 7474.216 More interesting and more important, however, are 
those interest groups which between 1955 and 1956 basically changed 
their minds, even in the face of nonchanging tax proposals. The tire 
industry can serve as a prominent example: after having opposed the 
1955 bill, the industry publicized its support of the 1956 bill,217 even 
though the latter bill's tire taxes may well have been higher in total than 
those contained in the 1955 bil1.218 Such changes in industry or interest
group position are also capable of explanation. The highway-user organi
zations had adopted their positions in some haste in 1955, reacting to the 
sudden Fallon proposal, with its substantial and unexpected increases in 
highway-user taxes.219 The intersession gave these industries a chance to 
think their positions through more thoroughly. The result of this reconsider
ation was that they were more willing to accept the general idea of 
increased highway-user taxes and to confine their arguments to the 
question of a fair distribution of the tax burden.22o With respect to the 
small/large vehicle tax differentiation, a provision was placed in the 1956 
bill calling on the Bureau to conduct a thorough 3-year study of the 
highway costs and benefits associated with vehicles of different "dimen
sions, weights, and other specifications";221 the implication was that 
Congress would then modify the tax structure in light of the study's 
findings and recommendations. The existence of this promised realloca-

215. Fallon Interview. Representative Fallon also volunteers that in 1955 he lacked the time 
to adequately "educate" his fellow Congressmen, but they did a very good "educational" job in 
1956. 

216. For example, diesel fuel interests had railed against H.R. 7474 because it would have 
fixed the diesel fuel tax at 4 cents per gallon, 1 cent more than the proposed 3 cent gas tax; the 
1956 bill set the fuel tax at 3 cents across the board. 

217. 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 121. 
218. The pre-1956 tire tax was 5 cents per pound for all tires. See note 106 supra. H.R. 7474 

would have left this tax alone for automobile-sized tires, but would have raised the tax to 8 cents 
for medium-large tires and 15 cents for very large tires. H.R. 7474, § 4(d), 84th Cong., 1 st Sess. 
(1955). The 1956 House bill (and the 1956 Act) raised the tax uniformly to 8 cents for all tires. 
Highway Revenue Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 204(a), 70 Stat. 388-89. 

219. Cf. 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 1171-72. 
220. See EISENHOWER DOCUMENTS, supra note 12, at 552-53; 1956 House Ways and Means 

Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 100 (statement of 11 organizations). 
221 Highway Revenue Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 210, 70 Stat. 401. 
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tion of the tax burden-to be effected in the near future and on the basis of 
informed professional judgment-made it clifficult to oppose the 1956 bill 
for small/large vehicle reasons. 222 

In any event, through this rather complicated process a remarkably 
broad consensus was achieved in support of the 1956 Act. Its financing 
provisions would make possible the "earl'y completion" of the System, 
which the Act declared to be "essential to the national interest. "223 Thanks 
to the 1955 designations, in 1956 the entir2 Interstate System as officially 
approved was available to every Congressrnan in convenient Yellow Book 
form.224 These designations served to conlfert the urban Interstates from 
somewhat vague and abstract policy into quite specific plans before 
Congress took its decisive financing actior on the Interstate program; by 
the same token, the 1956 Act entailed, at least in a general way, a 
congressional ratification of the System as already designated. The 1956 
Act, in addition to its basic financing arran~I'3ments, established a number 
of particular rules applicable to the buildinq of the Interstates. For exam
ple, "construction standards" for the Inte:rstates were to be developed 
and promulgated "as soon as practicable!" by "the Secretary of Com
merce in cooperation with the State high\Vay departments," and these 
standards "shall be adequate to accommodate" the 1975 traffic fore
casts.225 Also, federal funds would be available to reimburse the states for 
90 percent of any relocation payments rlade by the states to public 
utilities which the Interstates would uproOt,226 As observed above,227 the 
"Interstate System" was itself set up by tile 1944 Act, but in light of the 
financing and other provisions in the 1956 I~Ct, it is entirely appropriate to 
say that the modern "Interstate program" originated in 1956. 

The ambitiousness of that program mEtr'its special attention. President 
Eisenhower himself described it as the largest public works program 
"ever undertaken by the United States or :lny other country."228 What the 
program contemplated was a nationwidE! system of 40,000 miles, its 

222. See 1956 Senate Hearings, supra note 212, a: 37 (testimony of American Automobile 
Association). 

223. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462,§' ()8(a), 70 Stat. 378 (codified at 23 U.S.C. 
§ 101(b) (1970)) 

224. See text accompanying note 206 supra. 
225. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 1 (18(i), 70 Stat. 380 (codified at 23 U.S.C. § 

109(b) (1970)). Design standards were duly approved in July 1956, and have since been revised 
several times. See AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, A POLICY ON DESIGN STANDARDS: 
ilNTERSTATE SYSTEM (undated pamphlet) (on file with the author). From an engineering (and a cost) 
point of view, these standards are an integral part of Interstate program "law." 

226. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 111,70 Stat. 383 (codified at 23 U.S.C. § 

123 (1970)). 

Id. 

227. See text accompanying note 145 supra. 
228. D. EISENHOWER, MANDATE FOR CHANGE 548 (1SEI2). 
The amount of concrete poured to form these rCiCidways would build eighty Hoover 
Dams or six sidewalks to the moon. To buildthem, t,ulldozers and shovels would move 
enough dirt and rock to bury all of Connecticut tIV) feet deep. 
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routes determined in advance by the cooperative action of federal and 
state officials, every mile to be built to the highest freeway standards. The 
program also included financing arrangements purporting to provide 
both complete funding and a complete timetable for System construction. 
1969 would be the final year in which the Secretary would be authorized to 
pledge federal funds for upcoming projects, and 1972 would be the last 
year in which those pledges would be honored; on July 1, 1972, the taxes 
would expire (or lapse back to their pre-1956 levels) and the Trust Fund 
would self-destruct. 229 Clearly, all of this comprised an extraordinary 
instance of the federal government attempting to "Think Big," to develop 
and carry out a "Grand Plan," as President Eisenhower put it.23o The 
following subsection describes the developments which have ensued in 
the score of years between 1956 and today, and will permit an evaluation 
of the results achieved in carrying out such an amibitious effort. 

C. AFTER 1956 
1. Expansion of Funding 

Within 2 years after the 1956 Act, it had become clear that the effort at 
complete financing attempted in the 1956 Act would not be successful. By 
1958 the Bureau had reestimated the total cost of the System to be $41 
billion, an increase of $14 billion over the original figure. 231 Given this cost 
reestimate, the 41,000 mile system 231 A obviously needed additional 
funding. This funding could be provided in one of two ways: by"stretch
ing out" the program and collecting its special taxes beyond the original 
1972 termination date; or instead by raising tax rates (or imposing new 
taxes) so as to collect more revenue within the originally contemplated 
period. Of course, there was another policy alternative: the $27 billion 
originally budgeted for the Interstates could itself be reaffirmed and 
appropriate reductions made in the original 41 ,OOO-mile System so that a 
less extensive System could be completed with the original funding. 
Within the White House, General Bragdon made an effort to delineate a 
higher priority "first stage" of the System which could be constructed 
within the $27 billion figure.232 This possibility, however, was given scant 
attention by the Administration and the Congress,233 both of which tended 
to rely on the assumption that the completion of the entire System 
remained the basic federal goal. As for financing, in 1959 the government 
elected to temporize: the 1959 Act raised the gas tax from 3 cents to 4 

229. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 108(b), 70 Stat. 378; Highway Revenue 
Act of 1956, ch. 462, §§ 202(c), 204(a), 205-06, 209(c), 70 Stat. 388-90, 398. 

230. See CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra note 149, at 1. 
231. See H.R. Doc. No. 49, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 1, 11-12 (1961); H.R. Doc. No. 300, 85th 

Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1958). . 
231 A. The 1956 Act added 1,000 miles to the original 41,000 miles. See note 250 infra, and 

accompanying text. 
232. Interim Report, supra note 89, at 47-49. 
233. See, e.g., Hearings on Financing the Federal-Aid Highway Program Before the House 
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routes determined in advance by the cooperative action of federal and 
state officials, every mile to be built to the highest freeway standards. The 
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Act of 1956, ch. 462, §§ 202(c), 204(a), 205-06, 209(c), 70 Stat. 388-90, 398. 
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cents but only until 1961.234 The Bureau's cost estimate remained at $41 
billion in 1961,235 and in that year whatever doubts remained concerning 
the federal purpose were resolved by the Kennedy Administration, which 
strongly favored completing the entire ~;l'stem.236 Funding was to be 
accomplished in both of the available ways-the 1961 Act boosted 
several of the highway-user taxes, and a,~jO somewhat extended those 
taxes' duration.237 

Since 1961 the cost estimate for the System has skyrocketed, reach
ing $76 billion in 1972.238 Nevertheless, tile 1961 decision to build the 
complete System has never been questior.ed. In 1965, 1966, 1968, 1970, 
and 1973, Congress voted additional autilorizations for the System,239 
and has correspondingly stretched out thE! life of the Interstate program 
and its taxes. The 1973 Act establishes 1979 as the final authorization 
year.240 In August 1975 the official cost estimate was increased once 

Comm. on Ways and Means, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 6H, 154 (1959) (remarks of Rep Thomas 
Curtiss) [hereinafter cited as 1959 House Hearings). 

234. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1959, Pub. L. ~Jo. 86-342, § 201, 73 Stat. 613, The 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1958 had increased program authorizations (but not its taxes) for the 
next 3 fiscal years. Act of Apr 16, 1958, Pub. L. No. 85-~;E:1, § 7(a}, 72 Stat 93. Part of Congress' 
purpose was to keep the Interstate program on scheduli), but the major reason for the increase 
was to take action against the 1958 recession. See S. RE' No. 1407, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 4-5, 26 
(1958). 

235. H.R. Doc. No. 49, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 1, 11·12 (1961). 
236. See President Kennedy's statement to CongrESS, H.R. Doc. No. 96, 87th Cong., 1st 

Sess. (1961). 
237. The tire tax was raised from 8 cents to 10 cents per pound and the large vehicle tax from 

$1.50 to $3.00 per thousand pounds, while the gas ta:< was continued at 4 cents per gallon 
instead of being allowed to return to 3 cents. Federal-Aiel -lighway Act of 1961 , PUb. L. No 87-61, 
§§ 201-07,75 Stat. 124. This initial extension was only 'or 3 months. 

As indicated, the 1956 Act ordered the Bureau to pmpare an Interstate cost allocation study 
by 1959. See note 221 and accompanying text supra. A: I he Bureau's request, in 1958 Congress 
deferred the due date for this report until January 19€:" . Act of August 28, 1958, Pub. L. No. 
85-823,. § 2, 72 Stat. 983. The lengthy document which t 1e Bureau submitted in that month was 
incomplete, since one set of tests remained to be condu,;ted. H.R. Doc. No. 54, 87th Cong., 1 st 
Sess. 152 (1961). The results of these tests were repOl'ted to Congress by the Bureau in 1961 
testimony. Hearings on Title /I of H.R. 6713 Before the Sellate Comm. on Finance, 87th Cong., 1 st 
Sess. 54-91 (1961); Hearings on Federal-Aid Highway Financing Before the House Comm. on 
Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 114-36 (1961). The study, as so completed, was 
equivocal as to the respective tax burdens which shoulc be borne by large and small vehicles. 
The Kennedy Administration drew inferences which vmre somewhat anti-large vehicles, but 
Congress resolved the uncertainties in a manner distinctl V favorable to large vehicles. Compare 
S. REP. No. 367, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 16-19 (1961), witli id. at 54-57 (dissenting views of Sen. 
Paul Douglas, advocating the Administration's position) 

238. HOUSE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, 92D CONG., 2c :;ESS., A REVISED ESTIMATE OFTHE COST OF 
COMPLETING THE NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE AND DEFENS" HIGHWAYS 13 (Comm. Print No. 92-29, 
1972). 

239. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1961, Pub. L. No. 8;'-61, § 103, 75 Stat 122; Act of Aug. 28, 
1965, Pub. L. No. 89-139, § 1,79 Stat 578; Federal-Aid H ghway Act of 1966, Pub. L.No. 89-574, 
§ 2, 80 Stat. 766; Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, Fub. L. No. 90-495, § 2, 82 Stat 815; 
FFlderal-Aid Highway Act of 1970, PUb. L. No. 91-605, § 1 D2, 84 Stat. 1714; Federal-Aid Highway 
Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-87, § 102, 87 Stat. 250. 

240. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, PUb. L. Nc,. 93-87, § 102, 87 Stat. 250. So far, the 
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again, this time to $89 billion.241 Because this estimate was deliberately 
based on 1973 calendar year prices,242 it was already badly out of date at 
the time of its release. I n September 1975 the Comptroller General, 
making varying assumptions about inflation rates and annual authoriza
tion levels, predicted a total system cost of anywhere between $111 and 
$184 billion.243 Half a year later, Congress, acting on the assumption of 7 

taxes have only been extended through 1977. See Act of Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-605, §§ 
301-03, 84 Stat. 1743-44. 

241. HOUSE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION, 94TH CONG., 1ST SESS., REVISED 
ESTIMATE OF THE COST OF COMPLETING THE NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE AND DEFENSE HIGHWAY 9, 
12-13,16 (Comm. Print No. 94-14,1975). 

The month before, the Administration had advanced a major proposal concerning the Trust 
Fund and Interstate financing. See Dep't of Transportation 1975 Documents, supra note 72, 
Explanation. The proposal requested only a 1-year extension of Interstate authorizations, until 
1980. It also asked that existing termination dates for the special highway-user taxes and the 
Trust Fund be removed, so that the taxes would continue indefintely until further congressional 
action. However, after October 1976 the Trust Fund would receive only 1 cent of the federal gas 
tax; Trust Fund revenues, so depleted, would then be spent exclusively for Interstate purposes. 
Although the Trust Fund would continue to receive the tire and large vehicle taxes, loss of most of 
the gas tax would reduce its income by 50%. While this partial depletion of the Trust Fund would 
slow the rate of the System's ongoing progress, the Trust Fund would remain available until the 
eventual (though undetermined) date when the System is finally and truly completed. (The 
proposal additionally hinted that the Trust Fund would continue even after that date to finance the 
reconstruction of those Interstate routes which had physically deteriorated. Id., Section by 
Section Analysis at 20; id., Explanation at 1. Compare the burden of Interstate route "mainte
nance" placed on the states by existing law. See note 164 supra.) 

Under the Administration's recommendation, the 3 cents of the existing gas tax excluded 
from the Trust Fund would go into the general federal treasury-except that the federal gas tax 
would be lowered by 1 cent in any state which increased its own gas tax by at least 1 cent. For 
states electing this option (and most probably would), the state constitutional antidiversion 
amendments (discussed in text accompanying notes 98-100 supra) could be expected to 
channel the new state gas tax proceeds into highway construction. The traditional elements of the 
federal highway program would continue although considerably revamped. However, they 
would be financed out of general revenues rather than from the Trust Fund and hence would be 
subject to the annual congressional appropriations process. 

For the congressional response to the Administration's proposal, see text accompanying 
notes 7-8 supra. 

242. HOUSE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION, 94TH CONG., 1ST SESS., REVISED 
ESTIMATE OF THE COST OF COMPLETING THE NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE AND DEFENSE HIGHWAYS 9 
(Comm. Print No. 94-14, 1975). 

243. The Comptroller General noted that $60.9 billion had been obligated by June 30, 1975. 
He estimated the future costs as: 

Annual Annual 
authorization inflation rate Completion year Cost-to-Compiete 

$3.75 billion 0% 1985 $38.9 billion 
5% 1987 $50.2 billion 

10% 1996 $83.4 billion 
$3.25 billion 0% 1986 $38.9 billion 

5% 1990 $52.4 billion 
10% 2009 $123.4 billion 

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, Doc. No. RED-76-19, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BYTHE COMPTROL· 
LER GENERAL OF THE U.S.: COSTS AND PROBLEMS OF COMPLETING THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM 9 
(1975). 
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percent annual authorization, voted authNizations through 1990 which 
project a total system cost of close to $120 billion.244 Congress also 
approved an interim 2-year extension of ·the program's taxes.245 

The Interstate cost overrun is, of cour~:e, of eyebrow-raising propor
tions. Some of the explanations for thl3 overrun relate to expense
producing changes made in the Interstat~:l program since 1954,246 but it 
also appears that the 1954 cost estimate was hastily and amateurishly 
prepared.247 While cost overruns of the ma!~nitude described are difficult 
to tolerate, it should be noted that major public transportation projects 
have also regularly suffered from severe I: roblems of cost underestima
tion.248 A significant share of the Inters·tate overrun is attributable to 
inflation. The Interstate cost estimates have traditionally been insensitive 
to the inflation factor, but it is also true that the extensions of the program's 
duration have compounded the effects of i lflation,249 and that the unpre
cedented inflation of the last several yean; has wreaked havoc on cost 
estimates throughout the economy. 

2. The Status of the System 

One of the House-Senate negotiated:::ompromises in the 1956 Act 
added 'j ,000 miles to the Interstate Systern, for a total of 41 ,000.250 When 
more careful engineering studies were corducted of the 40,000 miles of 
freeways approved in 1947 and 1955, it was learned that their true length 
needed to be only 38,550 miles; this placecl an additional 1 ,450 miles into 
the pool of designated mileage. In October 1957 the Bureau approved 

244. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-280, § 1 02(a), 90 Stat. 425; H.R. 
REP. No. 94-716, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 26-27 (1975). 

245. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976, Pub. L. N:J. 94-280, § 301,90 Stat. 425. 456. 
246. These include: (1) the 2,500 miles added to the, System since 1954; (2) utility relocation 

payments imposed on the program by the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (see text accom
panying note 226 supra); (3) the family and business relocation allowances mandated in 1962 
and 1968 (all the relocation guarantees in the federal hi~lhway program have now been merged 
into the Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4601-55 (1970)); and (4) the provisions 
of § 116(b) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (70 81 at. 385) and the implications the Bureau 
saw therein. See text accompanying notes 427-28 in/rei. 

For a general breakdown of the post-1958 causei, of the increase in the Interstate cost 
estimates, see U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, Doc. Nc,. RED-76-19, REPORTTOTHE CONGRESS BY 
THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE U.S.: COSTS AND PROBLE~ISOF COMPLETING THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
SYSTEM 6 (1975). 

247. Turner Interview; ct. H.R. Doc. No. 300, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1958). 
248. The Bay Area Rapid Transit System (BART) in San Francisco, priced at $925 million 

when it was approved by referendum in 1962, insteac s costing at least $1.6 billion. See Wall 
Street Journal, Sept. 16, 1974, at 12, col. 2. Metro in Washington, D.C., budgeted at $2.5 billion as 
late as 1969, will cost at least $4.7 billion, and perhaps a', much as $5.8 billion; in lightofthis cost 
prospect, construction may be halted after completion of 41 of Metro's planned 89 route-miles. 
See LA Times, Feb. 15, 1976, § 1, at 3, col. 4 .. 

249. RAE, supra note 12, at 189. 
250. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, ~, 108(1), 70 Stat. 381. 
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new Interstate routes, including beltways for 13 metropolitan areas.251 In 
the 1968 Act, Congress boosted the System's mileage to 42,500,252 and a 
round of additional designations was subsequently made, including some 
in urban areas.253 In the aggregate, the 42,500 mile system has ultimately 
acquired over 8,800 urban miles.254 By June 30, 1976,37,717 miles, or 
88.8 percent of the System, were open to traffic; an additional 2,054 miles 
(4.8 percent) were under construction.255 Of the planned urban routes, 
7,697 miles or 87 percent were open to traffic.256 Only 341 miles, or less 
than 1 percent of the overall System, had not yet reached the public 
hearing stage.257 

This data may mislead, however, to the extent that it suggests the 
placidity of the System's progress; that progress has not been placid at all, 
especially in the major urban areas. Almost as soon as Interstate con
struction began in urban areas, community opposition to particular urban 
Interstates began to develop: in 1958, Reno, Nevada was the first trouble 
SpOt. 258 In 1965, the local antifreeway movement achieved its first major 
victory, in San Francisco.259 By 1970 scheduled urban Interstates had 
become entangled in controversy in 13 different metropolitan areas.260 As 
Moynihan correctly points out, "it is [now] just about impossible to get a 
major highway program approved in most large American cities. "261 The 
change in public understanding of urban freeways, and the legal prob
lems posed by these Interstate controversies, will be dealt with below.262 

251. See S. REP. No. 1407, 85th Cong., 2cl Sess. 8(1958); 1959 House Hearings, supra note 
233, at 30-32. 

252. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-495, § 14, 82 Stat. 822. 
253. See Federal Highway Administration, Stewardship Report on Administration of the 

Federal-Aid Highway Program 1956-1970, in Nearings on Report on the Status ofthe Federal-Aid 
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3. White House Review 

As Moynihan notes,263 the Eisenhower Administration was one which 
characteristically shied away from innova:ions in domestic policy. More 
particularly, during his Presidency, Eisenhower displayed a clear indiffer
ence to urban problems and a reluctanc,= to involve the federal govern
ment in efforts to deal with them. 264 One i::; therefore curious as to why he 
signed into law the 1956 Act, providing as it did for substantial freeway 
mileage in every major metropolitan area .. This urban curiosity can be 
simply, if rather startlingly, explained. The truth is that in 1956 Eisenhower 
was operating under the incorrect assumption that the Interstate program 
had adopted the policy of bypassing urba n areas. Ignorant of the fact that 
the urban Interstates would intrude into inner cities, he was quite dis
turbed when his ignorance was finally dispolled. According to two reports, 
this did not happen until 1959, when he chanced to query urban planners 
who were showing hirri the freeway netvl)rk planned for the District of 
COlumbia;265 while a third report tells the ~;tory differently, it is to the same 
effect.266 Eisenhower's immediate reactior was a phone call to the Direc
tor of the Bureau of the Budget (BOB),267 Maurice Stans.268 This call found 
a receptive ear, since Stans was already appalled by the extraordinarily 
high cost of the urban Interstates; in his view the 90 percent federal share 
was "a horrible thing. "269 BOB immediately began looking into the matter, 
and General Bragdon was also alerted. The early returns on the Bragdon 
and BOB efforts were strong enough to persuade the President on July 2, 
1959, to order a formal White House study of the urban Interstates, under 
the direction of General Bragdon in coordination with Stans and the 
Secretary of Commerce. 270 

This Bragdon review organized itself illto a major project staffed by 19 
full-time professionals and three consultallts. 271 On certain matters Brag-

263. See text accompanying note 9 supra. See ilISO note 156 supra. 
264. See S. FARKAS, URBAN LOBBYING 62 (1971). 
265. BURBY, supra note 14, at 299: LEAVITT, supra rc'te 14, at 298-99. See a/soJ.S. Bragdon, 

Memorandum for the Record, Nov. 30, 1959 (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower 
Library). 

266. According to Paul Sitton, the truth came to the President's attention when he noticed a 
deep freeway construction gash in the outskirts of metr')politan Washington while being driven to 
Camp David. Sitton Interview. 

267. The Bureau of the Budget was reorganized end redesignated the Office of Manage
ment and Budget in 1970 

268. Sitton Interview 
269. J.S Bragdon, Memorandum of Meeting, Se)! 18, 1959 (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower 

Papers, Eisenhower Library). 
270. Letter from Dwight D. Eisenhower to General ilragdon, July 2, 1959 (Bragdon Papers, 

Eisenhower Library) 
271. See J.S. Bragdon, Memorandum for the F'ecord, Nov. 8, 1959 (Bragdon Files, 

Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library) 
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don and the Bureau negotiated agreements involving changes or clarifi
cations in the Bureau's Interstate policies,272 but with respect to other 
issues which the Bragdon unit raised, it and the Bureau were unable to 
resolve their conflicts. In late November 1959, Bragdon met with the 
President, and it was agreed that Bragdon would prepare and submit an 
Interim Report.273 After going through many drafts, that Interim Report was 
finally completed in March 1960. Its strongest recommendation was that 
the Interstate program should reaffirm responsibility only for those routes 
whose chief function was to carry intercity traffic around and into cities. 
From this basic recommendation Bragdon derived several specific 
recommendations: (1) that inner belts be eliminated; (2) that circumferen
tials be preferred over arterials or spurs; (3) that spurs be substituted for 
routes going all the way through the city; and (4) that spurs be kept to 
minimum length.274 According to Bragdon's calculations, acceptance of 
these recommendations-even on a prospective basis-would permit the 
elimination of 1,700 miles of urban freeways from the System,275 freeways 
whose justification Bragdon thought could only be in the service they 
would provide for intrametropolitan traffic. The Bragdon Interim Report 
also urged a comprehensive planning requirement for the urban Inter
states.276 And faithful to Bragdon's original beliefs,277 the Report once 
again espoused tolls: its suggestion was that for Interstates not yet in the 
final planning stage, toll financing should be offered to the states on an 
optional basis, with state motorists receiving an appropriate "remission" 
of the federal gas tax if their states elected the toll option.278 With regard to 
all of its proposed reforms, the Report insisted that immediate action was 
necessary if they were to be effectuated meaningfully.279 The Bureau 
resisted Bragdon, pOint by point. 

With the issues so joined, the Interim Report was formally presented 
to the President in a 55 minute meeting on April 6, 1960.280 At that meeting 
Bragdon made a rather fancy presentation (with 17 charts).281 According 
to the meeting's minutes, Eisenhower indicated that "the matter of running 

272. See notes 431-33 and accompanying text infra. 
273. See J.S. Bragdon, Memorandum for the Record, Nov. 30, 1959 (Bragdon Files, 

Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 
274. Interim Report, supra note 89, at 21. 
275. fd. at 7. 
276. 'd. at 32-33, 38. 
277. See text accompanying note 173 supra. 
278. Interim Report, supra note 89, at 53-54 & Attachment 1. 
279. 'd. at 4 (Letter of Transmittal). 
280. In attendance were General Bragdon, Secretary of Commerce Frederick Mueller, 

Federal Highway Administrator Bertram Tallamy, and White House aide Robert Merriam. SeeJ.S. 
Bragdon, Memorandum for the Record, Apr. 8, 1960, at 2 (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, 
Eisenhower Library). 

281. 'd. 
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Interstate routes through the congested parts of the cities was entirely 
against his original concept and wishes." However, he also noted that "the 
Yellow Book depicting routes in cities had sold the program to the 
Congress," and he took account of the Bureau's view that it lacked the 
legal power to unilaterally delete Syslem routes. The conclusion 
Eisenhower came to was that the program "had reached the point where 
his hands were virtually tied." The meetin!J was then adjourned "due to 
other [Eisenhower] appointments."282 Somehow, Bragdon was able to 
emerge from this meeting with the idea that its outcome was encouraging, 
and he began working ona final repbrt. 23:3 A few weeks later, however, 
President Eisenhower offered to appoint Bragdon a Commissioner on the 
Civil Aeronautics Board, and Bragdon aCOB pted.284 With the responsibility 
now devolving upon Floyd Peterson, Bragdon's successor, the final report 
fizzled out into a 12 page report submittEid on January 17, 1961, almost 
the last day of the Administration. 285 This report was in both style and 
substance a classic of bureaucratic ariditv. 

4. Congressional Afterthoughts 

The 1944 and 1956 Acts imposed on ~Iighway officials a certain legal 
obligation to complete the Interstate Systwn. A 41 ,000 (later 42,500) mile 
System was mandatory,286 and routes on the System, once designated by 
Section 7 "joint federal-state action," coul,: not be deleted or replaced, at 
least by federal or state officials acting L nilaterally.287 Since 1956, how
ever, the times have wrought changes, especially in attitudes towards the 
urban Interstates. The public's present p3rceptions of urban freeways, 
and the accuracy of those perceptions, \ViII be discussed more fully in 
another section.288 It suffices here to say that urban freeways are now 
widely understood as being far more comc·licated and problematical than 
they were assumed to be back in 1956. 

Does the law of the Interstate pro!~ram allow for revision of the 
program in light of such changes in public: understanding? In raising his 

282. Id. Although these minutes speak of Bragdon ,n the third person, he was their apparent 
transcri ber. 

283. Peterson Interview. 
284. Peterson believes that both Eisenhower and 13ragdon regarded this as a promotion. Id. 

Bragdon died in 1964. 
285. Memorandum from Floyd Peterson to Genera Wilton B. Persons, Jan. 17, 1961 (Sitton 

Papers). Peterson explains that he was occupied by othm important matters, that the Eisenhower 
Administration was entering its terminal phase, and tl1.2t the Vice President (nominated by his 
party to succeed Eisenhower) displayed little intere,!:t in the operation of federal program. 
Petersen Interview. 

286. See note 223 and accompanying text supra. 8eie also 1967 House Hearings, supra note 
144, at 35 (testimony of Federal Highway Administratc'r Bridwell). 

287. See note 144 and accompanying text supra. 
288. See notes 437-653 and accompanying text i"fra. 
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argument against the urban Interstates, General Bragdon tried to take 
advantage of what may have been a congressional accident. In codifying 
its highway legislation in 1958, Congress included in Title 23 general 
language drawn by the codifiers from the 1921 Act,289 which authorized 
the Secretary of Commerce to "require modifications or revisions" of any 
of the federal-aid highway systems. 290 In early 1960, Bragdon secured an 
opinion from an Assistant Attorney General which concluded that this 
language did indeed apply to the Interstate System,291 even to the extent 
of permitting the Secretary to cut thousands of urban miles from the overall 
System, as Bragdon then was recommending.292 The Secretary of Com
merce, however, advised the President at the April 6 meeting that he did 
not accept this new interpretation,293 and the opinion was never made 
public or communicated to Congress. Moreover, the Secretary of Com
merce (since 1966, the Secretary ot Transportation) apparently.never has 
sought to exercise the power which the interpretation would recognize in 
his office,294 which means that there has never been occasion to test out 
its validity. 

The first explicit alteration in the structure of Interstate law was 
instigated by the citizenry of San Francisco. In 1965, in response to citizen 
protests, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors cast a vote that effec
tively stymied the Embarcadero Freeway295-then part of the Interstate 
System. There was uncertainty as to how the Interstate program should 

289. Federal Highway Act of 1921. ch. 119. § 6. 42 Stat. 213. 
290. 23 U.S.C. § 103(f) (1970). 
291. See Memorandum from Henry J. Kaltenbach to General Bragdon. Subject: Authority of 

the Secretary of Commerce to change or modify parts of the Federal-Aid System, Feb. 23, 1960 
(Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). The Assistant Attorney General 
"assumed" that in exercising this authority the Secretary would give "ample weight to the 
importance of stability in federal-state relationships" and to the state's reliance on the earlier 
designations. 

292. Bragdon made it clear that the massive urban cutback he favored would amount to a 
basic modification in the "concept" of the Interstate program. See Interim Report, supra note 89, 
at 11. 

293. See Memorandum for the Record, Apr. 8, 1960 (no author indicated), attached to 
Memorandum from J.S. Bragdon to General Goodpaster, Apr. 11, 1960 (Bragdon Files, 
Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 

294. While over the last several years the Secretary of Transportation has deleted particular 
routes, his reason usually, if not always, has been their inconsistency with the social and 
environmental statutes enacted by Congress since 1956. See note 303 and accompanying text 
infra. 

295. Hearings on Urban Highways Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the Senate Comm. on 
Public Works, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 134 (1967) (statement of San Francisco Mayor John F. 
Shelley). 

The Supervisors' quasi-veto power comes from CAL. STS. & H'WAYS CODE § 100.2 (West 
1969). But see 23 U.S.C. § 107(a) (1970), as interpreted in City of Pleasant Ridge v. Romney, 382 
Mich. 225, 169 NW.2d 625 (1969) (if state law allows a city to block the state highway department 
from condemning land for an Interstate, the federal Secretary, at the state's request, may initiate 
the condemnation). 
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respond to this awkward circumstance. At the time, both federal and state 
officials were enthusiastic about the Century Freeway then planned for 
Los Angeles, and they were attracted to tre idea of replacing the Embar
cadero in the System with the Century; their mutual approval of this 
change could provide the "joint action" required by the 1944 Act. 296 

However, such a substitution scheme presented difficulties. First, there 
was room for doubt as to the legality of ~:lJbstitutions of this sort, since it 
could be plausibly argued that Congre:3s in the 1956 Act had legally 
ratified the System as designated in 194 j' and 1955 and presented it to 
Congress via the Yellow Book.297 Second, since the Century was of 
greater length than the Embarcadero, the need to stay within the System's 
(then) 41,000 mile limit militated against 1 he substitution. Moreover, the 
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297. But see 1967 House Hearings, supra note . '~4, at 39 (testimony of Federal Highway 
Administrator Bradwell). 

298. Id. at 40-41. 
299. Act of Jan. 2, 1963, PUb. L. No. 90-283, 81 Stilt. 772. The amendment was coauthored 

by Representative Don Clausen of California. It was t~IEI San Francisco situation wich was on his 
mind, and which was a focus of discussion in the committee hearings. See 1967 House Hearings, 
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300. See Hearings on 1972 Highway Legislation Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the 
House Comm. on Public Works, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 542 (1972) (testimony of Alan A. Altshuler, 
Massachusetts Secretary of Transportation). 

301. See Act of Aug. 13, 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-87, § 137(a), 87 Stat. 269 (codified at 23 U.S.C. 
§ 103(e)(2) (Supp. III, 1973)). 
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tions of the type contemplated by the amendment do ease the Interstate 
program out of difficult situations, but this is accomplished only by 
camouflaging the fact that the System is abandoning one of its original 
routes. Moreover, the substitution provisions, while giving the state a 
helpful incentive to concur in a System deletion,302 also detract from the 
original idea/ideal of a delimited System serving national rather than 
parochial state-by-state interests. 

Of course, even to the extent that the 1944 and/or the 1956 Acts 
legally lock in the System, the authority has always resided in Congress to 
undo this lock. Again, however, ttle more that Congress exercises this 
authority, the more it disparages the original Interstate concept. In recent 
years Congress has at least tinkered with the lock. Responding to new 
public values, it has enacted various social and environmental statutes, 
clearly applicable to the Interstate program, which can be read as 
authorizing (if not requiring) the Secretary of Transportation to delete 
particular Interstate routes.303 Given liberalized rules on standing304 and 
on the reviewability of discretionary administrative judgments,305 these 
statutes also effectively authorize federal judges to halt work on particular 
Interstates; federal court injunctions of this sort, for better or worse, have 
turned into a major source of System delay.306ln another move, Congress, 
unhappy with the way in which the urban controversies were threatening 
to prevent the completion of the System, included provisions in the 1970 
and 1973 Acts calling for the removal of certain freeways from the System 
if states do not have firm plans to proceed with them by an appropriate 
date.30? Even more significantly, in the 1973 Act, Congress also set up an 
important procedure pursuant to which the Secretary of Transportation 
and the state (the latter acting cooperatively with affected urban govern-

302. Recall the Bureau's view that it lacked the legal power to delete a System route 
unilaterally. See 1967 House Hearings, supra note 144, at 35 (testimony of Federal Highway 
Administrator Bridwell); note 144 and accompanying text supra. 

303. E.g., Department ofTransportation Act of 1966, 49 U.S.C. § 1653(f) (1970), pursuant to 
which Transportation Secretary Volpe cancelled part of 1-40 in Memphis. See the Secretary's 
decision, reproduced in O. GRAY, CASES AND MATERIALS ON ENVIRONMENTAL LAw 1129-30 (2d ed.). 

304. See Road Review League v. Boyd, 270 F. Supp. 650, 660-61 (S.DNY. 1967). 
305. See Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971). 
306. See, e.g., District of Columbia Fed'n of Civic Ass'ns v. Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231 (D.C. Cir. 

1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 1030 (1972); Arlington Coalition on Transp. v. Volpe, 458 F.2d 1323 
(4th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1000 (1972); Lathan v. Volpe, 455 F.2d 1111 (9th Cir. 1971). 

307. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970, PUb. L. No. 91-605, § 124, 84 Stat. 1729, adding 23 
U.S.C. § 103(g) (1970); Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, PUb. L. No. 93-87, § 110(a), 87 Stat. 
255-56 (codified at 23 U.S.C. § 103(g) (Supp. III, 1973)). No Interstates have yet been deleted 
under these provisions. Telephone interviews with Bob Finch and Lester Pettigrew, Federal 
Highway Administration officials, July 3, 1975, and Jan. 13, 1976, respectively. 

308. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-87, § 137(b), 87 Stat. 269 (codified at 
23 U.S.C. § 103(e)(4)(Supp. III, 1973)). If there is a public transit "trade," the federal money is to 
come out of general revenues rather than the Trust Fund. Id. Since 1973, trades of this sort have 
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ments) can agree jointly, for federal funding purposes, to "trade" a 
designated Interstate for an urban mas~: transit facility servicing the 
particular traffic corridor. 30B The "intermodal" reasoning embodied in this 
procedure manifests, at least in principle a repudiation of the Interstate 
program's original highway premises. The 1976 Federal-Aid Highway Act 
allows the "trade" of urban Interstate for ordinary city highways, as well as 
for mass transit. 309 The idea lurking behind these "trading" provisions 
offers interesting comment on the basic purposes of the urban 
Interstates.31o 

In all, for a program which supposedy had been comprehensively 
dealt with in 1956, the changes made sincE! that year, taken individually o! 
in combination, are of undeniable moment. The program's last bills were 
due to be paid in 1972; by now, continuation into the 1990's is a virtual 
certainty.311 The overall cost of the prograrl has already quadrupled and 
may well go higher before the end is reaclled. There now are 1,500 more 
miles of Interstate routes, and the rules for designating (and undesignat
ing) routes have been amended several times. These various post-1956 
modifications in the Interstate program suggest certain general lessons 
about federal policymaking that will be elL,cidated at the end of the next 
section, which is explicitly concerned with an evaluation of the program. 

D. EVALUA TlCN 

The preceding narrative has describEd and explained historically the 
essential features of the Interstate program as they were decided on in 
1944, 1956, and thereafter. This section of the Article will evaluate three of 
the program's most important features: ijs reliance on highway users' 
taxes as its means of financing; the Trust Fund and the problems 
associated therewith; and the conception I)f the System as an integrated 
entity. This is a conception which, as will :Je shown, blunts many of the 
criticisms which have been directed againl;t the program, but at the same 
time suggests the appropriateness of cel'jain other criticisms not previ
ously articulated. 

1. Sources of Financing 
Three alternatives were presented tl) the federal government for 

financing the System: tolls, general revenU,3S, and highway-usertaxes.312 

From the perspective of the ordinary effie ency and equity principles of 

been effected in Boston, Philadelphia, and Hartford, COlln. Telephone interviews with Bob Finch 
and Lester Pettigrew, Federal Highway Administration (,fficials, July 3,1975, and Jan. 13, 1976, 
respectively. 

309. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-280, § 11 O(a), 90 Stat. 425, 431. 
310. See text accompanying note 424 infra. 
311 .. Authorizations will run until at least 1980 (see' 110te 244 and accompanying text supra) 

and the taxes will presumably continue for 3 years or ~;o aiter the authorizations end. See text 
accompanying note 229 supra. 

312. See notes 151-230 and accompanying text supra. 
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public finance, the choice among these three alternatives is genuinely 
difficult. 

Fees imposed on the users of public facilities usually are celebrated 
insofar as they efficiently guide public decisions as to the level of facilities 
to be provided.313 The gas tax repeatedly has been praised as a "user 
tax."314 However, since the tax is compulsory, motorists in paying the tax 
cannot be read as signaling their demand for more highways,315 except in 
a rather indirect way. And since the tax applies to gas consumed on all the 
country's highways, it tells public officials next to nothing about the 
motorists' desire for a limited Interstate System. 

Unlike the gas tax, an Interstate toll clearly would constitute a user's 
fee, plain and simple, and therefore could lay claim to those fees' 
efficiency advantages. Considerations exist, however, which suggest that 
a toll regime for the Interstates would actually have been productive of 
significant inefficiencies. Standard economic analysiS advises that for a 
high fixed-cost public facility, inefficiency will result if that fixed cost is 
charged against the facility's users.316 Rather, the facility should be priced 
in such a way that its users pay its variable costs only;317 for a freeway, 
whose variable costs involve merely freeway maintenance and physical 
depreciation,318 the fee imposed on motorists should therefore be moder-

313. See O. ECKSTEIN, PUBLIC FINANCE 26-28 (3d ed. 1973). 
314. AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS: 1914-64, at 176 

(1965): Bruce-Briggs, Mass Transportation and Minority Transportation, PUB. INTEREST, Summer 
1975, at 43, 44; See also Ross, Basic Theory of State Highway Financing, in TAX INSTITUTE, INC., 
FINANCING HIGHWAYS 102, 113 (1957). 

315. See Hearings on Economic Analysis and the Efficiency of Government Before the 
Subcomm. on Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Comm., 91 st Cong., 2d Sess. 1129 
(1970) (statement of Peter Craig). 

316. See Bator, Government and the Sovereign Consumer, in PRIVATE WANTS AND PUBLIC 
NEEDS 125 (E. Phelps ed. rev. ed. 1965). 

317. See Lisco's discussion of "the well-know argument" in Lisco, Mass Transportation: 
Cinderella in Our Cities, PUB. INTEREST, Winter 1970, at 52,69. See generally A. ALCHIAN & W. 
ALLEN, UNIVERSITY ECONOMICS 246 (3d ed. 1972). 

318. Also the costs of congestion, if privately incurred costs are to be considered. Many 
economists espouse the idea of congestion fees for rush-hour motorists. E.g., G. HILTON, FEDERAL 
TRANSIT SUBSIDIES: THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 113-15 (1974): A. 
WALTERS, THE ECONOMICS OF ROAD USER CHAHGES 172-79 (1968). See also Mashaw, The Legal 
Structure of Frustration: Alternative Strategies for Public Choice Concerning Federally Aided 
Highway Construction, 122 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 70-98 (1973). For several reasons, many of them 
suggested in 1 J. MEYER & M. STRASZHEIM, TECHNIQUESOFTRANSPORT PLANNING 44-59 (1971), I am far 
from convinced. 

(a) The motorist who decides to drive on a congested street at peak hour may cause 
incremental congestion for all the other motorists, but he also suffers congestion which he would 
not incur were he to drive at a different time. There is, therefore, a substantial private cost to his 
decision which must be recognized as an offset against the external cost. 

(b) The existing system does ration limited highway space-by expenditures of time rather 
than money. The income distribution effects of using time rather than money as the rationing 
device are attractive to me. 
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ately low. This standard analysis typically has been applied to the pricing 
of a facility which is assumed already to E):ist. But the idea at the core of 
the analysis319 suggests that it also has ap~llication to the decision to build 
the facility in the first place; toll revenUE) projections will significantly 
understate its potential societal value. 32o 

(c) In the long run, congestion pricing would havE> strong dispersing effects, as Professor 
Hilton recognizes. These long-run effects probably weuld hamper public transportation and 
seriously weaken downtown areas. 

(d) If the urban Interstates were the only roads which were congestion priced, traffic would 
be diverted inefficiently to other city streets. Congestion pricing must be reasonably comprehen
sive if it is to be efficient. 

(e) The administrative costs of a sensitive system I)f congestion pricing would be high
unless the highways already are being run as toll facilitioB. See Demsetz, Wealth Distribution and 
the Ownership of Rights, 1 J. LEGAL STUDIES 223, 230 ':- 972). 

(f) Assume that 100 cars can drive on a freeway witllout congestion, but that with 101 cars, 
each of them will suffer 1 minute of congestion; with 1 o:~ cars, 3 minutes; 103, 6 minutes; and so 
on. Now assume that 103 cars (or 110) wish to use the Ireeway. In the name of efficiency (and 
fairness), which cars should be assessed which fees!' 

(g) Without knowing how the revenues of the congEI~,tion tax will be spent, there is no reason 
to believe that imposing the tax will produce a net benelil for the affected urban motorists. SeeJ. 
THOMSON, MODERN TRANSPORT ECONOMICS 148-49 (1974). This helps explain why local officials 
have always regarded the congestion tax idea as "political suicide." See J. MEYER, J. KAIN & M. 
WOHL, THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 340 (1965). 

(h) Centralized collection of comprehensive informHtion on persons' travel behavior would 
threaten many persons' privacy values. 

319. Assume the pure case of a facility with no val'iable costs, whose price, geared to its 
fixed cost, is set at $X. Consider all persons who would derive a positive benefit from using the 
facility, but a benefit less than $X. The $X price effectively excludes those persons from the 
facility. This exclusion eliminates the cost-free benefit Wilich their use of the facility would have 
entailed. 

According to the Bureau's 1955 estimate, placin~J full tolls on the Interstates would have 
reduced their traffic by one-third. BUREAU OF PUBLIC Rows, supra note 172, at 26. 

320. Assume again the pure case above, at the tirne when the facility is at the decision-to
build stage. Its cost estimate, let us say, is $1 million, ariel the revenue accruing from the $X price 
is estimated at $700,000. From this last point it can be pr'3dicted that the facility, if operated on a 
price basis, will produce user benefits of $700,000 (~llus the consumer surpluses of all the 
price-payers). If, however, the facility is operated insteael on a free basis, all of these benefits will 
be realized, as will, additionally, all the benefits tied to th'3 new facility users described in note 319 
supra. 

If there is an intrinsic problem with this line of analys in, it lies in the ability of a government, set 
loose from the priCing constraint, to assess accuratelv and honestly what the diverse user 
benefits from the facility will be. Professor Demsetz, Vlho makes explicit his distrust of public 
decisionmaking, sets forth a provocative scheme for <Ivoiding the problem in Demsetz, The 
Private Production of Public Goods, 3 J. LAw & Eco~. 293 (1970). What he proposes is a 
differential pricing system for such facilities, the objectivil of which would be to charge each user 
a price just below the personal benefit he would deriVE! from the facility. The trouble with this 
proposal is that sophisticated methods for determining ir dividual benefits would be (as Demsetz 
concedes) prohibitively costly, while simpler, less expEInsive methods would probably produce 
determinations too crude to make the Demsetz system E·ffective. Demsetz adequately demons
trates that his differential pricing proposal is not inconsistent with basic economic doctrine. 
Nevertheless, there are public instincts about equalit)' which differential pricing of this sort 
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Additionally, it makes little economic sense to place a price on one 
facility if a substitute facility is provided for free. 321 To the extent that a 
motorist confronted with an Interstate can return to an ordinary highway 
which is without any charge, imposing tolls on the Interstates would be 
certain to bring about substantial traffic misallocations. Finally, attention 
should be paid to the toll booth procedure at freeway entrances and exits. 
Such a procedure imposes both an administrative cost upon the highway 
authority, and a private cost, measured in terms of delay, upon the 
motorists. For a motorist taking a typical trip on an intercity Interstate, 
these costs will usually be quite small compared to the motorist's Inter
state benefit. However, the costs remain the same regardless of the length 
of the particular trip. The average trip on an urban freeway is obviously 
much shorter than the average intercity trip; for urban trips of this sort, the 
toll both costs, public and private, become relatively substantial. For the 
urban Interstates, therefore, toll financing could be especially inef
ficient. 322 

Efficiency apart, users' fees are typically commended on equity 
grounds: the person who benefits, pays.323 This benefit principle is one 
which clearly supports freeway tolls. The relevance of this equity principle 
to the gas tax as the means of Interstate financing is somewhat more 
complex. It is true, of course, that the motorists who pay the gas tax do 
benefit as a class from Interstate construction, and therefore the gas tax 
does have a strong appeal. However, it is also true that within the general 
class of motorists, the incidence of tax payments does not at all match the 
incidence of benefits from new highways.324 This suggests basic equity 
problems in the distribution of the Interstate System's costs and benefits. 
Under a gas tax revenue system, a subsidy runs from those motorists 
whose use of the System is less than average in favor of those whose use 
thereof is disproportionately high. Of all the reasons for believing that the 
Interstate System has inappropriately assisted the trucking industry,325 

probably would offend-especially when the public is aware of the crudeness of the procedures 
by which the prices are set. 

321. See generally Lancaster & Lipsey. The General Theory of the Second Best, 24 REV. OF 
ECON. STUDIES 11 (1956). 

322. It was stated repeatedly in the years before 1956 that toll financing was unfeasible for 
urban freeways. See, e.g., BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, supra note 172, at 27-28; W. OWEN & C. 
DEARING, TOLL ROADS 174-75 (1951); 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 871-72 (testimony 
of Francis du Pont). 

323. See O. ECKSTEIN. PUBLIC FINANCE 54 (3d ed. 1973). 
324. See FRIEDLAENDER. supra note 12, at 131-32. 
325. Moynihan concludes that the Interstate System "provide[ s 1 a great subsidy" to truckers 

because they share the cost of their roadbed with automobiles while the railroads pay the full cost 
of their own roadbed. New Roads, supra note 13, at 18. The "sharing" fact is of course an 
important one, but what it demonstrates is not a "subsidy" but rather an inherent economy of 
trucking which, for the sake of economic efficiency, ought to advantage trucking in its competi-
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this cross-subsidy is by far the 'most persuasive. 326 

The gas tax can also be evaluated in progressivity terms. In the early 
years of the federal gas tax in the 1920's, tt19 tax was frequently justified on 
the grounds that its burden fell most heavily on those with the greatest 
ability to pay327-hardly an unpersuasiv,s rationale in light of the then
prevailing patterns of automobile ownersllip. But given more contempor
ary patterns of car ownership, the ratiorale can only be regarded as 
erratic as it is applied to a highway prograrn established in 1956. The gas 
tax is progressive at the bottom of the income scale, since those house
holds which own no cars, and hence purchase no gasoline, generally 
have low incomes. Twenty-seven percent of all households were carless 
in 1956,328 that figure declining to 19 pmcent today.329 The tax is also 
progressive, in a way, at the top, since tho.se households with two cars or 
more (12 percent in 1956,330 34 percent tClday331) are generally of a high 
income status. However, within the large category of one-car households 
(61 percent in 1956,332 47 percent today33:3), the tax seems wildly regres
sive; one would guess that for these houieholds gas tax payments are 
only randomly related to household wealtl or income.334 

Remaining for consideration is the alternative of financing out of 
general revenues. Except to the extent that society benefits from Interstate 
construction in ways not derivable from the immediate benefit received by 
the Interstate motorists,335 the use of general revenues is totally lacking in 
any benefit justification; a System finance(j out of general revenues would 
subsidize motoring in a rather unpalatabl13 way. Viewed in progressivity 
terms, the general revenues alternative is more attractive at the federal 

tion with railroads. In urban public transport, buses :lnjoy a comparable advantage over rail 
transit. 

On the issue of differential taxation of large anj small vehicles, see notes 202-03 and 
accompanying text supra. 

326. Strangely, while the American Railroad Association was represented during the 
1954-56 period by a competent and articulate econorrist, he all but ignored this, his strongest 
argument. See, e.g., 1955 House Hearings, supra notH 62, at 1042-55 (testimony of Burton H. 
Behling). 

327. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 71. 
328. AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N, AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 36 (37th ed. 1957). 
329. MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N OF THE U.S., INC., AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 

1975, at 32 (1975). 
330. AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N, AUTOMOBII.E FACTS AND FIGURES 36 (37th ed. 1957). 
331. MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N OF THE U.S., INC., AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 

1975, at 32 (1975). 
332. AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N, AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 36 (37th ed. 1957). 
333. MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASS'N. OF THE U.S., INC., AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 

1975, at 32 (1975). 
334. Likewise, within the class of all two-car falTliles, the relationship between gas tax 

payments and family income is probably random. 
335. H.R. Doc. No. 54, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 4-(;, 61-151 (1961). 
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level than at the state level, since for federal purposes general revenues 
consist of a quite progressive income tax, while for state purposes it refers 
to a less progressive compound of income and sales taxes. 

All things considered, which of the three alternatives for Interstate 
financing was most in .the public interest remains, in public finance terms, 
an open question. Tolling does not profess to be relevant to progressivity; 
it ranks high in benefit-equity; and its efficiency characteristics are gener
ally complex, but on the whole rather negative, particularly for the Sys
tem's urban routes. The gas tax earns mixed marks across the board. 
Federal general revenues is the most progressive method of the three, but 
it makes no contribution to either benefit-equity or efficiency. In these 
ambivalent circumstances, why did the Eisenhower Administration rule 
out tolls, despite the President's stated preference?The traditional, institu
tional, and political reasons for this have been indicated above.336 Having 
rejected tolls, why did the Administration insist on highway-user taxes 
rather than general revenues? Ttle answer lies partly in the following 
syllogism: highway-user taxes made possible the Trust Fund; trust funds 
did not then appear in the official federal budget; and the President was 
committed to holding down the federal budget.337 This reasoning, of 
course, was concerned with images rather than reality; in any event, the 
exclusion of trust funds from the official budget was a fortuity which has 
since been corrected. Perhaps the lesson of the entire experience is that 
when basic principles of public finance do not clearly point to a particular 
financing alternative, the choice among alternatives is especially likely to 
turn on factors which public finance would ordinarily regard as 
extraneous. 

The Ford Administration's 1975 proposal338 for modification of Inter
state financing would alter the existing Interstate scheme by diverting up 
to 3 cents of the 4-cent gas tax away from the Trust Fund and into general 
revenues. Whether there is justification for a special tax on motorists, the 
revenues of which are not earmarked for highway expenditure, is a 
question closely tied to the present fuel crisis, with all its extraordinary 
foreign policy and cartel-economic circumstances; as such, that question 
is beyond the scope of this Article. 

2. The Trust Fund 

A common accusation against the Highway Trust Fund has been that 
it is a device insidiously masterminded by the highway lobby in order to 
provide a continuing bonanza to the automobile.339 lt should be clear that 

336 See notes 178-79 supra. 
337. See New Roads. supra note 13, at 16. 
338. See note 241 supra. 
339. See, e.g., MOWBRAY, supra note 14, at 18-30 (chapter 2 is entitled "Magical Highway 
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this accusation misrepresents historical reality. A classical function of 
trust funds has been to render tax increasl:;s acceptable to those who will 
bear the tax burden by assuring these taxpayers that the tax revenues will 
be spent for their benefit. 340 Highway .. user taxes were drastically 
increased by the 1956 Act, and the Trust Fund, formalizing the linkage 
principle, helped make these tax increases politically feasible. 341 Whether 
the Interstate System, as financed by the highway-user taxes channeled 
into the Trust Fund, would in truth be of benefit to the various highway 
interests, involved close questions as to the ratio between benefits and 
burdens. The calculations performed by 1l0st of the relevant interests 
came out negative in 1955, but positive in 1956. Even in 1956 the 
petroleum industry remained antagonistic 1:0 the basic idea of linking gas 
tax revenues to federal highway expenditur·9 taxes. The industry regarded 
the repeal of the federal gas tax as its ovmriding legislative goal, and it 
reasoned that tying the gas tax to the highway program would politically 
eliminate the possibility of such a repeal. 342 

Increased motoring since 1956 certainly has meant increased 
revenue available through the Trust Fund for highway purposes; the total 
federal highway program grew from $2.87:· billion in fiscal year 1959343 to 
$5.325 billion in fiscal year 1973,344 an increase of about 85 percent. 
During that interval, however, the total fed9ral budget increased by 350 
percent345 and the gross national product ~Irew by almost 300 percent. 346 

----------------------------------------------------------
Trust Fund"); Adams, The Shameful State of Transpo."t, READER'S DIGEST, Feb. 1975, at 61, 66 
(Rep. Brock Adams is a member of the Transportation ~;ubcommittee of the House Commerce 
Committee) 

340. See Nelson, Policy Analysis in Transportation Programs, in SUBCOMM. ON ECONOMY IN 
GOVERNMENT OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMM., 91 ST CONG., 1 ST SESS., THE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF 
PUBLIC EXPENDITURES: THE PPB SYSTEM, pt. 3, at 1118 (,Ioint Comm. Print 1969). 

341. Opponents of the Ford Administration's 197~) legislative package legitimately can 
argue that its proposed 3-cent gas tax diversion disho 10rs 1956 commitments. See note 241 
supra. 

342. See 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. HE1C1fings, supra note 189, at 537-38. Three 
years later the petroleum industry waged a vigorous but 'lain battle against the 1-cent increase in 
the gas tax needed to prevent the Interstate program hIm sputtering to a halt. See 1959 House 
Hearings, supra note 233, at 206-14. Agreeing with the industry were Senators of the stature of 
Albert Gore, Russell Long, and Eugene McCarthy, who concluded that motorists should not be 
required to shoulder any further federal taxes; any new I nterstate funds, they argued, should be 
drawn from general revenues. See S. REP. No. 903, 813th Cong., 1st Sess. 25-26 (1959). 

As for the industry's reasoning concerning the Trust Fund as affecting the chances for gas 
tax repeal, Congress' 1971 repeal of the auto excise lax (a tax never tied to the Trust Fund) 
supports the industry's political logic. 

343. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, §!1102(a), 108(b), 70 Stat 374, 378 ($2 
billion for the I nterstate program and $875 million for A- E'-C). Excluded from these calculations is 
federal assistance for forest highways, national park hi!;hways, and other relatively minor special 
items. 

344. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, PUb. L. N). 90-495, § 2, 82 Stat. 815; Federal-Aid 
Highway Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-605, § 105, 84 ~>tat 1715. 

345. From $70 billion in 1956 to $268 billion in 1 Sli4. See U.S. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND 
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drawn from general revenues. See S. REP. No. 903, 813th Cong., 1st Sess. 25-26 (1959). 

As for the industry's reasoning concerning the Trust Fund as affecting the chances for gas 
tax repeal, Congress' 1971 repeal of the auto excise lax (a tax never tied to the Trust Fund) 
supports the industry's political logic. 

343. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, §!1102(a), 108(b), 70 Stat 374, 378 ($2 
billion for the I nterstate program and $875 million for A- E'-C). Excluded from these calculations is 
federal assistance for forest highways, national park hi!;hways, and other relatively minor special 
items. 

344. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, PUb. L. N). 90-495, § 2, 82 Stat. 815; Federal-Aid 
Highway Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-605, § 105, 84 ~>tat 1715. 

345. From $70 billion in 1956 to $268 billion in 1 Sli4. See U.S. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND 
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Hence, one cannot automatically say that the Trust Fund has provided the 
highway program either with excessive funding or with more funding than 
it would have received from the congressional process absent the Trust 
Fund device. Finally, even if the 1956Act has worked out in ways that have 
benefited many motorists and motoring interests, the Trust Fund cannot 
possibly be called a "subsidy to Detroit, "347 at least if "subsidy" is used in 
its conventional sense. 348 Motorists contribute every penny that the Trust 
Fund distributes. Moreover, at the time of the 1956 Act there was a 10 
percent federal excise tax on automobiles.349 The Act declined to tie this 
tax in with the highway program and its Trust Fund; rather, all the proceeds 
of the tax were allowed to continue to flow into the general treasury. The 
same is true for the proceeds of the federal excise taxes on lubricating oil 
and auto parts and accessories, and half of what was then the 10 percent 
excise tax on new trucks and buses. In 1958, the first full year under the 
1956 Act, the Trust Fund collected $2.082 billion in highway-user taxes, 
while $1.395 billion of such taxes went into general revenue.350 The auto 
excise tax was repealed (without much consideration of highway-finance 
issues) in 1971,351 but in fiscal year 1975, $200 million of Trust Fund 
revenues can be spent under the federal "urban system" program for 
public transporation, this sum increasing to $800 million in fiscal 1976.352 

BUDGET, THE BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT: FISCAL YEAR 1976, at 366 (1975). A change 
in the method' of calculation was made during the Johnson years and is responsible for a 
significant fraction of this increase. 

346 From $409 billion in 1956 to $1,224 billion in 1973. Id. 
347 See, e.g., C. ALEXANDER, HOLDING THE LINE: THE EISENHOWER ERA, 1952-1961, at 42 (1975); 

Shepard & Wright. The Auto Industry, ATLANTIC, Dec. 1974, at 24-25; Oberbeck, Book Review, 
NEWSWEEK, Dec. 31, 1973, at 32 (reviewing E. ROTHSCHILD, PARADISE LOST: THE DECLINE OF THE 
AUTO-INDUSTRIAL AGE (1973)). 

348. Some economists might say that Interstate motorists are "subsidized" in the sense that 
they are not required to bear the cost of the "externalities" of their motoring. chiefly the 
externalities of pollution and congestion. As for the congestion "externality." the "subsidy" 
terminology should be deemed inappropriate. since congestion costs. while they may be caused 
by motorists. are also borne by motorists. See also note 318 supra. Even as for pollution. many 
economists reject the value-laden "subsidy" language and the question-begging "externality" 
phrase; they would instead speak in terms of how to efficiently deal with the "costly interaction" of 
activities which are not fully compatible. See. e.g .. Demsetz. When Does the Rule of Liability 
Matter? 1 J. LEGAL STUDIES 13. 25 (1972). In any event. whatever the nature of the problem. it is a 
problem presently shared by all highway building programs in America and hence says nothing 
about the Interstate program in particular. 

349. See Tax Rate Extension Act of 1956. ch. 115. § 3(a)(2). 70 Stat. 66. 
350. See 1959 House Hearings. supra note 233. at 107. Taking 1970. for example. as a 

typical. more recent year. the (then) 7% auto excise tax raised $1.694 billion. a sum equaling 
more than one-third of the $4.378 billion which was distributed from the Trust Fund during that 
year. MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASs'N OF THE U.S .. INC .. 1972 AUTOMOBILE FACTS AND FIGURES 
72, 78 (1972). 

351. Revenue Act of 1971. Pub. L. No. 92-178. § 401 (a)(1). 85 Stat. 530; see Bruce-Briggs. 
Mass Transportation and Minority Transportation. PUB. INTEREST. Summer 1975. at 43. 52. 

352. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973. PUb. L. No. 93-87. §§ 104(a)(2). 121(a). 87 Stat. 251. 
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The realities may well be quite different at the local level,353 but at the 
federal level the Trust Fund did not end the traditional excess of motorists' 
taxes over highway expenditures. 

Apart from the general subsidy argument, it has also been more 
selectively claimed that within the Interstate program a subsidy is 
received by the urban segments of the Sy~;tem.354 It is certainly true that 
the Interstate program, like any highway pmgram fueled by highway-user 
taxes, harbors significant cross-subsidie 3. Whether, in particular, an 
urban cross-subsidy exists is an empirical question to be answered with 
the assistance of relevant data. On the expenditure side, the Clay Commit
tee had estimated that of the $27 billion rec lJired forthe entire System, $15 
billion (or 55 percent) would be needed for its urban routes.355 This 
estimate has proven to be far off the mark in absolute terms, but accurate 
relatively. Forty-eight percent of all federal Interstate funds disbursed as 
of summer 1974 had been spent on ur'ban routes; that figure was 
expected to rise to 53 percent (almost $38 billion) by the time of the 
System's completion at the end of the decade.356 On the revenue side our 
primary concern is with the gas taxes contributed to the Trust Fund.357 

Government statistics show that in 1971, of all vehicle miles driven on the 
Interstate System, a fraction less than 5[1 percent were on the urban 
Interstates;358 of the vehicle miles driven on all the nation's roads, 52 
percent were in urban areas.359 On the rural Interstates, 15 miles per 
gallon is the average gas consumption, while on the urban Interstates the 
estimated average is 13;360 the rural-urban gas mileage differential for 
non-Interstate driving is almost certainly !~reater. Taken together, these 
facts largely negate the idea of a substantial urban subsidy; if anything, 
they suggest that as measured against the standards of government 

259-60 See also the Ford Administration's gas tax diversion proposal discussed in note 228 

supra. 
353 As of 1960, over $528 million of city general revenues were being spent annually for 

highways. COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, DE:I'ELOPING METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION 
POLICIES 47 (1964). BURBY, supra note 14, at 69, cites figures which suggest a higher total. 

354. See FRIEDLAENDER, supra note 12, at 132-33. :,ee also Prof. Lawrence Stone's essay, 
The Energy Crisis: A New Case for Tax Reform. LA T mes, Aug. 29, 1974, § 2, at 7, col. 6. 

355. See CLAY COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 149, at·18. 
356. Telephone interview with Henry Paterick, Fede ral Highway Administration official, July 

16, 1974 
357. While the special large-vehicle taxes mostly can be assigned to rural driving, the 

rationale for these taxes is that large vehicles wear out the roadway more quickly. See note 202 
supra. Hence, these taxes should be ignored in striking the urban-rural balance. Sixty-nine 
percent of Trust Fund revenues come from the gas ta~, 11 % from the tire taxes. MOTOR VEHICLE 
MANUFACTURERS ASS'N OF THE U.S., INC., 1972 AUTOMOBIL= FACTS AND FIGURES 76 (1972). 

358. FEDERAL HIGHWAY AOMINISTRATION, HIGHWAY STAnSTICS 1971, at 82 (1972). 

359. Id. at 81. 
360. Telephone interview with Henry Paterick, Fede ral Highway Administration official, July 

16,1974. 
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programs generally, the apportionment of costs between urban and rural 
is strikingly equitable. 

3. The Interstate System as System 

A fundamental fact about the Interstate program-and a fact which 
sharply distinguishes it from the earlier A-8-C program, and from most 
other federal grant-in-aid programs as well-is that it is concerned with a 
closed system of facilities with predetermined locations. This is a fact 
which one overlooks at his peril. Congress itself is capable of ignoring it, 
and when this happens the result can be the frustration of congressional 
attempts to improve the program. For example, when Congress stipulated 
in the 1962 Act that all urban freeways approved for federal funding must 
be "based on a continuing comprehensive transportation planning pro
cess,"361 it failed to express any clear intent that the urban Interstates 
approved in 1955 be ignored so that the urban transportation planning 
could proceed on a clean slate. The unfortunate consequence has been 
that in most metropolitan areas the planning process has tended to regard 
the 1955 Interstate freeways as "committed," i.e., to be accepted by the 
planners as a given.362 

An insufficient regard for the closed system fact is conducive to the 
lodging of inappropriate complaints againstthe progral')1. The Governor of 
California and the Task Force of the Governor of Massachusetts have 
recently charged that Interstates are being built in those states not 
because they are good investments, or even good highway investments, 
but rather because the states cannot afford to turn down the 90 percent 
federal share.363 But this assessment unduly ignores the fact that the 1944 
and 1956 Acts together allow the construction of I nterstates only along 
those routes specifically endorsed as worthy by both the states and the 

361. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962, Pub. L. No. 87-866, § 9, 76 Stat. 1148, as amended, 
23 U.S.C. § 134(a) (1970) ("carried on cooperatively by state and local communities"). The 
highway plan itself is to be "properly coordinated with plans for improvements in other forms of 
transportation and ... formulated with due consideration of [the] probable effect on the future 
development of [the metropolitan area]." Id. 

362. See Cafferty, Urban Goals and Priorities: The Increasing Role of Transportation 
Planning, 25 TRAFFIC Q. 309, 313 (1970); Morehouse, The 1962 Highway Act: A Study in Artful 
Interpretation, 35 J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 160 (1969). For an instance of this phenomenon in 
Los Angeles, see Los Angeles Regional Transportation Study, 1980 Progress Report, 1967 
(study prepared for the California Dep't of Public Works and the Southern California Ass'n of 
Governments). 

363. See Governor's Task Force on Transportation, Report to Governor Sargent on 
Immediate Action Opportunities, Jan. 1970, at 5-6; Goff, u.s. Meddling in State Affairs Hit by 
Brown, LA Times, Aug. 16, 1975, § 2, at 1, col. 1. See also R. GOODMAN, AFTER THE PLANNERS 74 
(1971) (the" '90-10' formula makes for an irresistible inducement for states to build highways 
almost anywhere just to get their hands on the subsidy"). 
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Bureau in their 1947 and 1955 desigmtions.364 A noted economist, 
discussing trust funds generally and the Hinhway Trust Fund in particular, 
has criticized them for supplying a program with increasing revenues 
even after the program's benefits have p.3ssed the point of diminishing 
cost-benefit returns;365 it is frequently said of the Highway Trust Fund that 
it is mindlessly self-perpetuating. 366 These criticisms founder on the fact 
that the Interstate System-the Trust Fund's primary beneficiary-has 
been approved explicitly in its 40,000 (now 42,500) mile totality by 
Congress; indeed, under the Highway R,=venue Act of 1956, the Trust 
Fund is itself designed to survive until--but only until-the Interstate 
System is completed. 367 As for the complaint about continuing funding, 
one might just as well object to the 1962 :3an Francisco bond issue for 
having provided continuing, unreviewed !:unding for the construction of 
BART. 

At least, this BART analogy would obt3in if it were true that Congress 
was on solid policy ground in conceiving (If all the Interstate routes as a 
unitary, integrated system. Plainly, however, this conception was not at all 
inevitable, since it is clear that the InterstatE' System was easily capable of 
staging and segregation. From the analyses in Toll Roads and Free 

364. In the case of both Los Angeles and Boston, the 1955 designations were themselves 
based on metropolitan freeway plans earlier developec by state and local officials. See JOINT 
BOARD FOR THE METROPOLITAN MASTER HIGHWAY PLAN, THE MASTER HIGHWAY PLAN FOR THE BOSTON 
METROPOLITAN AREA (1948): R. ZETIEL, FEDERAL HIGHWAY LEGISLATION OF 1956 AND ITS IMPACT ON 
CALIFORNIA 7 (1957). 

The state-federal Interstate cost breakdown is of course 10-90: in view of the state's 
obligation to "maintain" System routes (see note 164 supra), the overall state-federal breakdown 
is more like 20-80. It is clear that the ratio of in-state bEnefits to out-of-state (or purely national) 
benefits accruing from the typical Interstate freeway is cOl1siderably higher than 20-80. See notes 
409-36 and accompanying text infra. But see F. MICHELSON & T. SANDALOW, GOVERNMENT IN URBAN 
AREAS 1196 (1969). In light of this imbalance in ratios, the states have a clear incentive to seek 
Interstate routes that are not necessarily nationally cost· beneficial. Note, however, that the 1944 
Congress, acting on the basis of the Interregional hiuhways map, approved a 40,000-mile 
system (which it later enlarged to 42,500 miles). and that the federal highway agency gave its 
approval, mainly in 1947 and 1955, to all of the Interstate routes. These approvals carried the 
implicit federal judgments that the Interstate routes are in fact cost-beneficial from a national 
perspective. One can argue, of course, that the federal cost-benefit judgments should be 
rendered more nearly on a route-by-route basis, and at 3. time reasonably close to the beginning 
of a particular freeway's construction. I agree with this ar9ument, which is really one version of the 
more general point developed below regarding the preplanned structure of the Interstate 
program. See text accompanying notes 368-84 infra. 

365. Nelson, Policy Analysis in Transportation Programs, in SUBCOMM. ON ECONOMY IN 
GOVERNMENT OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMM., 91 ST CONG., '1 :;T SESS., THE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF 
PUBLIC EXPENDITURES: THE PPB SYSTEM, pI. 3, at 1119 (Joint Comm. Print 1969). 

366. E.g., MOWBRAY, supra note 14, at 20-21: Note, A Cure for the Highway Epidemic: A 
Balanced Subsidy, 5 SUFFOLK L. REV. 902, 909 (1971). 

367. Act of June 29,1956, ch. 4{32, § 209(f)(1), 70 Stat. 398. The 1956 Act provided that 
completion would be accomplished in 1972: the 1975 Ford Administration proposal gives up on 
setting a specific date. See text accompanying note 241 supra. 
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Roads368 and Interregional Highways,369 one can infer that a national 
system of considerably less than 40,000 miles could have made sense in 
ordinary transportation terms.370 The System's urban Interstates could 
easily have been classified and ranked in terms of their contribution to the 
System's general purposes.371 As emphasized above, in the 1944 and 
1956 Acts, Congress imposed a 42,500 mile limitation on the System. 
What should be repeated here is that the 42,500-mile figure also functions, 
in some general way, as an obligation to undertake and complete the 
entire System.372 

This is the obligation which creates the problem, especially with the 
urban Interstates. The following section will discuss the extent to which the 
urban Interstates have been responsibile for serious incidental consequ
ences in urban areas. Objectively regarded, the 1956 Act, in establishing 
the Interstate program, was significantly deficient in its failure to take these 
side effects into account. As the next section will show, it certainly is not 
true that nobody knew anything about these consequences prior to 1956. 
Nevertheless, the relevant knowledge was quite scattered, and the pub
lic's understanding of urban freeways was certainly limited. It was only the 
actual post-1956 undertaking of the Interstate program which provided 
the necessary stimulus for intense, specific thinking about urban freeways 
and their modern role. Notable early responses to this stimulus were: 
among urban professionals, a conference in Hartford, Connecticut, in 
1958;373 among the lay public, the first of the urban controversies, which 
broke out in Reno in the same year;374 and within the executive branch, the 
Bragdon 1959-60 review.375 Experience is, of course, the great educator; 
as one study of the 1960's Great Society observes, "[a]lmost by definition, 
a new social program is likely to be hobbled at first by the lack of 
knowledge and experience of those charged with its design and 
operation. "376 

The truth of this observation, as born out by the Interstate System, 
serves to counsel caution in the launching of major new social endeavors. 

368. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, TOLL ROADS AND FREE ROADS, H.R. Doc. No. 272, 76th Cong., 1 st 
Sess. (1939). 

369. See note 121 supra. 
370. See notes 113-26 and accompanying text supra. Back in 1960, Moynihan observed 

that the System was being built in "fragments strewn across the continent," with virtu!3l1y no effort 
to concentrate on the System's most important routes. This, Moynihan thought, reflected the 
absence of even a "minimum of businesslike management." New Roads, supra note 13, at 17. 

371. See text accompanying notes 419-24 infra. 
372. See text accompanying notes 223 and 289-99 supra. 
373. See text accompanying notes 649-51 infra. 
374. See H.R. REP. No. 292, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1959). 
375. See notes 263-85 and accompanying text supra. 
376. Ginzberg & Solow, Some Lessons of the 1960's, PUB. INTEREST, Winter 1974, at 211,215. 
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By the same token, once such endeavcrs have been launched, it is 
especially desirable to subject them to prompt, continuing, and thorough 
review, so as to take advantage of the new "knowledge and experience" 
acquired in their early implementation.377 Vet the Interstate program-its 
momentum established by the 1956 Act--has enjoyed a quasi-statutory 
immunity against reevaluations of this sort. By 1960, 4 years into a 35-year 
program, the President of the United Statl3s, deciding that he profoundly 
disliked the program's urban componenl, nevertheless was forced to 
conclude that "his hands were virtually ti9d."378 By the mid-1960's the 
consensus favoring the urban portion of the program had crumbled, yet 
the federal urban-freeway campaign continued. In 1976 urban freeways 
are still being built essentially because they seemed like a good idea back 
in 1955-and this is an arrangement one is hard pressed to justify. The 
Governors of California and Massachusetts379 do have a valid complaint: 
today they are substantially bound by the clecisions rendered (or concur
red in) by their predecessors of 20 years a~IO. Of course, the 1956 Act can 
be partly defended against complaints of tllis sort by pointing out that the 
Act contemplated that all the Interstates would be completed by 1972. But 
this is a defense the effect of which is to draw attention to the important fact 
that since 1956 the character of the Interstate program has drastically 
changed-from a 16-year $27 billion effort into a program covering 
upwards of 35 years and costing as much as $184 billion. Congress has 
never been given a real chance to pass juclnment on whether a program of 
this expanded magnitude is really worthv"hile, since from 1958 through 
1973 the time and cost increases have been presented to Congress piece 
by piece, each time with at least the implicit assurance that no further 
increases would be necessary.380 

As a general matter, congressional efforts at overseeing the Inter
state program have not proven especiall:f successful. The urban Inter
state controversies have been raging ever ~;ince the late 1950's; Congress 
has responded to them not by reexamining basic freeway policy, but 
rather by enacting certain route substitutiorl and route deletion rules which 
modify, if somewhat haphazardly, what could be thought to constitute the 
System's original integrity.381 New social and environmental values 
emerged during the 1960's. In giving recognition to these values, Con-

377. Consider the enormous literature on "feedba~k" and the necessity thereof in public 
programs. E.g., J. FRIEDMANN. RETRACKING AMERICA 19~-222 (1973); H. KAUFMAN, ADMINISTRATIVE 
FEEDBACK (1973); K. WEBB & H. HATRY, OBTAINING CITIZ=" FEEDBACK (1973). 

378. See text accompanying note 282 supra. 
379. See text accompanying note 363 supra. 
380. Only in 1975 was Congress given any reasonable information concerning the effects of 

future inflation on the cost of the System. 
381. See 121 CONGo REC. H. 12,953 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1975) (comments o/Rep. William H. 

Harsha). 
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gress abstained from challenging the Interstate program directly. Instead, 
it chose to superimpose upon that progr~m a patchwork of strings and 
conditions; this has encumbered the program in ways which have made it 
extremely ineffective as a freeway-building effort. Currently loaded down 
by all these burdens, and with so many of its remaining urban routes 
buffeted by criticism, the entire program has been placed in a defensive 
and conservative posture which is ironically contrary to its initial ambi
tious, forward-looking orientation. 

The glory of the Interstate program is that it involves a dramatic and 
explicit instance of the federal government attempting to plan ahead in a 
grand-scale, long-term way. There is an underside to this glory, however. 
Political scientists repeatedly advise us that for several reasons long
range planning is not feasible in a democratic society.382 Our cumulated 
Interstate experience can be read as indicating that when the circum
stances do permit such planning, what it produces are extremely uneven 
results. The entire post-1956 Interstate program is one that could have 
been structured along very different lines, allowing it to proceed ahead 
deliberately by short-to-medium run increments. Political problems 
aside,383 this would have been the wiser course. The Ford Administration's 
1975 proposal seeks to establish priorities for remaining Interstate con
struction in accordance with "the national significance" of a particular 
route and how "essential" it is to the "connectivity" of the System as a 
whole. 384 While this is an intelligent step, the proposal comes 20 years too 
late. 

III. THE URBAN INTERSTATES 

A. THE RA TlONALES 

A glance at the experience in other motorized countries verifies what 
already should be clear-that a nationwide system of freeways need not 
include freeways within cities. The German autobahnen, planned and 
begun by the Third Reich,385 follows the practice of bypassing rather than 

382. See generally A. ALTSHULER, THE CiTY PLANNING PROCESS (1965): C. LINDBLOOM. THE 
INTELLIGENCE OF DEMOCRACY (1965). Of special interest are Professor Banfield's comments on the 
impossibility of predicting future values. Banfield, The Uses and Limitations of Metropolitan 
Planning in Massachusetts, in 2 TAMING MEGALOPOLIS 710 (HW. Eldredge ed. 1967). 

383. Where a particular state SCheduled to receive no Interstates at all in the first stage, the 
voles from the state's congressional delegation would be hard to obtain. 

384. See Dep't of Transportaticn 1975 Documents, supra note 72, Section by Section 
Analysis at 11. The highway bill passed by the Senate incorporated this proposal. See S. 2711, 
94th Cong., 1 st Sess. § 107(c) (1975). The House approved a weaker version. H.R. 8235, 94th 
Cong., 1st Sess. § 102(b) (1975). It was the House's version which was then accepted in 
conference and approved by the full Congress. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 
94-280, § 102, 90 Stat. 425. 

385. See 3 H. HOLBORN, A HISTORY OF MODERN GERMANY 750-51 (1969). 
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entering German cities.386 The English net\Vork of motorways, which has 
been developing in earnest since the early 1960's, avoids intrusions into 
England's metropolitan areas; sometimes, as with London, not even a 
circumferential bypass is provided.387 Givon the technology of the auto
mobile, it seems entirely feasible to separate intercity from intracity road 
building. The automobile-unlike, for excmple, the railroad car-is a 
vehicle which can quite conveniently tran~fer from one vehicle-carrying 
facility to another as it comes into the city.3a:l From a national perspective, 
intercity freeways would appear to foster "interstate commerce" in ways 
which intracity freeways do not, and the exc.lusion of the urban Interstates 
could have reduced the program's anticipated costs by more than 55 
percent.389 A figure of no less authority than President Eisenhower appa
rently believed that the program had adopted a bypass strategy.390 Why 
was that strategy rejected? What purposl3s were understood as being 
served by the inclusion of all the urban rolJtes? 

One of the rationales for the urban Interstates391 repeatedly men
tioned during 1954-56 may surprise the reader. The 1956 Act added 
"Defense" to the title of the Interstate System.392 One feature of this 
"defense" element was that military equiprnent and personnel could be 
easily transported from one military location to another on the intercity 
freeways. Military usefulness of this sort had been one of the factors 
looked at in designating the Interstate System back in 1947,393 and it was 
later singled out by President Eisenhower in his memoirs.394 The urban 
freeways, it was said, would serve an additional defense purpose-civil 
defense-in the sense of the evacuation of the urban population in the 
event of a nuclear attack. The cause of urban evacuation was argued 
explicitly by the representatives of the big cities,395 but only after it had 

386. See AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASS'N, CENTRAL EURO 'E AND SCANDANAVIAN MAP (1973). 
387. See AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASS'N, BRITISH ISLESA~D IRELAND MAP (1973). 
388. See L. MUMFORD, THE URBAN PROSPECT 98 (19611). 
389. See text accompanying note 162 supra. 
390. See text accompanying notes 264-66 supra. 
391. All the rationales build on the freeway's greater \/9hicle-carrying capacity. See note 515 

infra. 
392. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 108(a), 70 Stat. 378. 
393. See Levin, Federal Aspects of the Interstate /-lighway Program, 38 NEB. L. REV. 377, 

400-03 (1959). 
394. "And motorists by the millions would read a primary purpose in the signs that would 

sprout up alongside the pavement: 'In the event of an enemy attack, this road will be closed 
.. '" D. EISENHOWER, MANDATE OF CHANGE 549 (1962). "ee also 1955 Senate Hearings, supra 

note 28, at 567-73 (testimony of Army Chief of Transportarion Maj. Gen. Paul Yount); id. at 62-63 
(testimony of Bureau Commissioner Curtiss). The Depa'1ment of Defense, however, rebuffed 
suggestions that part of the System's cost be charged a!l~inst the Department's budget. Turner 
Interview. Representative Fallon, the author of the "National Defense" language in the System's 
title, indicates that he regarded it as political window-drl~ssing. Fallon Interview. 

395. See, e.g., 1955 House Hearings, supra notl3 62, at 654-55 (American Municipal 
Association policy statement). 
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been ranked as a high priority by the Clay Committee396 and spotlighted 
by President Eisenhower in his message to Congress transmitting the 
Committee's report. 397 

In the 1970's for a variety of reasons,398 this civil defense idea seems 
quite preposterous, and by 1972 it had been more-or-Iess officially 
abandoned even by the Federal Highway Administration. 399 As early as 
1958, Lewis Mumford was asserting that the entire national defense 
rationale for the 1956 Act had been nothing more than a "specious 
guise."4oo However, if one examines the 1954-56 legislative history, taking 
it in the context of the civil defense assumptions prevailing during those 
years,401 one is led to two conclusions: first, that it is wrong to impugn the 

396. CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT. supra note 149, at 5. 
397. Id. at iv. 
398. For one thing, given the congestion on freeways when the work force descends on 

them at rush hour, one can't even begin to imagine the congestion if an entire urban population 
suddenly and Simultaneously sought access to the freeways in an evacuation attempt. Also, 
much of the reason we now sense that rationale as silly is that, whether rightly or wrongly, we no 
longer seriously worry much about nuclear strikes against American cities. In the middle 
1950's-shortly after Korea, not that long after the close of World War II, and long before the 
cathartically favorable resolution of the Cuban missile crisis-the possibility of a nuclear attack 
was on everyone's mind. See, e.g., the first paragraph in N. MAILER, The White Negro, in 
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MYSELF 338 (1959). To regain perspective, we do well to recall that as late as 
1961, in the midst of the Berlin crisis, President Kennedy seriously proposed in a nationally 
televised speech a massive program of building family and neighborhood bomb shelters. See 
PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES: JOHN F. KENNEDY, 1961, at 536-37 (U.S. 
Government Printing Office 1962). In the 1950's there was wide agreement that civil defense 
should be a major determinant of domestic policy; many urban planners were willing to call for a 
halt on all growth in our major metropolitan areas and even a partial relocation of their existing 
population in order to reduce our nuclear vulnerability. See, e.g., Augur, Decentralization Can't 
Wait, in PLANNING 1948, at 27 (Am. Soc'y of Planning Officials 1948); Kelly, The Necessity for 
Dispersion, 19 J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 20 (1953). 

For an excellent discussion of the ambivalence in the federal government's current civil 
defense effort, see Wall Street Journal, June 23, 1975, at 1, col. 1. 

399. See Federal Highway Administration, Resource Book on the Federal-Aid Highway 
Program, Sept. 1971. This is a public relations document which, in listing the benefits of the 
Interstate System, omits civil defense altogether. 

As a general matter, the entire "defense" element of the Interstate System has been badly 
neglected. Because of "bureaucratic delay and inefficiency" within both the Bureau and the 
Department of Defense, "which might well serve as a textbook example of how a government 
should not be run," the Interstates were built between 1956 and 1960 with overpasses so low (14 
feet) as to restrict their usefulness for missile and rocket transportation; moreover, the 1960 
increase to 16 (rather than 17) feet "was controlled almost entirely by budgetary considerations 
rather than military requirements." H.R. REP. No. 363, 87th Cong., 1 st Sess. 37-38 (1961). As John 
Burby notes, " 'Defense' provided military escort for the trust fund," but it has "since been 
dropped from common usage in describing the network." BURBY, supra note 14, at 92. 

400. Mumford, The Highway and the City, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Apr. 1958, at 179. 
401. Most important was the assumption that there would be from 2 to 7 hours warning 

before any nuclear attack. See OWEN, supra note 79, at 229; Peterson, Plans for Evacuating a 
Large City in Case of Atomic Attack, 10 TRAFFIC Q. 38 (1956). It was not until later that 
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400. Mumford, The Highway and the City, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Apr. 1958, at 179. 
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good faith of the civil defense rationale;402 and second, that despite this 
good faith, in the important quarters civil dE!1'ense was regarded as a mere 
"bonus" benefit for an urban program whose basic benefits lay 
elsewhere.403 

The legislative record quite adeqLately sets forth these basic 
benefits. For almost everyone the essential pOint about the urban Inter
states was that they would serve as "extE'nsions" of the basic intercity 
routes on the Interstate System, collectin!~ or distributing within cities 
traffic heading towards or coming from the 10nurban Interstates. It would 
be unsatisfactory, the idea went, to connect Indianapolis and Cincinnati 
with Interstate 74, which can be driven ill less than two hours, if the 
motorist must pick up 1-74 on the outskirts c,f Indianapolis and get off it on 
the outskirts of Cincinnati, thereby subjecting himself to an additional two 
hours of intrametropolitan driving on the ordinarily congested streets of 
those two major cities.404 This "extension r.3tionale," or at least a variation 
of it, had been pressed most vigorously in loterregional Highways back in 
1943.405 The urban maps contained in the Yellow 800/(406 verify that the 

developments in guided missle technology made this assumption obsolete (although these 
developments were somewhat foreseeable as far back as 1956 (see OWEN, supra note 79, at 
229)). 

402. When General Clay testified before the Senate subcommittee in 1955, he conceded 
that the urban Interstates would not be completely effective for civil defense, but he still asserted 
they would provide a "very excellent opportunity to do a considerable amount of evacuation," 
and that his concern was not merely for anticipatory evacuation. but also for an orderly 
evacuation and rehabilitation of the city subsequent to Ci nuclear attack. 1955 Senate Hearings, 
supra note 82, at 405. Clay was strongly supported on tr E·se issues by the testimony of the federal 
Administrator of Civil Defense, who introduced a cOn!;lIltant's study to help show that the civil 
defense "performance" of urban freeways would be 'Cluite impressive." Id. at 591-93. 

403. In 1955-56 it had been argued that the System's defense rationale warranted funding 
out of general revenues. See text accompanying notes 167-69 supra. Rejection of this financing 
scheme by Congress and the Administration indicates I hat they conceived of the I nterstates as 
intended to fulfill ordinary highway transportation purpo~.es. A discussion between Senator Gore 
and the Bureau Commissioner in 1955 narrowed down ':heir differences-Gore stating that civil 
defense was merely "inCidental," the Commissioner rejEcting that adjective, but conceding that 
the urban routes still would be necessary parts of the :,ystem even if civil defense were of no 
concern. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 687. Compare id., at 405,574-79 (Senator 
Estes Kefauver), with id. at 687 (Senator Strom Thurmond). 

404. See 1944 House Hearings, supra note 31, at 74 (testimony of Massachusetts Public 
Works Commissioner Herman MacDonald); 1'955 Sena~e Hearings, supra note 82. at 672. See 
also 1955 Bureau Memorandum, supra note 136, at 2, Elnumerating the Bureau's criteria for the 
reserved 2,200 urban miles: "All additions must be locc.ted to serve interstate routes effectively 
either as feeders thereto or distributors therefrom. Routils which are principally for local service 
without direct relation to the interstate system cannot tie considered." 

405. See INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, supra note 121, ;3i: 56-59. This document reported ihat "on 
main highways at the approaches to any city," the tlaffic is especially heavy. A "common 
impression" is that urban bypass routes would effectively reduce the congestion at these 
approach points, but this is a "fallacy," since 

a very large part of [this] traffic originates in or is clE,stined to the city itself. It cannot be 
bypassed .... In general, the larger the city the Imger is the proportion of the traffic on 
the main approach highways that is thus essentially concerned with the city. 
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rationale is, in some minimum map-sense, a nonwaivable requirement for 
everyone of the urban Interstates. Each urbanlnterstate ties in with one of 
the System's intercity routes either directly or (occasionally) via another 
urban Interstate. The typical urban Interstate-unless it is a mere "spur" or 
unless there are topological barriers-connects up with an intercity 
Interstate at each of its ends; and the obvious function of such spurs is to 
afford the smaller cities access to the regular Interstate passing by a few 
miles away. The Miami map shows only one Interstate entering the city 
from the north and halting in midcity;407 Indianapolis, on the other hand, is 
rather thoroughly crisscrossed and encircled by Interstates.40B This is 
entirely sensible in basic extension terms. For obvious geographic 
reasons only one of the interCity Interstates reaches Miami, and reaches it 
only from the north; but Indianapolis, with its convenient midwestern 
location, is the origin of 1-69 heading north towards Flint, and a midway
pOint for three other Interstates: 1-65 from Chicago to Louisville, 1-74 from 
Bloomington to Cincinnati, and 1-70 from St. Louis to Columbus. 

,v 

While the extension rationale was quite prominent in 1943-44 and 
1954-56, in the discussions during those periods an additional benefit 
was also seen in the urban Interstates: these Interstates would help 
meet the internal transportation needs of the metropolitan areas them
selves. It should be made clear that the cities never questioned or 
disputed the extension rationale; quite to the contrary, they cherished it 
insofar as it gave them a handle with which to argue' for federal funding for 
one kind of expensive urban project long before Congress had become 
willing to invest in local facilities on a more general basis.409 However, 
especially during the 1955-56 period, the cities were insistent on advising 
Congress that the urban Interstates were also essential if the cities were to 

Furthermore. of this city-concerned traffic, the largest single element originates in or is 
destined to the business center of the city, 

Id. at 58-61. Therefore, to perform their extension function, the urban Interstates must at least 
approach that business center. 

This reasoning is a "variation" of the purer extension reasoning in the sense that it is 
concerned with the traffic on a highway as that highway approaches a major city. This traffic 
certainly does include many vehicles which have departed from (or passed nearby) some other 
metropolitan area. However, it also includes large numbers of vehicles whose trips have 
originated not within the metropolis itself, but still within the larger "region" for which the 
metropolis serves as the center. See Friedmann & Miller, The Urban Field, 31 J. AM. INSTITUTE OF 
PLANNERS, 312 (1965). If the Baltimore-Washington data in Interregional Highways is representa
tive, almost half of the traffic on highways approaching major cities is intraregional rather than 
interregional in character. 

406. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, GENERAL LOCATION OF NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 
(1955). 

407. Id. at 14. 
408 Id. at 22. 
409. Telephone interview with Randy Hamilton, July 24, 1973. Hamilton was the American 

Municipal Association (AMA) delegate to the Clay Committee staff during 1954-55. 
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cope with their own transportation problems.41o Section 116(b) of the 1956 
Act ultimately read in part as follows: 

Insofar as possible in consonance with this objective [the "prompt comple
tion" of the System], existing highways locatod on an interstate route shall 
be used to the extent that such use is practicable, suitable, and feasible, it 
being the intent that local needs, to the extent practicable, suitable, and 
feasible, shall be given equal consideration with the needs of interstate 
commerce 411 

Within a year after the Act was signed th'3 Bureau had worked out an 
interpretation of the "equal consideration" clause of section 116(b), one 
which held that in planning "the System a3 a whole and each segment 
thereof," the needs of "so-called local traffic" and the needs of "so-called 
interstate commerce traffic" should be give l "the same amount of consid
eration."412 Section 116(b) was, however capable of a reading quite 
different from that given it by the Bureau. That alternative reading, building 
on the syntax of the entire sentence in whk:h the clause appears, would 
suggest that "local needs" should be given "equal consideration" only on 
the specific question of whether to include "existing highways" on the 
Interstate System, rather than building new highways in new locations.413 

This narrower reading of section 116(b) WEtS endorsed by both BOB and 
General Bragdon during the 1959-60 Whit,::; House review.414 The section 
116(b) issue, having been vigorously debated back and forth between 
Bragdon and the Bureau of Public Roads, eventually wended its way to 
the Department of Justice, where an Assistant Attorney General reached 
the conclusion that either of the section 116(b) interpretations could be 
defended as a law, and therefore that the choice between them should be 
determined by policy considerations-about which the Justice Depart-

410. See notes 485-508 and accompanying text in.'ra. 
411. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 116(b), 70 Stat. 385 (codified at 23 U.SC 

§ 101(b) (1970)). 
412. Bureau of the Budget, Report on Legislative ntent with Respect to the Location of 

Interstate Routes in Urban Areas and The Concept (,f Local Needs in Section 116 of the 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, Annex NO.6, at 11 (" !l57) (unpublished memorandum in the 
Office of Management and Budget library, WaShington, D.C.). "Equal consideration," the Bureau 
of Public Roads further opined, did not mean an "exact eqJality" of local and interstate traffic. Id 

413. See id., Annex NO.5, at 3. As the BOB report correctly notes, the step-by-step 
legislative history of § 116(b) is ambiguous, as were later statements about § 116(b) by various 
Senators and by the Federal Highway Administrator. Id., Annex NO.5, at 1-4. Frank Turner 
indicates that Senator Robert Kerr had a hand in § 116(t), and that his concern was for existing 
highway incorporation. Turner Interview The last sentel::e of § 116(b) called on the Bureau of 
Public Roads to prepare a report on its compliance with ~, 116(b); the Bureau's report, submitted 
in 1958, dealt only with existing highway incorporation. H.R. Doc. No. 74, 86th Cong., 1 st Sess. 
(1959). The Bureau's basic conclusion was that 72% of Ihe Interstate System should be in new 
locations. Id. at 12. 

414. See text accompanying notes 263-85 supra. 
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ment would itself have nothing to say.41S 

But why the intensity of this debate? Cannot urban Interstates handle 
extension and intrametropolitan traffic at one and the same time? If so, 
why should we not want them to?This in essence was the position taken by 
the Bureau during the 1959-60 period.416 In considering this position, we 
should take note of General Clay's present views.417 Clay now indicates 
that his Committee contemplated only extension-oriented freeways,418 
that section 116(b) introduced the intrametropolitan idea, and that in so 
doing section 116(b) perverted his Committee's understanding and 
launched an urban program which Clay himself deplores. With Clay's 

. views in mind, it proves possible to identify several areas in which 
acceptance of the intrametropolitan rationale does make a difference in 
the formulation of Interstate policy. 

The first of these policy areas involves, quite simply and importantly, 
the number of the urban Interstates. Clearly the freeway mileage needed 
for extension purposes alone is much less than the mileage required if 
those freeways are intended for both extension and intracity traffic. Any 
urban freeway obviously can handle some "extension" traffic, and as 
indicated, every urban Interstate has some extension tie-in.419 But despite 
this, and despite the stubborn claims in a 1970 position paper prepared 
by the Federal Highway Administration,42o it seems undeniably true that a 
significant number of the urban Interstates can be arguably worth their 
cost only if the accommodation of intrametropolitan traffic is considered to 
be one of their major intended benefits. In fact, traffic counts on particular 
urban Interstates indicate that 82 percent of all vehicles driving thereon 
carry in-state license plates.421 During the 1959-60 White House review, 
General Bragdon, in rejecting the intrametropolitan rationale which he 
thought attributable to section 116(b), was able to recommend the dele-

415. See H. Kaltenbach, Memorandum for the Record, Jan. 29, 1960 (Bragdon Files, 
Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 

416. See B. Tallamy, Comments on Recommendations 1 Through 13 Regarding "Basic 
Concepts and Criteria" Contained in Draft Interim Report Dated January 9, 1960, Entitled 
"Progress Review of National System of Interstate and Defense Highways," (undated memoran
dum) (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 

417. Clay Interview. 
418. See note 613 and accompanying text infra. 
419. See text accompanying notes 407-08 supra. 
420. See Federal Highway Administration, Stewardship Report on Administration of the 

Federal-Aid Highway Program 1956-1970, in Hearings on Report on the Status of the Federal-Aid 
Highway Program Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the Senate Comm. on Public Works, 91 st 
Cong., 2d Sess. 98-114 (1970), arguing that each and every Interstate under controversy at the 
local level was "essential" to the "continuity" or the "integration" of the overall Interstate System. 

421. Telephone interview with Bob Finch, Federal Highway Administration official, July 3, 
1975. This figure is only suggestive, since almost all states contain more than one metropolitan 
area. Finch's figure for the rural Interstates is 76%. 
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tion from the System of 1,700 miles of urtlan routes. 422 In 1967 Lowell 
Bridwell, then Federal Highway Administrator, stated in congressional 
testimony that not only the Embarcadero Freeway in San Francisco but 
everyone of the urban Interstates then in controversy was not necessary 
for a "continuous or connected system;" each of them instead was due "to 
the statutory requirement of equal consideration to local traffic needs. "423 

The standards which Congress recently has employed in enacting its 
route substitution and public transit provi:3ions reveal a congressional 
understanding that not all of the designated urban Interstates are "essen
tial" to a "unified and connected Interstat: System. "424 

Another policy area where full acceplance of an intrametropolitan 
rationale clearly makes a difference conc.erns the number of freeway 
lanes.425 While a four-lane freeway dividecl two and two might suffice in a 

422. See text accompanying notes 274-75 supra Moynihan. who apparently had inter
viewed Bragdon (see Letter from Daniel Moynihan to GHlleral Bragdon, Dec. 21,1959 (Bragdon 
Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library)), assen,d in his 1960 article that § 116(b) was 
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particular case if only intercity traffic were considered, eight lanes might 
be a minimum if the freeway were to handle local urban traffic as wel1. 426 

This lane matter is of special interest because it reveals how pursuit of the 
intrametropolitan rationale can interfere-and in the real world twice daily 
does interfere-with the achievement of the extension purpose. Anyone 
leaving San Diego in midafternoon for Los Angeles along 1-5 will find that 
the free flow of his intermetropolitan trip will be curtailed by the Los 
Angeles metropolitan rush-hour traffic that clogs the freeway from Long 
Beach on north. 

The lane question also contains an interesting element of complexity 
which calls for examination. Even if the urban interstate is intended 
exclusively for extension travel and even if four lanes would suffice for 
extension travel, one must wonder whether there is any way to prevent 
local traffic from entering the freeway. If not, the extra lanes would need to 
be built anyway, if only to protect the interests of the extension traffic. In 
fact, there is a w~y to render the Interstate unattractive to local traffic: by 
limiting the number or frequency of entrance-exit interchanges. Intercity 
travel means long trips and hence will not be greatly influenced by 
interchange placement; but since local travel means short trips, the extent 
of local travel's freeway utilization does become a function of interchange 
frequency. 

On the issue of interchanges, and possibly lanes as well, the Bureau 
I 

concluded, in considering the 1956 Act, that its interpretation of section 
116(b) required it to revise its policies so as to render them more generous 
to the interests of local motorists. The resulting additions in urban and 
Interstate miles and urban interchanges (and possibly lanes) may have 
been in the Vicinity of 63 percent. 427 When the cost of the entire System, 
calculated at $25 billion in 1956, was re-estimated by the Bureau at $41 
billion in 1958, $4 billion of this $14 billion increase stemmed from the 
various changes in the System, including (but not limited to) the additions 
of interchanges and lanes.428 

Multi-billion dollar expenditures429 are of course major matters in and 

change only once, and then perhaps with some disappointment, but with no sense of demoraliza
tion or dismay. 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 810-11 (testimony of Shephard A. 
Magedson, Administrative Assistant to Comptroller of City of Milwaukee). 

426. See FRIEDLAENDER, supra note 12, at 84. 
427. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, 1958 INTERSTATE COST ESTIMATE, H.R. Doc. No. 300, 85th Cong., 

2d Sess. 8 (1958), states that the Bureau's interpretation of § 116(b) led itto increase the number 
of interchanges, grade separations, and frontage roads. Frank Turner confirms that there were 
lane additions as well. Turner Interview. The general figure on increases which the Bureau's 
report sets out is 63"10. 

428. BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, 1958 INTERSTATE COST ESTIMATE,H.R. Doc. No. 300, 85th Cong., 
2d Sess. 8 (1958). 

429. Four billion dollars, plus the cost of the pre-§ 116(b) intrametropolitan-oriented urban 
Interstate routes. See note 421 and accompanying text supra. 
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of themselves. But cost. important as it may be, is not the only issue at 
stake in the decision whether to consider illtrametropolitan in addition to 
intermetropolitan needs. At a very general level, the reason for building 
the entire Interstate System is the high-quality, high-volume transportation 
service which modern freeways provide. There is a world of difference, 
however, between the two rationales in theil' implications for federal urban 
policy. One rationale expresses a federal ilterest in city roads only insofar 
as they are adjuncts of a nationwide intercity highway system; the other 
rationale exalts the city as the entity whosl:; needs the federal program is 
designed to fulfill. This analysis may initially suggest the appeal of the 
intrametropolitan rationale;430 however, the analysis must then be 
expanded in order to give recognition to t1e serious side effects which 
freeways produce in urban areas. Each ul"l)an Interstate will bring about 
some of these effects, and therefore the more Interstates built within a 
metropolitan area the more widespread thnse effects will be. Also, while 
these effects can be minimized if a freeway is designed to carry extension 
traffic only, they will be at their greatest if the freeway is deliberately 
designed to accommodate intrametropolitan traffic. It is the fully intramet
ropolitan freeway which will have the gre:atest impact, for example, on 
metropolitan development and on the pliqht of public transit. General 
Bragdon was gradually learning of these u-ban effects during 1959, and 
General Clay is certainly aware of them now. Both of these men also knew 
that the Interstate program organized during 1954-56 was poorly equip
ped to cope with these effects. Bragdon ancl Clay are only partly correct in 
believing that the intrametropolitan rationale entered the urban program 
via section 116(b); but they are entirely right in thinking that the full 
acceptance of that rationale was a major policy choice, and also a cause 
for significant concern. 

Bragdon, of course, was in a position to challenge this rationale 
during the 1959-60 White House review, and in mounting his challenge he 
was led to question the Bureau's revised policies on lanes and inter
changes. Long negotiating sessions betwHen Bragdon and the Bureau 
ensued, and these negotiations eventuat,:;d in agreements on the lane 
and interchange issues.431 During the coun;e of the negotiations Bragdon 

430. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 235. 
431. On lanes, the agreement was the Bureau wOlild promulgate a standard limiting the 

Interstates to not more than four lanes in cities of less than 400,000 population, not more than six 
lanes in cities of less than 1 million, and not more than eight in larger cities. On interchanges, the 
agreed-upon standard stipulated that interchanges in L rban areas should be at least 2 miles 
apart, 4 miles apart in suburban areas, and 8 miles al=c.rt in rural areas. Both these standards 
were to be cast in the form of guidelines rather than fixed rules. Deviations from the lane guideline 
could be approved only by the Bureau's Washingtorl office and only if several rigorous
appearing criteria were satisfied, including the inadeqclacy of public transportation and more 
conventional urban highways as ways of accommodatinq the projected travel needs. Departures 
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retreated from his strongest positions;432 moreover, the agreements them
selves, whether Bragdon realized this or not, amounted to a basic victory 
for the Bureau in the general policy dispute which underlay the specific 
lane and interchange issues. That is, the lane and the interchange policies 
which the agreements embody seem eminently well-suited for freeways 
which quite effectively cater to intrametropolitan traffic. 433 What appears 
true on paper is substantiated in reality; to my knowledge, every urban 
Interstate constructed since 1960 is regarded locally as an essential part 
of the local transportation system. 

In another application of his general reasoning, during the 1959-60 
review Bragdon also recommended the deletion from the System of 1 ,700 
miles of urban routes,434 the routes which he thought could be justified 
only in intrametropolitan rather than extension terms. Here again Bragdon 
was unsuccessful, since he was unable to secure the President's 
approval of this recommendation.435 The Bragdon effort thus essentially 
failed on every front. The urban Interstates accordingly survived the 
Eisenhower Administration with their intrametropolitan rationale fully 
intact, an equal partner in the urban program. It was not until 1975 that this 
rationale was again seriously questioned. The Ford Administration's 1975 
proposal, with respect to the urban Interstates yet to be constructed, 

from the interchange standard would not need to be referred to Washington, but under no 
circumstances could interchanges be spaced closer together than 1 mile in urban or 3 miles in 
rural areas. See Interim Report, supra note 89, at 22-24. 

These agreements are still in effect. See Federal Highway Administration, Instruction Manual 
for Preparation and Submission of the 1974 Estimate of the Cost of Completing the Interstate 
System, Jan. 1973, at 22-27. 

432. On the lane matter he had at one time favored a rule of no more than four lanes on 
freeways in cities of less than 1 million, and no more than six in larger cities no matter what their 
size. See J.S. Bragdon, Fifth Draft of First Interim Report on Progress Review of the National 
System of Interstate and Defense Highways, Dec. 28, 1959, at 5 (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower 
Papers, Eisenhower Library). On interchanges he had evidently once argued for a minimum 
spacing of 4 (or perhaps even 8) miles. Turner Interview. Additionally, Bragdon wanted fixed 
rules, not mere guidelines. Whether the 1960 agreements also embodied Significant conces
sions by the Bureau is hard to say. The agreements did commit the Bureau to issue official 
standards on matters which until then had been dealt with informally. Frank Turner's recollection, 
however, is that the agreed-upon standards were largely consistent with the practices which 
were occurring in the field anyway. In the late 1950's highway officials believed that four lanes in 
one direction were the most with which ordinary drivers could safely cope; an eight-lane 
maximum thus was in accordance with accepted tenets of freeway engineering. 

433. Partly this is because in their post-1960 administration these "guidelines" have turned 
out to be remarkably porous. Proposals for up to 10 lanes for urban Interstates have been 
routinely approved, so long as traffic counts are high enough. Telephone interview with William 
Chin, design official in the Federal Highway Administration Regional Office in San Francisco, 
Aug. 23, 1974. The absolute rule on 1-mile interchange spacing often has been honored in the 
breach, especially in California. Id. Back in 1960, the Bureau was in a much better position than 
Bragdon to estimate this porousness of implementation. 

434. See text accompanying notes 274-75 supra. 
435. See text accompanying note 282 supra. 
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seeks to give a strong priority to those urban routes needed for the 
"integrity of a connected Interstate network," and to postpone effectively 
into the indefinite future the funding of routes which basically "provide 
commuter service."436 

To assess the full meaning of Bragdon's failure to curtail the intramet
ropolitan rationale in 1960-a failure which allowed that rationale to 
flourish for the ensuing 15 years-requirE!s some understanding of the 
collateral effects of the u.rban Interstates. These effects, and the claims 
concerning them, comprise the topic undE'r discussion for the remainder 
of this Article. 

B. THE INOICTlv.'ENT 

1. An Overview and Preliminary AnalysJ~: 

During the 2 years of activity preceding the 1956 Act, the American 
Association of State Highway Officials. under the leadership of its 
president, Alf Johnson, urged inclusion of the urban routes in the Sys~ 
tem.437 By the time of his retirement from AASHO in 1972, however, 
Johnson had recanted, stating for publication that the inclusion of the 
urban Interstates had been a legislative mistake.438 General Clay has 
similarly disowned the urban Interstates,·~39 and President Eisenhower 
was distinctly unhappy when he belatedly learned what they were all 
about.440 In reaching their conclusion, thE·~;e individuals were in one way 
or another responding to a set of criticisms of the urban Interstates which 
had begun to surface in the late 1950's, and which have been pressed 
with mounting vigor since the mid-1960's in a body of writings often 
nourished by freeway controversies at the community level. These are the . 
criticisms which were collectively referrecl to in the Introduction as the 
"indictment" entered against the urban IntElrstates, an indictment which is 
of special importance because of the accl~ptance it has secured from a 
wide segment of public opinion.441 

The indictment's initial charge, a historical-political one, is that the 
urban portion of the Interstate program as established in the 1956 Act is 
attributable to the machinations of the highway lobby. The indictment then 
posits that the urban Interstates have failed to achieve their stated 
purpose of relieving urban traffic congestion. It next proceeds in several 

436. See Dep't of Transportation 1975 Documenl:~" supra note 72, Explanation at 2-4. 
437. Hearings on Urban Highways Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the Senate Comm. on 

Public Works, 90th Cong., 1 st Sess., pt. 1, at 154 (1 S 67). 
438. Cameron, How the Interstate Changed the Face of the Nation, FORTUNE, July 1971, at 

78, 125. 
439. See text accompanying notes 417-18 supra. 
440. See text accompanying notes 265-66 supra. 
441. See notes 13-15 and accompanying text supra. 
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The indictment's initial charge, a historical-political one, is that the 
urban portion of the Interstate program as established in the 1956 Act is 
attributable to the machinations of the highway lobby. The indictment then 
posits that the urban Interstates have failed to achieve their stated 
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436. See Dep't of Transportation 1975 Documenl:~" supra note 72, Explanation at 2-4. 
437. Hearings on Urban Highways Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the Senate Comm. on 

Public Works, 90th Cong., 1 st Sess., pt. 1, at 154 (1 S 67). 
438. Cameron, How the Interstate Changed the Face of the Nation, FORTUNE, July 1971, at 

78, 125. 
439. See text accompanying notes 417-18 supra. 
440. See text accompanying notes 265-66 supra. 
441. See notes 13-15 and accompanying text supra. 
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counts to itemize a number of ways in which the effects of the urban 
Interstates have been unfortunate, if not perverse. The urban Interstates 
have polluted our air, ravaged the urban environment, and ruined its parks 
and open spaces. They have worked to destroy viable minority low
income neighborhoods and callously have evicted staggering numbers of 
residents and small businessmen. They are the cause of the disastrous 
decline of urban public transportation. They have brought about a dys
functional suburbanization of the country's metropolitan areas with no 
regard for proper principles of city planning. While many of these evils 
were the objects of congressional or administrative reforms instituted in 
the late 1960's, these reforms arrived too late, have attempted no more 
than amelioration, and often have failed even in this modest endeavor. 442 

A further question involved in the indictment concerns the extent to 
which the various adverse effects which the indictment identifies were 
appreciated back in 1956. This is a question on which the literature is 
divided-Moynihan in 1960 proclaiming that the effects in fact were 
appreciated, Moynihan in 1970 insisting that they were hidden from 
view.443 Some support for Moynihan's 1970 position can be found in the 
posture in which the Interstate issue w~s presented to the federal govern
ment in the mid-1950's. The Interstate System had, after all, been signed 
into law in 1944 and had been designated administratively in 1947 and 
1955. By 1954 a more-than-trivial amount of construction work had been 
completed or at least commenced. The desirability of the Interstate 
System having been established both in Congress and in the executive 
branch, the immediate issue facing the federal government in 1955 and 
1956 involved the financing and administration of the Interstate pro
gram.444 Had the sequence of events not narrowed the Interstate issue in 
this way, it can probably be assumed that federal consideration of the 
merits of the System would have been at least somewhat more extensive 
and ambitious. 

The thin treatment of the Interstate System by the 84th Congress 
additionally can be explained in terms of the public understanding of 
urban freeways in the 1950's. The short of the matter is that during that 
period, urban freeways were regarded widely as an obvious, uncompli
cated "good." In the nation's newspapers, editorial support for the Inter-

442. See, e.g., Hartman, Relocation: Illusory Promises and No Relief, 57 VA. L. REV. 745 
(1971). 

443. See text accompanying notes 17-18 supra .. 
444. In this vein,see General Clay's statement, atthe outset of his committee's hearings. that 

the need for the System had already been authoritatively determined, and that therefore his 
committee's chief concern would be for the financing and the governmental organization of an 
Interstate program. President's Advisory Committee on a National Highway Program, Minutes of 
Public Hearings, 1955, at 1 (unpublished document in the Dep't of Transportation library, 
Washington. D.C.). 
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state program was warm and virtually unallimous;445 the Hearst chain was 
especially enthusiastic. 446 As for the "liberals," their "litany" during the 
1950's was "Better Schools, Better Hospitals, Better Roads. "447 The few 
conservatives who opposed the Interstate program (for the reason that it 
unduly federalized a highway-building function which the states were 
willing and able to perform) nevertheles~ volunteered their agreement 
with the urban portion of the program, on grounds of the overwhelming 
needs of urban traffic. 448 The mid-1950's intellectual community can be 
represented by Wilfred Owen, the BrookinJs Institution's urban transpor
tation specialist, whose 1956 book, The Metropolitan Transportation 
Problem, is still regarded as a "classic. "'~49 While that book expresses 
both a concern for public transportation and a reservation about freeway 
traffic generation,450 one of its basic conclusions was that urban freeways 
constitute a vital "improvement" in urban tl'ansportation generally neces
sary if cities are to be successful in "adapt[ing] to the automotive age. "451 
Other liberal intellectuals found the Interstate issue so entirely obvious as 
to be not even worthy of mention, During the entire 1954-56 period, New 
Republic ran only one four-paragraph article on the Interstate legislative 
effort, and this article's sole policy statement was that "everyone agrees 
that new highways are needed. "452 In an influential 1958 essay evaluating 
the Eisenhower Presidency, William Shamion concluded, with no mention 
of the 1956 Act, that the Eisenhower era sr ould be assessed as "the time 
of the great postponement" in which "n: national problem [has been] 
advanced importantly toward solution nor its dimensions significantly 
altered. "453 

If all the charges in the indictment we'13 completely true, one might be 
inclined to agree that the 1956 Act was 3 disastrous exercise in blissful 
mid-fifties urban ignorance. However, a closer analysis of the 1956 Act, its 

445. See LEAVITT, supra note 14, at 40. 
446. See letter from President Eisenhower to William Randolph Hearst, Jr., Jan. 28, 1957, in 

EISENHOWER DOCUMENTS, supra note 12, at 562, recognizing the Hearst chain's "decisive part [in 
the chain of events) which culminated in the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act." 

447. New Roads, supra note 13, at 14. 
448. See, e.g., Moley, The Clay Highway Plan, NI:WSWEEK, Mar. 21,1955, at 112. 
449. Lupo, COLCORD & FOWLER, supra note 12, at 188. 
450. OWEN, supra note 79, at 67-104, 107-09. 
451. Id. at 31,40-54,105-14. 
452. Construction Ahead, NEW REPUBLIC, May 16, 1955, at 5. In the 1970's, New Republic 

articles regularly spoke out against the Interstate ~ rogram. See, e.g., Hall, Highways vs. 
Environment: The Long Island Fight, NEW REPUBLIC, May 12, 1973, at 17; Cracks in the Cement, 
NEW REPUBLIC, Sept. 30, 1972, at 10. 

453. Shannon, Eisenhower as President: A Critical Appraisal of the Record, COMMENTARY, 
Nov. 1958, at 390. In 1972, Shannon, now an editorialist for the N. Y. Times, authored a long article 
for the Sunday Magazine section lambasting the Int3rstate program and indicating that its 
initiation was "easily the most significant domestic act of the Eisenhower Administration." 
Shannon, The Untrustworthy Highway Fund, NY. Timm;, Oct. 15, 1972, § 6 (Magazine), at 210. 
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legislative evolution, and its early implementation indicates the inade
quacy of such an appraisal. In reporting below onwhat such an analysis had 
yielded, this Article will first identify a compensating virtue found in the 
1956 Act which its urban critics have ignored. The Article will then briefly 
sketch the results of that analysis as applied to several of the indictment's 
counts. In Subsection (2), the remaining counts will be examined at 
greater length and in greater detail. 

a. Public hearings: When measured against contemporary urban 
values, the 1956 Act deserves positive credit for at least one of its 
provisions. It was section 116(c) of that Act which introduced into Title 23 
the requirement that a local public hearing be held for all federal-aid urban 
highways.454 A tracing of the somewhat flukish legislative history of this 
provision,455 however, makes it difficult to discern what its inclusion in the 

454. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, ch. 462, § 116(c), 70 Stat. 385, as amended 23 
U.S.C. § 128 (1970). 

455. Section 116(c) amended § 13 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1950, ch. 912, 64 Stat. 
791, which had mandated a public hearing for every federal-aid highway "bypassing any city or 
town." (It is said that this 1950 provision was due to Senato~ Dennis Chavez, chairman of the 
Senate Public Works Committee, who had become annoyed when a federally aided realignment 
of a state highway had taken business away from a bar owned by his brother-in-law (Turner 
Interview)). After positing the public hearing requirement, § 13 went on to require that the state 
highway department "certify" to the Bureau that it had considered the bypass's "economic 
effects"; this made clear that "economic effects" was the issue which it was the purpose of the 
hearings to explore. These post-1950 public hearings, although thus quite limited in both their 
number and their scope, were regarded as a nuisance by state highway officials. The public 
hearing issue was not raised in 1955-56 only because the Administration's 1955 bill, as well as 
the 1955 Fallon bill reported out to the House, would have rendered § 13 inapplicable to Interstate 
projects; the idea apparently was that the public hearings produced delay which was at odds 
with the goal of achieving the prompt completion of the Interstate System. State highway officials 
supported this amendment with public statements which exhibited an unabashed arrogance. 
See, e.g., 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 391-92. See also 1956 House Public Works 
Comm. Hearings, supra note 155, at 76. On the Senate side, the Gore bill, approved by the 
Senate in 1955, contained a section specifically reaffirming (and somewhat clarifying) the 
existing § 13 public hearing requirement. The bill which finally passed the House in 1956 backed 
away from the Fallon proposal by eliminating any mention of public hearings; it accordingly would 
have preserved § 13 as it was. See H.R. REP. No. 2436, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 36 (1956). The 
Senate's 1956 bill included basically the same reaffirming and clarifying section which the 
Senate had approved the year before. 

There thus were certain differences between the House and Senate bills, but these 
differences were both minor and technical. Note, then, what happened in conference. The 
conferees, while accepting the syntactic format of the Senate version, added new words to that 
version so as to impose the public hearing requirement whenever a highway either "bypasses or 
enters into"· an urban area. What it was that occasioned in conference this sharp change of 
direction-quite foreign to the conference's supposed function of resolving or compromising 

House-Senate differences-has not been disclosed, although one source indicates that the new 
provision was authored in a mellow due process mood by Senator Francis Case. (Turner 
Interview). That the change of direction was not given careful thought is suggested by the fact that 
the conference bill (and hence the Act) did not expand the scope of the public hearing beyond 
the issue of "economic effects"; this is a sensible limitation for hearings on bypass highways, but 
an arbitrary limitation for hearings on urban highways generally. The congressional outcome 
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1956 Act truly revealed about the congmssional understanding of the 
urban situation. 

b. Air pollution: The urban Interstat9s have induced motoring,456 
and to that extent can be held responsible lor the air pollution which urban ( 
motoring produces. However, the steady How of freeway driving results in 
the emission of less carbon monoxide ancl fewer hydrocarbons than the 
stop-and-go driving done on ordinary Cil:Y streets.457 All one can confi
dently say about the net effect of the urban Interstates upon urban air 
quality is that it is uncertain. In the mid-fift es the general public was not 
particularly aroused about air pollution;~E8 moreover, the extent of the 
automobile's contribution to this pollution was just beginning to be pub
licly understood459-and was not yet und 9rstood in Congress, as 1955 
congressional hearings reveal. 460 The theory of the photochemical nature 
of urban smog which suggested the significance of the automobile had 
been developed in 1949 by Dr. Haagen-Smit of the California Institute of 
Technology.461 In 1954 Haagen-Smit. mindful of the constant-speed 

must have led many state highway officials to rue thE·il' preference to press the public hearing 
issue: and "outraged" Robert Moses "fulminated" agairlst § 116 in a 1957 report-to-the-citizenry 
in Harper's. Moses, The New Superhighways.' Blessina or Blight, HARPER'S, Dec. 1956, at 27,31, 
discussed in SCHNEIDER, supra note 14, at 95-96. 

Congress amended § 128 in 1968, opening up the public hearing to all the proposed urban 
highway's "social," "environmental," and "urban planning" effects. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1968, Pub. L. No. 90-495, § 24,82 Stat. 828. As virtually "is last official act in office, Transportation 
Secretary Alan Boyd administratively bifurcated the § 1 :::8 public hearing into an early hearing on 
the highway's general location and a later hearing on ttlEl issues of precise location and highway 
design. See 23 C.F.R. pt. 1, app. A (1974). The resultin9 "two-hearing procedure" has become a 
valuable element of citizen participation in the final planning of the urban Interstates. See B. 
KELLEY, THE PAVERS AND THE PAVED 135-40 (1971). Bul see Mashaw, The Legal Structure of 
Frustration: Alternative Strategies for Public Choice' Concerning Federally Aided Highway 
Construction 122 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 22-24 (1973). 

456. See text accompanying notes 515-31 infra. 
457. See Federal Highway Administration, Resource Book on the Federal-Aid Highway 

Program, Sept. 1971, at 103 (finding a2:1 ratio) But ~ee Schneideman, Cohn & Paulson, Air 
Pollution and Urban Freeways: Making a Record on rlC/zards to Health and Property, 20 CATH. 
U.L. REV. 5, 10 (1970), who claim that freeway drivino fares badly in the emission of nitrogen 
oxide; I have been unable to document this. 

458. An exception is Los Angeles, where by 1955 ':.mog" had already become a controver
sial political issue. See J. FLICK, THE CAR CULTURE 222-:?3 (1975). 

459. See AIR POLLUTION FOUNDATION FINAL REPOR"", 12, 24 (1961). In 1956, a sociologist 
dismissed as an antiquarian "prejudice" the idea that automobiles might be detrimental to human 
health. Allen, The Automobile, in F. ALLEN, H. HART, D. MILLER, W. OGBURN & M. NIMICOFF, 
TECHOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE ch. 6 (1956). 

460. Hearings on S. 890 and S. 928 Before a Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Public 
Works, 84th Cong., 1 st Sess. (1955). For example, a 1 industrial spokesman referred to the 
"popular view" that "industry" was the "sole [air pollutioll] offender," and spokesman conceded 
that there was a "certain logic" in this view, since indLl~,trial pollution was so conspicuous on a 
smokestack-by-smokestack basis Id. at 248. 

461. See A. HAAGEN-SMIT, REPORTTOTHE Los ANGEL[~, COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT, 
THE ANALYSIS OF AIR CONTAMINANTS (1949). 
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factor but apparently in the dark about traffic generation, published his 
conclusion that "[t]he construction of freeway is. . . an excellent means 
towards the reduction of exhaust fumes."462 

c. Residential displacement: According to one estimate, the Inter
state System is responsible for the displacement of 1 million persons.463 

Relocation assistance was first provided by the 1962 Act, and was then 
bolstered in 1968 and 1970.464 By these years, however, much of the harm 
had already been done, for the 1956 Act itself contained no relocation 
provisions 465 It has been asserted that the 84th Congress "never dis
cussed" the relocation question466 This assertion is false. Prodded by the 
forceful testimony of New York City's Robert Moses,467 the bills consid
ered by the House in 1955 and then approved by the House in 1956 
would have rendered family relocation expenses includable within high
way "construction" costs for purposes of federal funding;468 for the 
Interstate program, this would have entailed a 90 percent federal share of 
payments made to relocatees. However, in the Senate in 1956, this 
provision was deleted by the Public Works Committee when it marked up 
the House's bil1 469 On the Senate floor, Senator Herbert H. Lehman's 
amendment to reinstate the House's provision was defeated by a voice 
vote,470 and in conference the House acceded to this deletion. 471 The 
House conferees' willingness to accede on this one issue is typical of the 
kind of horse trading which characterizes conferences,472 but the reasons 
for the Senate's hostility to the House's proviSion have never been 
adequately explained 473 One factor which surely did not help was the 

462. See Haagen-Smit, The Control of Air Pollution in Los Angeles, ENGINEERING & SCIENCE, 
Dec. 1954, at 11, 15. 

463. See A. ALTSHULER, THE CiTY PLANNING PROCESS 339 (1965). 
464. See note 246 supra. 
465. Compare the 1956 Act's allowance of federal reimbursement for relocation payments 

made to public utilities. See text accompanying note 226 supra. 
466. R. CONNERY & R. LEACH, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND METROPOLITAN AREAS 52 (1960). 
467. 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 404-05. Moses' reasoning was quite practical. 

Displacements were a potential source of major opposition to the badly needed urban Inter
states "Generous" relocation assistance-assistance which even goes "beyond being merely 
just and fair"-would be an effective way of buying off that opposition. See alsoCARO, supra note 
14, at 847-49. 

468. For the 1956 bill, see H.R. REP. No. 2022, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 15-16,24 (1956). 
469. See S. REP. No. 1965, 84th Cong., 2d Sess 17 (1956) 
470. See 102 CONGo REC. 9227-28 (1956). 
471. See H.R. REP. No. 246, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 37 (1956). 
472. Fallon Interview. 
473. Just weeks before voting on the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, the Senate had 

approved the Housing Act of 1956, which had rendered relocation costs eligible for federal 
funding in the federal-aid public housing program. Act of Aug. 7, 1956, ch. 1029, § 305,70 Stat. 
1110. 

Senator Gore opposed the Lehman amendment on the Senate floor on the grounds that his 
committee had not considered the relocation issue. 102 CONGo REC. 9228 (1956). This is totally 
false: his committee had explicitly rejected the House's relocation proposal. 
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absence of any strong lobbying organization able to represent the inter
ests of the potential displacees.474 

d. The urban environment: It is trUEl that parklands and shorelines 
have been disproportinate victims of thE~ urban Interstates. This was a 
result which highway officials quite purposefully and openly strived for,475 
and their purposes in this regard cannot be casually dismissed. Parklands 
are free of buildings, residences, businesses, and city streets. Construct
ing a freeway through a dense urban area msults in enormous problems of 
human displacement and inconvenience. It also runs up an immense 
eminent domain bill, given the need to PC:l)! for the value of buildings and 
for the termination of access.476 By locatin!~ the freeway in a park, all of this 
expense is avoided. Parklands, of courSl3, possess their own important 
urban value, which one would expect thE appropriate park authority to 
seek to protect. Whether a state highway department has the power to 
condemn land already devoted to a public use by another agency is a 
question of state law. The priority which state law often attached to 
freeways in such a situation477 was plainly vulgar, but the blame for this 
cannot be placed on Congress. 

e. Low-income communities: It is also true that in the 1955 designa
tions a disproportionate number of Inter!:tates were routed through low
income neighorhoods. This also was to a large extent purposefully done, 
and for reasons openly stated. The fedem.l urban renewal legislation of 
1954 had rested on the basic premise that slums were in essence a 
problem of deteriorated buildings, rather Ulan a problem of the low-income 
of those buildings' inhabitants. The solution, therefore, was to tear down 
these buildings and replace them with ~;tructures housing useful civi.1 
activities. 478 Crude as this premise now S'3ems, it was embraced in the 
mid-1950's by city planners, whose "physical determinism" it vali-

474. By contrast, the public utilities lobbied quitE! effectively and over a period of several 
years. See Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954, ch. 181, § 11,68 Stat. 74; EISENHOWER DOCUMENTS, 
supra note 12, at 550;.1955 Senate Hearings, supra1Dte 82, at 895-943. 

475. See INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, supra note 1:!'I, at 69: "The valley of a small stream 
penetrating a city may offer excellent opportunity for the, location" of a freeway. See alsoAMERCIAN 
ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, A POLICY ON ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS IN URBAN AREAS 89-90 (1957); 
INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS, supra note 121, at 62; 1955 BUl'Elau Memorandum, supra note 136, at 9. 

476. On eminent domain liability for limitation of access, see Van Alstyne, Just Compensa
tion of Intangible Detriment: Criteria for Legislative M)difications in California, 16 U.C.LA L. 
REV. 491, 493-505 (1969). 

477. See CAL. STS. & H'WAYS CODE § 103.5 (West 1 ~169), construed in People ex rei. Dep't of 
Pub. Works v. City of Los Angeles, 179 Cal. App. 2d55B,4Cai. Rptr. 531, appeal dismissed, 364 
U.S. 476 (1960). The rule stated in this section has since been modified. CAL. CIV. PRO. CODE § 
1241.7 (West Supp. 1975); see Note, California Co.-:ie of Civil Procedure Section 1241.7: 
Protecting Public Parks from Highway Intrusion, 23 HASTINGS L.J. 949 (1973). 

478. See L. FRIEDMAN, GOVERNMENT AND SLUM Hous NG ch. 4 (1968). 
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dated,479 and by all significant segments of public opinion.48o The urban 
renewal premise was in turn employed by highway officials, who con
cluded that locating a valuable freeway through a "blighted" or "deca
dent" slum area constituted a positive social good.481 There are additional 
considerations which explain the placement of freeways in low-income 
neighborhoods. In the mid-1950's city planners believed that urban 
Interstates would have a beneficial effect on many inner-city neighbor
hoods: because through traffic would be diverted to the Interstates, 
ordinary city streets would become "quiet and safe" and more suitable for 
neighborhood use.482 Finally, some freeways scheduled in 1955 to run 
through upper- or middle-class neighborhoods were later rerouted 
through poverty neighborhoods after affected residents in the original 
locations exerted their political influence. As one commentator has noted, 
urban freeways "follow the geographical path of least political resist
ance. "483 There is perversity here, but it lies with our entire political system 
rather than any particular federal program. 

2. Particular Counts 

a. The political configuration: The indictment's political claim is that 
the urban portion of the Interstate program was thrust upon American 
cities by the highway lobby.484 As history, however, this claim lacks 
accuracy. The truth is that it was the cities themselves which championed 
and indeed insisted on the urban Interstates. The cities' spokesman in this 
regard was the American Municipal Association (AMA)-the organization 
which served as the principal representative of the city in federal matters 

479. See H. GANS, PEOPLE AND PLANS 25,61 (1968). 
480. Liberals wanted public housing, but they also definitely wanted urban renewal. 

Conservatives approved of urban renewal because of its favorable implications for central city 
property values and its opportunities for the urban renewal developers. For some, the point was 
that urban renewal would accomplish "Negro removal." See generally L. FRIEDMAN, GOVERNMENT 
AND SLUM HOUSING (1968). 

481. AMERICAN ASS'N OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS, A POLICY ON ARTERIAL HIGHWAYS IN URBAN 
AREAS 89 (1957). See also P. Healey, Jr., The Cities' Responsibility in the New Highway Program, 
Mar. 4, 1957, at 8 (paper delivered althe 18th annual Highway Conference)(copyon file with the 
author); Clarkeson, Urban Expressway Location, 7 TRAFFIC Q. 252, 257 (1953); Lochner, The 
Integration of Expressways with Other Urban Eiements, 7 TRAFFIC Q. 346, 351 (1953). 

Urban renewal's ugly aspect was not without influence: according to Alf Johnson some city 
officials expressed the view in the mid-1950's that the urban Interstates would give them a good 
opportunity to get rid of the local "niggertown." Johnson Interview. 

482. See, e.g., CLEVELAND CITY PLANNING COMM'N, CLEVELAND TODAY ... TOMMORROW 31 
(1950); McElhiney, Evaluating Freeway Performance in Los Angeles, 14 TRAFFIC Q. 296, 306-11 
(1960); Winter, Development of a Freeway System in Los Angeles Metropolitan Area, 3 TRAFFIC Q. 

105, 117 (1949). 
483. See A. DOWNS, URBAN PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 218 (1970). See also MOWBRAY, supra 

note 14, at 178-79. 
484. E.g., LEAVITI, supra note 14, at 80. 
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during the 1950'S.485 When the proposal to provide financing for the 
Interstate System was first presented in 19E,4, the AMA, in the words of its 
then Executive Director, "seized uponthe iclea. "486 A resolution endorsing 
the urban Interstates carried by a 90 percent vote at the AMA's Annual 
Congress in December 1954,487 and a E;imilar but even more strongly 
worded resolution was approved unanimously in the late 1955 meeting 
after Congress had failed to act.488 Mayor ,!\Ibert Cobo of Detroit, in 1955 
testimony for the AMA, stated that urban frwways were "necessities," and 
that a good urban freeway was "a pic:1ure of beauty."489 President 
Eisenhower's message to Congress had listed the relief of existing (and 
prospective) "traffic jams" as a major purpose of the Interstate System.490 

Before the House and Senate committee:s the AMA's representatives
mostly big-city mayors-pounded away with the argument that traffic 
jams are worst within cities, and therefore urban Interstates are entitled to 
the highest priority.491 Nashville Mayor Ben West told the Senate in 1955 
that the increase of the federal share to 90 percent was indispensable to 
get the Interstate job done.492 In the 1956 hearings, Mayor West advised 
the House committee that "[w]e in the citie:s just cannot wait any longer. 
The situation is beyond being critical and is now approaching the pOint 
where 'desperate' would be a more adequate word to describe our 
needs."493 Congress was advised that in the view of Mayor Thomas 
D'Alesandro of Baltimore, "[t]raffic strangulation within cities is the major 
problem facing the country," a problem which further congressional delay 
would only exacerbate.494 Three years later when word leaked out that the 
President had ordered a review of the urban Interstates,495 the position of 
the AMA remained unchanged-if anything, it had become more ada
mant. Ben West, again representing the .t\MA, advised a congressional 
committee that the deletion of urban rout;~s fro.m the Interstate System 

485. See S. FARKAS, URBAN LOBBYING 63-65 (197'1:. While the AMA historically had given 
"insufficient weight" to the interests of the larger cities (see id. at 37), in its 1954-56 highway 
efforts big city mayors provided its leadership. The orgclrlization changed its name to the National 
League of Cities in 1964. Id. 

486. See P. Healey, Jr., The Cities' Responsibilil~ in the New Highway Program, Mar. 4, 
1956, at 3 (paper delivered at the 18th annual Highway Conference) (copy on file with the author). 

487. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 18"" 
488. 1956 House Public Works Comm. Hearings supra note 155, at 125. 
489. President's Advisory Committee on a Natiol3.1 Highway Program, Minutes of Public 

Hearings, 1955, at 1 (unpublished document in the DE p't of Transportation library, Washington, 
D.C.). Robert Moses testified in a similar vein for the Conference of Mayors. Id. at 48-50. 

490. CLAY COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 149, at I~. 

491. See, e.g., 1955 House Hearings, supra note 02, pI. 1, at 686 (testimony of Cleveland 
Mayor Anthony Celebreeze). 

492. 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 19<'. 
493. 1956 House Public Works Comm. Hearings. supra note 155, at 123. 
494. Id. at 134. 
495. See notes 263-85 and accompanying text SL'pra. 
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would be "a terrible and tragic mistake;"496 he went on to warn that "the 
Nation's cities will fight any such proposal to the bitter end. "497 

If the big cities thus presented themselves publicly as true believers 
in the urban Interstates, there is little evidence that the prospect of these 
Interstates made either state highway officials or the highway construction 
industry especially happy. The inclusion of urban freeways within the 
Interstate System seems somewhat contrary to the construction industry's 
economic interests. Consider the Clay Committee's own figures-$12 
billion for approximately 33,000 freeway miles in rural areas ($364,000 per 
mile), and $15 billion for about 7,000 miles in urban areas (over $2 million 
per mile).498 Part of the cost difference between urban freeways and rural 
freeways results from the greater number of lanes in cities, a factor which 
does redound to the benefit of the construction interests. The greatest part 
of the difference, however, is attributable to land acquisition costs, which 
are low in the countryside but astronomical within cities; land acquisition 
was known in 1956 to be often 50 percent and sometimes as high as 80 
percent of the total freeway COSt.499 To the extent that funds available to a 
highway program are allocated to land-intensive urban freeways rather 
than construction-intensive rural freeways, the highway construction 
industry clearly suffers. 

The position of the state highway departments is likewise capable of 
refinement. As previously noted, until 1956 these departments were 
generally characterized by a significant anti-city (and especially anti-big 
city) bias or orientation.500 From their experience during the postwar 
years, state highway officials were probably more aware than anyone of 
the complexity of urban freeways--even if the complexities which they 
had encountered were primarily of a technical and engineering nature. 
From the standpoint of such officials, how much simpler and more 
satisfactory it was to build freeways in the open countryside. If anything, 
the real surprise may be that the state officials, speaking through AASHO 
and Alf Johnson, supported the urban Interstates at al1. 501 There are 

496. 1959 House Hearings, supra note 233, at 376. 
497. Id. See also id. at 374 (testimony of Glenn Richards, Chairman of the AMA's Highway 

Committeee). The White House was bombarded by letters from city mayors protesting the 
possibility of any such deletions. See, e.g., letter from Toledo Mayor John Yager to President 
Eisenhower, Aug. 17, 1959 (Pyle Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 

498. See note 162 supra. The greater frequency of entrance-exit interchanges in urban 
areas adds enormously to cost. By 1973, the cost of an average rural Interstate mile was $1-2 
million, while the cost of an average metropolitan Interstate mile was $15-20 million. Gray, Section 
4(t) ot the Department ot Transportation Act, 32 MD. L. REV. 327, 377 (1973). 

499. See 1956 House Public Works Comm. Hearings, supra note 155, at 86. Not only does 
an urban right-aI-way have a high lair market value, but the eminent domain liability lor remainder 
damage and termination 01 access can be immense in cities. 

500. See text accompanying notes 77-81 supra. 
501. See text accompanying note 437 supra. 
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several possible explanations for this SlJpport,502 but of all these the 
political explanation is the most interestin~l. Alf Johnson's basic goal was 
congressional approval of the Interstate pmgram. He appreciated that to 
secure such approval it would be advantalJeous to establish the broadest 
possible coalition favoring the program and to hold down the number of 
the program's enemies. Johnson was aW3re that cities fervently wanted 
the Interstates within urban areas. If urban freeWays were included within 
the System, the cities could be enlisted ill the coalition supporting the 
legislation; were urban freeways left out, the cities would have been 
politically furious. He also knew that opposil ion to the urban routes-either 
in Congress or in the public at large-was lrivial.503 Johnson's conclusion 
that the urban routes should be included in the System was thus grounded 
in considerations.of political strategy.504 

Certain lessons can be drawn from thiB discussion. Recent commen
tary has been rife with allegations that almost every American city has 
been a "casulaty" of the Interstate progralll,505 and that the 90-10 federal 
funding506 amounts to fiscal "blackmail" committed by the federal govern
ment against the cities. 50? Whatever the actual consequences of the urban 
Interstates, these allegations are very misleading. If cities have been 
"casualties," the injuries have been largely self-inflicted.50B lf the financial 
arrangements constitute "blackmail," it is a. variation of blackmail in which 
the victim connived with the blackmailer. Whether the cities rightly under
stood the urban public interest is, of course, another question, to be 
considered separately. However, a bcmic initial pOint is that cities 
regarded the Interstate program as a way of rectifying what they saw as 

502. Possible explanations include the states' willingness to accept the cities' claims as to 
the need for urban freeways. 

503. See text accompanying notes 445-51 supra. During all the congressional hearings in 
1955 and 1956, the urban portion of the Interstate program' was objected to by only one 
organization-the Private Truck Council of America (se9 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 
883-84)-an organization which did not wield significant political influence. 

There was, as it happens, one official in the White H,)use who preferred only a minimal urban 
component for the Interstate System-General BragdJ1. However, during the 1954-56 period, 
BraQdon's position on the urban Interstates was, at bot1e m, a corollary of his toll position. SeeJ.S. 
Bragdon, OUTLINE OF A PLAN FOR A U.S. NATIONAL H'CoHWAY SYSTEM To BE FINANCED PRIMARILY 
BY REVENUE BONDS, EITHER u.s. OR STATE, UPON ELEC110N BY EACH STATE; OR BY A STATE AS A 
FREEWAY, UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, at 2 (unelHted memorandum) (Bragdon Files, 
Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). Once Brag(j.)n's general toll recommendations had 
been rejected, his reservations about the urban Inter~':ates could be conveniently ignored. 

504. Johnson Interview. Since the urban Intersta':es have developed into a clear political 
liability for the Interstate program, one can easily undel·~:tand why Johnson now wishes they had 
been left out. 

505. Dunhill, The Freeway Versus the City, ARCHITI,CTURAL F., Jan. 1968, at 73. 
506. See note 363 and accompanying text supra. 
50? Kheel, Subway Power: New York's Defense Against Oil Blackmail, NEW YORK, Nov. 5, 

1973, at 51. 
508. Ms. Dunhill's statement that cities "awake,led only slowly to their own defense," 

(Dunhill, Reconciling the Conflict of Highways and Can;, REPORTER, Feb. 8, 1968, at 22), is thus 
quite insufficient. 
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serious imbalances in traditional highway programs. At the time Congress 
came to consider the Interstate issue in the 1950's, urban motorists were 
expending far more in state gas tax payments than they were receiving 
back by way of urban highways provided by the existing state highway 
programs.509 The 25 percent share allocated to the urban C projects by 
the federal program had been thought unduly low even in 1944,510 and 
population shifts subsequent to 1944 made the 25 percent figure seem 
increasingly unfair. To city officials these state and federal inequities were 
both substantial and galling.511 An AMA study published in January 1955 
asserted that "among inter-governmental fiscal relationships none are of 
greater perennial interest to municipal officials than those having to do 
with highways."512 Cities were eager to secure their "rightful share" of 
highway program expenditures,513 and the $15 billion budgeted for urban 
freeways by the Clay Committee was seen as a dramatic step in the right 
direction.514 

b. Traffic generation: The general proposition at the heart of all the 
traffic justifications for the urban I nterstates was that freeways allow a freer 
flow of traffic,515 and hence are able to shorten driving times and reduce 
traffic congestion. The critics of the urban Interstates have sought to rebut 
this proposition, as it is applied to the urban Interstates, by contending that 
urban freeways "generate" traffic--traffic of such volume that the prefree
way congestion levels are quickly (or at least eventually) reestablished.516 

In the early 1950's the American experience with urban freeways was 
relatively limited.517 The traffic generation factor, however, had already 
been noted by the Bureau,518 and was beginning to be frequently discus.-

509. See J. MEYER, J. KAIN & M. WOHl, THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 61-63 (1965). 
510. See BURCH, supra note 25, at 223-24. 
511. Hearings on the National Highway Study Before the Subcomm. on Roads of the House 

Comm. on Public Works, 83d Cong., 1st Sess., pI. 1, at 123,127-31,144-45,151,169-70 (1953) 
(testimony of various city officials). 

512. AMERICAN MUNICIPAL ASS'N, LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S SHARE OF STATE-COllECTED HIGHWAY 
FUNDS AND REVENUES 3 (1955). 

513. Id. at 4. 

514. Healey Interview. By 1955, in recognition of the expenditure in balance, about a dozen 
states had developed rebate or exemption schemes for urban motorists. See AMERICAN MUNICIPAL 
ASS'N, LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S SHARE OF STATE-COllECTED HIGHWAY FUNDS AND REVENUES 3 (1955). 

515. A freeway lane is capable of handling up to 2,000 vehicles per hour. See Rainville, The 
Importance of Urban Transit and Its Effective Capacities, in READINGS IN URBAN TRANSPORTATION 
172,175 (G. Smerk ed. 1968). 

Because of the absence of pedestrians, cross-traffic, and visual distractions, freeways are 
also much safer than ordinary city streets; the safety point was relied on by those supporting the 
urban Interstates. See, e.g., 1956 Senate Hearings, supra note 212, at 193 (testimony of 
Baltimore Mayor Thomas D'Alesandero, Jr.). 

516. E.g., CARO, supra note 14 at 897; the excellent presentation in A. DOWNS, URBAN 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS ch. 7 (1970); LEAVITI, supra note 14, at 38-39. 

517. See text accompanying notes 83-85 supra. 
518. See the.excerpt from a 1956 Bureau document in Memorandum, Jan. 13, 1960 (no 

author indicated) (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, Eisenhower Library). 
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sed. Walter Blucher, a well-known urban planner, had by then made 
known his downcast views as to the complete futility of urban freeway 
building.519 In other writings it is possible to detect, especially retrospec
tively, an undercurrent of concern about generation520 Nevertheless, 
most of the discussion remained upbeat. 521 At that time, New York City 
was leading the nation in freeway buildino, and Robert Moses, its Public 
Works Commissioner, confidently predict'3d that "we can lick conges
tion," in the title of a 1956 article. 522 H11:! one empirical study made, 
published in July 1956, considered Chicago's Edens Expressway. Its 
conclusion was that there was "some evicl<3nce" of traffic generation, but 
that absent unusual circumstances such generation was not "highly 
marked. "523 

There is a possible demurrer to the generation claim which is entitled 
to consideration here. Assume a freeway whose. generated traffic does 
succeed in restoring prefreeway congestion. What the mechanis-tic lan
guage of "generation" obscures is that sucn a freeway does work to social 
advantage by satisfying citizen transportation preferences which would 
otherwise remain unfulfilled or "latent." ~\S Professor Wohl points out, 
those who without the freeway would have declined to make a certain 
useful trip, or made it at a less convenient hour, are allowed to make the 
trip after all, or at a more convenient houry!4 Individuals also are afforded 
a greater latitude of residential and occ\.; pational choice; they can live 
further away from work and, with the help of freeways, keep the time of 
their commute within acceptable limits. 525 

Professor Wohl's demurrer suffers, however, from two defects. The 
first concerns its policy. There may be ~l,)od reasons for regretting the 
greater residential and occupational dispersion to which the demurrer 
refers. Also, some of the new freeway driving to which the challenge refers 
will involve trip-takers who previously had been patrons of public trans
portation; their withdrawal from the public transportation market may limit 

519. His views were published in a law review, of al places. Blucher, Moving People, 36 VA. 
L. REV. 849, 849-50 (1950). 

520. See the articles by Casey, Elder, and Smith, 9Kcerpted in SCHNEIDER, supra note 14, at 
198-99. 

521. The articles excerpted by Schneider all reached basically affirmative conclusions on 
urban freeway building. Casey, Integrated Transportwion Program, 10 TRAFFIC 0.416 (1956); 
Elder, Houston's Urban Expressways, 3 TRAFFIC O. 1EI~;, 172-73 (1949); Smith, Support for the 
Traffic Program, 5 TRAFFIC O. 38 (1951). See also OWEN, supra note 79, discussed in the text 
accompanying notes 449-51 supra. 

522. Moses, We Can Lick Congestion, in FREEDOM (IF THE AMERICAN ROAD 47 (Ford Motor Co. 
1956) 

523. Mortimer, The Influence of Expressways, 10 TRAFFIC O. 318, 328-29 (1956). 
524. Wohl, Must Something Be Done About Congl~.;tion? 25 TRAFFIC 0.403,405-06 (1971). 
525. That the urban Interstates have led to such di~:persing consequences is acknowledged 

in the text accompanying notes 592-96 infra. 
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public transportation's ability to avail itself of economies of scale. The 
demurrer's second defect lies in its inadequacy as an historical explana
tion. It is clear that what Congress understood it was doing in approving 
the urban Interstates was reducing or preventing urban traffic conges
tion. 526 Had Congress believed that these Interstates merely would permit 
more urban drivers to encounter the same congestion, it might well have 
been unwilling to approve the $15 billion (now $60 billion) urban portion of 
the Interstate program. 

It is therefore appropriate to assess the factual correctness of the 
generation claim. On the merits the conventional wisdom is currently all on 
the side of the generationists. To pick an example almost at random, a 
recent New Yorker article states that "like most other cities, Atlanta 
discovered a few years ago that all the expressways it had been building 
were adding to the congestion rather than reducing it. "527 But is it really 
true that our experience since 1956 has completely vindicated Blucher's 
1950 expression of futility? Clearly, from a 1976 vantage point, the Moses 
title is ludicrous. Moreover, it seems certain that the urban Interstates have 
induced more traffic than highway planners had originally predicted
which does mean that travel-time gains have been less than expected. 
Nevertheless, today's conventional wisdom significantly overstates its 
case. It is only at rush hour that the flow of traffic on an urban Interstate 
does not move reasonably freely; rush hour apart, the urban Interstates 
have been remarkably successful in increasing average vehicle speeds. 
The only real debate, therefore, concerns conditions at rush hour. On this 
issue, Federal Highway Administration figures indicate that the introduc
tion of freeways in major metropolitan corridors generally has resulted
even at rush hour-in measurable decreases in average driving times. 528 

While the Administration's arithmetic is frequently primitive,529 on this one 
factual issue there is no convincing counterdata, and my personal obser
vations in several metropolitan areas are in harmony with the Administra
tion's findings. 

No one could deny, of course, that complaints about today's freeway 
congestion are both numerous and vociferous, and it might well be that 
today's freeway motorists are as irritated by congestion as the ordinary 
city-street motorist of 20 years ago. Any such irritation parity, however, 
can be adequately explained in ways consistent with the analysis above. 

526. But cf. 1955 Senate Hearings. supra note 82, at 50-51. 
527. F. Powledge, A New Politics in Atlanta, NEW YORKER, Dec. 31, 1973, at 33. 
528. Federal Highway Administration, Resource Book on the Federal-Aid Highway Program. 

Sept. 1971, at 13, 223-27: Department of Transportation, Traveltimes in Urban Areas, May 15. 
1968 (internal memorandum) (copy on file with the author). 

529. See Wahl, Public Transit Pricing, Financing, and Subsidy Principles, 27 TRAFFIC 0.619, 
621-22 (1973). 
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A freeway may inspire in the motorist an expectation of high speed which 
at rush hour it is unable to deliver; since t1e ordinary city street produces 
no such expectation, the motorist does not suffer any equivalent sense of 
aggravation when the street is filled with tniffic. 53o Also, in today's society, 
transportation is one urban problem out of which the affluent citizen 
cannot buy his way. By placing his residence in the suburbs he is able to 
escape neighborhood squalor, serious cl'ime, inferior schools, undesir
able neighbors, and air pollution at its inne '-city worst. That very suburban 
choice, however, commits him to an ardul)us commuting cycle which, in 
light of the amenities to which he is otherwise accustomed, is bound to 
strike him as offensive.531 

c. Public transportation: Another accusation leveled against the 
urban Interstate program is that it has hastened the decline of public 
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--------------------------530. Compare the different and (in my view) le:3s persuasive "expectation" argument 
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1968). See also Bruce-Briggs, Mass Transportation a.'7d Minority Transportation, PUB. INTEREST, 

Summer 1975, at 43, 48-49. 
531. See SCHWARTZ, Book Review, 19 U.C.LA L REV. 148, 157 n.35 (1971). 
532. See, e.g .. A New Federal Stab at Aiding Mass Transit, Bus. WEEK, Jan. 26. 1974, at 52, 

for a temperate recent statement of this claim. 
533. See Hall, The Long Is/and Fight, NEW REPUBLIC, May 12, 1973, at 17. See a/so H. Mertins 

& D. Miller, Urban Transportation Policy: Fact or Fiction, June 1970, at 5,8 (Occasional Paper No. 
2 of the Urban Transportation Institute of Syracuse Uriversity). 

534 New Roads, supra note 13, at 19. 
535. See SCHNEIDER, supra note 14, at 69; Goodwir, The Democratic Way, 7 TRAFFIC Q. 456. 
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536. See SCHWARTZ, Book Review, 19 U.C.LA L. REV. 148, 157-59 (1971). 
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538 See W. OWEN, THE ACCESSIBLE CITY 27 (197~~). 
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significantly during 1960-70, absent additional evidence the urban Inter
states cannot reliably be blamed for more than a fraction of this 1960-70 
decline. 

If the 1956 Act is faulted because it failed to provide funding for public 
transportation, the truth is that in both 1944 and 1956 a general federal 
subsidy for public transportation was not a politically available option. 539 

Many of the reasons for this are policy-neutral. The public transit industry 
earned high profits during World War II and nationwide was still in the 
black (although only slightly) in 1955-56.540 Public transit subsidies were 
controversial and unpopular at the locallevel,541 let alone at the federal. 
With the exception of a few large metropolitan areas, transit systems 
generally were privately owned,542 and federal grants to private com
panies would obviously be problematical. While Congress had approved 
both the C543 and the urban Interstate programs, these were far from 
decisive as precedents for any federal public transit subsidy. For one 
thing, the highway program, financed as it was after 1956 from special 
highway-user taxes, made no demands on general revenue. Moreover, 
until the breakthroughs of the mid-1960's, Congress remained extremely 
wary of deeply involving the federal government in affairs which were 
"purely urban. "544 While a public transit program would definitely founder 
on this reluctance, the Cand urban Interstate programs did not, since they 
were conceived of as mere elements of a more general, nationwide 
highway system. 545 

Additionally, the 1955-56 period was, for somewhat fortuitous 
reasons, a singularly unfortunate time for Congress to be reaching deci
sion (even implicitly) on the respective roles of automotive and public 
transportation. It happens that 1955 and 1956 were decisive years for the 
development of the American automobile and public attitudes. From the 
end of the war through 1954, Detroit had done little but tinker with its basic 

539 It should be made clear that a thriving federal program currently exists for the support of 
urban public transportation. See National Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1974. 49 U.S.C 
§ 1602(a) (Supp IV. 1974). amending 49 U.S.C. § 1602(a) (1970). This program did not involve 
major sums of money until the 1970·s. 

540. In 1955, industry operating income totaled over $55 million, down from $148 million in 
1945. AMERICAN TRANSIT ASS'N, '73-'74 TRANSIT FACT BOOK 4 (1973). Industry profits equaled 1.75% 
on investment. 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 421. 

541. See Smith, Maintaining the Health of Our Central Business Districts, 8 TRAFFIC O. 111. 
119(1954). 

542. In 1956, only 42 of the 1,600 urban transit companies operating in the United States 
were pubicly owned (although the public systems tended to be in the larger metropolitan areas). 
See 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 420 (statement of George 
Anderson, Executive Vice President, American Transit Association). 

543. See text accompanying notes 45-64 supra. 
544. The phrase is drawn from Hanson, Congress Copes with Mass Transit, 1960-64, in 

CONGRESS AND URBAN PROBLEMS 347 (F. Cleaveland ed 1969). 
545. See text accompanying notes 404-36 supra. 
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product, which was boxy and sedate. Thn 1955 models-introduced in 
late 1954546-achieved a daring breakthr,)ugh both mechanically and 
stylistically. Their V-8 engines were endowed with far more horsepower 
than those of their predecessors, and their <3.utomatic transmissions were 
vastly improved. Their bodies were long. low, and "streamlined," and 
came adorned with the kind of frilli~,h innovations-wraparound 
windshields, new forms of two-toning-tr at succeeded, for better or 
worse, in exciting the American consurler's imagination. Auto sales 
soared from 5.4 million in 1954 to a record-~;hattering 7.4 million in 1955,547 
and one study fixes 1955 as the beginning of the "golden era" of the 
American automobile548 (an era which the f Jel crisis has probably brought 
to a close549). In his congressional testimony General Clay was inclined 
to extol the automobile,55o and a norma Congressman could easily 
assume the triumph of the automobile a~. the basic American mode of 
urban transportation. 

A closer examination of the 1956 Act and its legislative evolution 
suggests, however, that Congress was lot wholly insensitive to the 
situation of public transportation,55t and that the responsibility for any 
public transit deficiencies in the 1956 Act ~;hould probably be placed on 
the shoulders of other organizations. I n the ~/ears between the conception 
of the I nterstate program and the 1956 Act the American Transit Associa
tion (ATA)552-the major national representative of local transit operators 
-and the American Institute of Planners (AlP) had adopted, coordi
nated, and presented to the public an interesting and legitimate position: 
the interests of automotive and public transportation could be "accommo
dated" and "reconciled" by proceeding ahl~ad with urban fre~ways while 

546. See. e.g .. the advertisements in LIFE. Nov. 22.1954. at 19-30; id .. Nov. 29, 1954.at6-7. 
34-35. 50-51. 80-81, 129. 158-59; and the news story. I~rst Entirely New 1955 Cars. id., Nov. 1. 
1954, at 49. Actually, Buick and Oldsmobile had chan~lod their designs a year earlier. and the 
Oldsmobile had been the "hottest car" during 1954. Id 

547. WARD'S AUTOMOTIVE YEARBOOK 131 (1973). 
548. J. JEROME, THE DEATH OF THE AUTOMOBILE 25 (1S72). Jerome reminds us that: 

Consumer interest in the new cars was positively frenzied: in those days the annual 
introduction of the new models had become, for mc~t of America, an event ranking with 
the Homecoming Day of the local high school fooltJall team. Id. 
The suburban narrator of a recent John Updike story reminisces about the 1950's: "Guiltless

ness. Our fat Fifties cars, how we loved them, revved ttHlm: no thought of pOllution." J. UPDIKE, 
When Everyone Was Pregnant in MUSEUMS AND WOMEN, :32 (1972). 

549. See Has Detroit Learned Its Lesson?, Bus WE!:I(, Oct. 5, 1974, at 64 (cover story); The 
Painful Change to Thinking Small, TIME, Dec. 31, 1973, 3t 18 (cover story). 

550. 1955 Senate Hearings. supra note 82, at 396; 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 
128, 143. See also 1955 Senate Hearings, supra note 82, at 160-61 (AASHO testimony). 

551. But cf. M. DANIELSON, FEDERAL-METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION POLITICS AND THE COMMUTER 
CRISIS 28-44 (1965) (discussing congressional enactm:nt of railroad legislation in 1958). 

552. This organization is now called the American Public Transportation Association. 
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at the same time incorporating into their design a variety of public transit 
facilities, including special turnouts and platforms for buses, exclusive 
bus lanes, and use of the freeway's median strip for rapid transit. 553 

During those early years, the ATA-AIP position won many adherents. 
In Los Angeles, for example, the original freeway plan devised in the 
1940's contemplated "rapid transit" buses on all freeways and surface rail 
on "certain" freeways.554 In recent years the "accommodation" concept 
has been implemented in an interesting fashion. Because of the urban 
mass transportation capital grant program originally approved by Con
gress in 1964, rail rapid transit now runs in the median strip of Chicago's 
Dan Ryan Expressway.555 An exclusive bus lane, funded under a provi
sion in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970,556 now is part of the San 
Bernardino Freeway in Los Angeles.55? In these recent implementations 
the accommodation concept is proving sound. The Dan Ryan line is 
regarded as a success by the Chicago Transit AuthorityS58 Professor 
Hilton, a severe critic of the federal urban transportation program gener
ally, singles out federally funded freeway bus lanes for commendation,559 

553. See, e.g., Forward to AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, URBAN FREEWAYS (1947) (a 
document prepared with the assistance of the American Transit Association): 1944 House 
Hearings, supra note 31, pt. 2, at 687 -94 (testimony of Charles Gordon, Managing Director, ATA): 
DeLeuw, Mass Transportation at the Local Level, in PLANNING 1949, at 134-39 (Am. Soc'y of 
Planning Officials 1949): Hyde, Moving People in Urban Areas, in PLANNING 1953, at 68, 72 (Am. 
Soc'y of Planning Officials 1953): Planning for Metropolitan Transportation, 18 J. AM. INSTITUTE OF 
PLANNERS 75, 78-79 (1952): Kaufman, Book Review, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Spring 1948, at 
39. 

554. See Malley & Breigovel, Urban Freeways, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Fall 1948, at 23, 
24-26: Winter, Development of a Freeway System in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area, 3 TRAFFIC 
Q. 105, 107 (1949) 

Since the building of a freeway itself requires the acquisition of a broad right-of-way and also 
the termination of access on surface streets, the extra cost of acquiring the land for a rail route is 
only a fraction of the cost which a rapid transit agency would be required to incur were it to 
condemn a right-of-way on its own. 

In the late 1940's, Robert Moses successfully fought back an effort to build a rail route in a 
median stripof the Van Wyck Expressway in New York City. SeeCARo, supra note 14, at 904-08. 

555. See G. HILTON, FEDERAL TRANSIT SUBSIOIES: THE URBAN MASS TRANSIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
66-67 (1974). 

556. Act of Dec. 31,1970, Pub. L. No. 91-605, tit. I, § 111(a), 84 Stat. 1719 (codified at 23 
U.S.C. § 142 (1970)). 

557. See LA Times, June 3, 1974, § 2, at 1, col. 5. On Mar. 15, 1976, an exclusive bus (and 
carpool) lane was opened on the Santa Monica Freeway in Los Angeles. Another is planned for 
the Hollywood Freeway (id., May 4, 1974, § 1, at 1, col. 4). In Paris, France, lanes are now 
reserved for buses along 43 miles of Parisian boulevards: the early returns on patronage 
increases are quite favorable. See id., May 30, 1974, § 1-A, at 6, col. 1. 

The difficulties with the recent Diamond Lane on the Santa Monica Freeway in Los Angeles 
make clear the desirability of including such a lane in the freeway's original design, rather than 
imposing it on an already congested freeway. 

558. See G. HILTON, FEDERAL TRANSIT SUBSIDIES: THE URBAN MASS TRANSIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
69 (1974). Professor Hilton seems skeptical about this assessment. 

559. Id. at 18. 
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and Professor Kain suggests they are an e>:cellent way "to improve urban 
transportation at practically no cost. "560 

An accommodation idea of consideral::le value thus was formulated 
as early as 1944 and was refined and widely discussed in the decade that 
followed. Yet this was an idea which went Vl101ly unmentioned during the 
1954-56 legislative deliberations. What accounts for this oversight? The 
basic explanation seems to be one which is concerned with the operation 
of interest group politics. Interest groups perform at least two important 
functions in a democracy. First, as wielders of effective political influence, 
they provide representation for interests which do not receive adequate 
representation through our system of electing Congressmen on a territo
rial basis. Additionally, they serve as sources of information, supplying 
Congressmen with useful data of which thBY would otherwise, for lack of 
access, remain ignorant.561 An adequate E!;<planation for the omission of 
the special facilities idea from the 1954-56 debate and the eventual 1956 
Act is that for one reason or another thEi idea was not presented to 
Congress by any of the interest groups which might have been expected 
to do so. Urban planners generally were ccmmitted to the idea, but their 
organization, the AlP, did not yet see itself in political terms; during the 
relevant years, it maintained neither a Washington office nor a Washington 
representative.562 As for the American Municipal Association,563 in 1955, 
Mayor Dilsworth of Philadelphia, a city whol;e public transportation prob
lems were prematurely acute, urged the AMA to adopt a resolution 
favoring the inclusion of "right-of-way for public transit" within every 
federally supported urban highway.564 ThE3 AMA rejected this proposal. 
According to its Executive Director, durinl~ 1955 the AMA's 

big concern was to persuade Congre:3s to enact legislation to 
establish the Interstate Highway Syslem, and every effort was 
made to present a united front by all interests favoring such a 
system. Anything that smacked of diversion of highway user 
taxes to other purposes, even such a rEilated one as right-of-way 
for public transit, might break the ranks of that united front. 565 

What about the American Transit Association? Having virtually origi-

560. Kain, How to Improve Urban Transportation at I'ractically No Cost, 20 PUB. POLICY 335, 
349-57 (1972). 

561. See C. liNDBLOOM, THE POLIcy-MAKING PROCESS 66 (1968). 
562. Howard Interview. 
563. See note 485 and accompanying text supra. 
564. See M. DANIELSON, FEDERAL-METROPOLITAN TRA~SPORTATION POLITICS AND THE COMMUTER 

CRISIS, 96 (1965). 
565. Letter from Patrick Healey (now a senior consultant at the NLC) to the author, July 20, 

1973 (on file with the author). In 1957, with the 1956 Acl already on the books, the AMA finally 
adopted a somewhat watered-down version of the [) Isworth proposal. See M. DANIELSON, 

FEDERAL-METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION POLITICS AND THE COMMUTER CRISIS, 97 (1965). 
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nated the special facilities idea in its 1944 congressional testimony,566 
why did it let the idea lie dormant during 1954-56? A sufficient reason is 
that during this period the ATA was strongly supporting another legislative 
proposal, the logic of which effectively prevented it from also making the 
special facilities argument. This ATA proposal was that transit operators 
be exempted from the highway-user tax increases which the highway 
legislation anticipated.567 Given its keen interest in its tax exemption 
proposal, the ATA was obviously disabled from also arguing that the 
Interstate program should incur special expenses for the sake of public 
transit. Indeed, the strategy of the exemption issue further required the 
ATA to downplay the extent to which public transit vehicles, even absent 
special facilities, would find occasion to travel on federally aided urban 
highways in general and the urban Interstates in particular.568 

If the AT A thus chose to substitute the tax proposal for its earlier 
special facilities proposal, a related point is that the congressional 
response to the ATA tax proposal diminishes the charge that Congress 
slighted or disparaged public transportation during its 1955-56 delibera
tions. The initial Fallon bill in 1955 did not include a public transit tax 
exemption. However, after the ATA presented its position in the hearings 
on that bill, the Public Works Committee included such an exemption in 
the bill sent by the committee to the House floor. 569 The 1956 House bill 
contained a similar exemption;57o indeed, AT A representatives collabo
rated with the House Ways and Means Committee staff in working out its 
details and mechanics. 571 The exemption attracted little attention as the 
bill passed the House. However, in the Senate, Senator Byrd's Finance 
Committee rejected the exemption, arguing that 55 percent of the Inter
state funds would be spent in cities,572 that public transit vehicles could be 
expected to regularly utilize the urban Interstates, and that if this exemp
tion were approved itwould be necessary to include exemptions for other 
economically distressed concerns which would otherwise encounter the 
new taxes.573 

566. See 1944 House. Hearings, supra note 31, pI. 2, at 687-94 (testimony of Charles 
Gordon). 

567. See, e.g., the ATA's statements and testimony in 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, 
at 1283-89; 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 420-28; 1956 
Senate Hearings, supra note 212, at 151-53. 

568. See, e.g., 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings, supra note 189, at 425. 
569. H.R. 7474, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. § 4(h) (1955), explained in H.R. REP. No. 1336, 84th 

Cong., 1st Sess. 22-23 (1955). 

570 See H.R. 10660, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. §§ 206(a), 208(b)(1) (1956), explained in H.R. 
REP. No. 1899, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 7, 26-28 (1956). 

571. See 1956 Senate Hearings, supra note 212, at 150. 
572. See note 162 and accompanying text supra. 
573. See S. REP. No. 2054, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1956). See a/so 102 CONGo REC. 9233 

(1956) (statement of Sen. Byrd). 
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It is important to recognize that the Senate Finance Committee's 
analysis was entirely sound as far as it '\lent. If the analysis was to be 
regarded as other than dispositive, the reason would need to be in some 
special congressional concern for public -:ransportation. On the floor of 
the Senate, such concern was in fact forthcoming. Senators Wayne Morse 
and George Smathers expressed solicitude for the "low income groups, 
who necessarily ride on public transportation systems," and for the 
"housewives, clerks, stenographers, eleval'Or operators, and others" who 
have no other means of transportation. 574 Other Senators joined in with 
similar statements. 575 An effort to amend tre Byrd Committee's bill on the 
Senate floor to conform it to the House bill was stymied for parliamentary 
reasons,576 but the tenor of the Senate's di~;cussion seemed sympathetic 
to the exemption idea. In conference it was the Senate which effectively 
receded; the conference bill provided thalurban transit would pay neither 
the extra penny of the per gallon fuel tax nor the tax on over 26,OOO-pound 
vehicles.577 (These exemptions have remained in the law ever since, and 
have been expanded to cover the later increases in the fuel and vehicle 
taxes 578) In short, the 1956 Congress gavl~ the transit lobby everything it 
asked for, even though the reasoning which the lobby offered in support of 
its request was clearly underwhelming. 

Whether the ATA behaved wisely at tile time in pressing for the tax 
exemption rather than for special facilities is a question one cannot 
answer confidently. A tax exemption is for most purposes a functional 
equivalent of a subsidy (or some related form of public expenditures).579 
However, this equivalence is better under.;tood today than it was in the 
mid-1950's, and it always has been better understood by tax lawyers and 
economists than by the general public.58c If the transit lobby wanted the 
most help it could get from the 1956 Act, there was considerable strategic 
value in choosing the exemption course. On the other hand, the exemp
tion which it managed to secure. did not ~Iolp rail rapid transit operators, 
since they were not consumers of the hiO lway-user items whose taxes 
Congress was considering increasing. The ATA's exemption proposal 
also did not make a difference to pubicly owned transit systems: by virtue 
of notions of intergovernmental tax immunities, federal statutes imposing 

574 102 CONGo REC. 9230-31 (1956). 
575 See, e.g., id. at 9230 (remarks of Sen. Gordol1 Allott) 
576. Id. at 9231. 
577. H.R. REP. No. 2436, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 16, 17.40,41-43 (1956). 
578. See 26 U.S.C. §§ 4483(c). 6421 (b) (1970). 
579. See, e.g., Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device lor Implementing Government Policy.' A 

Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 83 HARV. L. REV. 705 (1970). 
580. The Supreme Court itself has opined that there is a constitutional difference between a 

subsidy and a tax exemption. See Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 297 U.S. 664, 674-75 (1970). The Court's 
point may be that the public perceives an exemption a~; l1uch different from a subsidy, and that 
such matters of public perception are relevant to estatlishment clause questions. 
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taxes on highway users had always exempted the public transit operators, 
and this exemption was conceded in every one of the 1955 and 1956 
proposals, as well as in the ultimate 1956 ACt. 581 One should note that 
while only 42 of approximately 1,600 transit carriers were pubicly owned in 
1956, they tended to be located in the larger metropolitan areas. 582 

Moreover, in the years since 1956, public takeovers have been occurring 
frequently. According to a recent tabulation there are now 185 publicly 
owned systems nationwide, accounting for 91 percent of all urban transit 
trips.583 Since this public ownership trend was already in progress in 
1956, the ATA's position does seem shortsighted; however, the ATA's 
institutional position in the mid-1950's may have inhibited it from basing its 
action on any public ownership assumptions.584 

d. Urban development and planning: The urban development 
accusations against the Interstate System charge that it has purposefully 
fostered the suburbanization of our metropolitan areas and contributed to 
the decline of central cities, without any regard for principles of urban 
planning.585 These accusations build on what is now understood to be an 
important and undeniable truth: transportation exerts a powerful influence 
upon the patterns of urban development. The modes of transportation in 
American cities until the middle of the 19th century consisted only of 
walking, supplemented by private horse-drawn carriages. The result was 
a highly concentrated urban settlement. Since in the 1970's public trans
portation is frequently heralded as a device for increasing population 
density,586 there is irony in the fact that during the 19th century it was 
successive breakthroughs in public transportation technology which 
permitted and determined the initial stages of urban dispersal. By mid
century the omnibus (a 15-passenger vehicle drawn by two horses) and 
steam-driven commuter rail had become common, and they were fol
lowed by electric streetcars in the late 1880's. The consequence of these 
developments was a significant relocation of residences along the lines of 
the public transit service. Electrically driven elevateds and subways 

581. See. e.g .. 26 U.S.C. § 4483(a) (1970). See a/so 102 CONGo REC. 9232 (1956) (remarks of 
Sen. Hubert Humphrey). 

582. See 1956 House Ways and Means Comm. Hearings. supra note 189. at 420 (statement 
of ATA). 

583. AMERICAN TRANSIT ASS'N, '73-'74 TRANSIT FACT BOOK 9 (1973). 
584. The vast majority of transit operators during that period were private operators and 

desired to remain so. Public takeovers were generally regarded as a last resort justifiable only by 
economic necessity. Indeed, one of the ATA's arguments in 1956 was that, unless transit was 
exempted from the new highway-user taxes, those taxes, by discriminating against the private 
carrier, would lead to undesirable public takeovers of economically marginal transit operations. 
See 102 CONGo REC. 9232 (1956). 

585. See. e.g., MOWBRAY, supra note 14, at 61-73; New Roads, supra note 13, at 19. 
586. See, e.g., Lisco, Mass Transportation: Cinderella in Our Cities, PUB. INTEREST, Winter 

1970, at 52, 56-57. 
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opened in four cities between 1892 and 1909.587 The extent to which 
public transportation controlled urban activit:1 is revealed by the extraordi
nary fact that as late as 1925, only 1 percent of developed land within all of 
the New York metropolitan area was locat'3d more than 1 mile from a 
rai Iway station. 588 

The rapid rise of the automobile hamored dramatic implications, 
inasmuch as the automobile was conducivEl to a dispersion of residences 
both much "flatter"589 and more extendE!d from the city center than 
previous types of public transportation could ever have achieved. In this 
way the automobile was responsible for the modern suburb. This fact was 
well understood by Interregional Highways, which noted that "[s]uburban 
home developments have been made atrractive largely by the pos
sibilities of quick and individual daily transportation thus afforded, "590 and 
that "[s]uburban business centers have followed the clustering of subur
ban homes. "591 

The fact that automobiles are privately E.nd individually owned clearly 
has reduced government's power to regulate metropolitan growth. It by no 
means has eliminated that power, however, since even in the automobile 
age the pace and location of urban development still can be considerably 
controlled by the placement of public highways (which, in this setting, 
become the relevant publicly provided facility). Sensitive to this point, 
Interregional Highways diagrammed how the outward growth of Balti
more, Washington, and Chicago in the 20tl", century had been governed 
by the location of highways.592 

Freeways, with their greater vehicle-carrying capacity, can be espe
cially potent in their developmental consequences. While Los Angeles 
may be an extreme (or at least an unusual) (.ase, the effect of freeways on 
Los Angeles urban patterns has been so salient as to require comment. 
The rapid population growth in the San Fern:mdo Valley can be attributed 
largely to the opening of the San Diego, Golden State, and Hollywood 
Freeways; the San Diego and Santa Ana Freeways were the catalyst for 
the emergence of Orange County.593 All of these Los Angeles freeways, 

587. See Tarr, From City to Suburb: The "Moral" Ini'/llence of Transportation Technology, in 
AMERICAN URBAN H,STORY 202-10 (A. Callow ed. 2d ed. 1973). 

588. BURCH, supra note 25, at 17 n.16. 

589. The word is from Kain, The Distribution and Movement of Jobs and Industry, in THE 
METROPOLITAN ENIGMA 28 (J. Wilson ed. 1968). 

590. INTERREGIONAL H,GHWAYS, supra note 121, at 53-54. 

591. Id. at 54. The report also took note of the ')3ntral city's decay and the inefficient 
decentralization which the suburbanization process maV entail. Id. at 53-54. 

592. Id. at 54-55. 

593. See generally Alexander, Too Little, Too Late, Too Bad, in CRY CALIFORNIA, Spring 1968, 
at 7. 
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except the Hollywood, are included within the Interstate System.594 If one 
considers the urban Interstates in American cities generally, two com
plementary points seem eminently clear. First, the urban Interstates 
encourage the dispersal of jobs and residences away from the central 
city595 into suburban locations, inasmuch as they substantially minimize 
the access advantage which central city locations would otherwise enjoy. 
Second, they encourage job and residential locations in new outer sub
urbs rather than in established inner suburbs, since they help neutralize 
the access advantage that inner suburb locations would otherwise 
enjoy.596 

Overall, the urban Interstates thus do produce very substantial 
suburbanizing effects. Substantial as these effects may be, however, they 
are still capable of overstatement, and overstatements of this sort have 
become common. Typical is a recent article in Fortune which, while 
conceding that "many factors" have contributed to metropolitan subur
banization, nevertheless asserts that ultimately it is the Interstate System 
which "has made this transformation possible. "597 In evaluating this 
assertion, one must keep in mind that it was not until 1956 that Congress 
undertook to finance the Interstate System, and that the ribbon on the first 
urban I nterstate constructed with 1956 financing was apparently not cut 
until 1959.598 Yet a year earlier, in 1958, it had been possible for the editors 
of Fortune to publish a book called The Exploding Metropolis-a title 
which purpGrted to describe the suburbanizing phenomenon which had 
been in process ever since the close of World War II. All available data 
support the Fortune editors' observations.599 The real suburban explosion 
was one which had already occurred by 1959. That explosion came about 

594. The Santa Ana Freeway was completed before 1956, when the Interstate System was 
still part of the federal-aid primary program. See text accompanying note 146 supra. 

595. By customary usage, "central city" refers to the entire municipality which forms the 
center of a metropolitan area. Thus the "central business district" or "downtown" typically 
comprises only a small portion of the central city. 

In Los Angeles, "central city" occasionally is used in the sense of "central business district" 
(see, e.g., the sign on 6th Street near the Harbor Freeway). 
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COMMUNITY GROWTH-IMPACT OFTHE FEDERAL HIGHWAY PROGRAM, Nov. 20, 1957 (paper prepared for 
63d National Conference on Government of the National Municipal League) (copy on file with the 
author). 

Los Angeles may provide an exception of sorts to the text's second point: the Santa Monica 
and San Diego Freeways have vitalized the City's West Side, the area including the Westwood, 
Century City, and Brentwood neighborhoods. 

597. Cameron, How the Interstate Changed the Face of the Nation, FORTUNE, July 1971, at 
78-80. See also Abe, A New Perspective on Urban Transportation, 29 TRAFFIC Q. 531,533-34 
(1975). 

598. Turner Interview. 
599. See, e.g., WILBUR SMITH & ASSOCIATES, FUTURE HIGHWAYS AND URBAN GROWTH 13 (1961). 
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by virtue of the confluence of a number of f,:lctors other than freeways.600 
One of these, to be sure, was a transportation factor-soaring auto sales. 
The other factors were somewhat distinct from transportation-including 
massive scale single-family home construction in the suburbs (as abetted 
by federal housing practices601 ); new indu~nial technology which favored 
locating new industrial facilities on (comparatively) low-cost suburban 
land; and even television, which by allowino families to receive entertain
ment within their living rooms, diminishl9d their need to locate their 
residences close to public entertainment ·:acilities. Since the suburban 
explosion was in full force by the late 1950'~:, the typical assertion that the 
urban Interstates rank as the fundamental cause of the explosion is one 
which must be rejected.602 More appropriate assessments of the urban 
Interstates should instead be couched in t'3rms of their having sustained, 
accentuated, and prolonged that explosicn603 

These suburbanizing consequences are, of course, substantial, and 
lead to the next issue: whether they WerE! perceived and intended by 
those who established the Interstate program. According to Moynihan in 
1960,604 William Whyte,605 and others who r.ave followed their lead ,606 the 
answer is an emphatic "Yes." Such a conclusion finds no support, 
however, in the history of the 84th Congre8s. The surprising fact is that in 
the thousands of published pages of that history, there is not a single 
mention of the suburbanizing influence of the urban Interstates, and only 
two passages in which the entire suburban issue is even brushed.60? Nor 
does the Moynihan-Whyte view find significant support in the record of 
White House consideration of the Interstates; my study of the relevant 
White House papers reveals only one minor instance in which notice was 
taken of the Interstate's suburbanizing tendencies.6oB In fact, Moynihan 
and Whyte themselves do not claim to find the requisite suburbanizing 
intent in Congress or the White House, but rather in the Report of the Clay 

600. The following is drawn in part from J. MEYER, J <AIN & M. WOHL, THE URBAN TRANSPORTA. 
TION PROBLEM 1 0-18 (1965). 

601. See F. WIRT, B. WALTER, F. RABINOWITZ & D. HENSLER, ON THE CITY's RIM: POLITICS AND 
POLICY IN SUBURBIA, 178 (1972). 

602. This is a point which I have previously suggested to Professor Rabinovitz. See id. at xvii, 
179. 

603. For similar reasons-and this is an important point-it will not be possible to detect the 
full impact of the urban Interstates built during the 1961)'s until perhaps 1990. 

604. New Roads, supra note 13, at 19. 
605. Whyte, Urban Sprawl, in THE EXPLODING METRCPOLIS 133, 144 (1958). 
606. E.g., Lupo, COLCORD & FOWLER, supra note1:~ at 184. 
607. See 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 763-65 (statement of the American 

Manufacturing Ass'n); 102 CONGo REC. 9234 (1956) (statement by Sen. Byrd regarding the 
Highway Revenue Act of 1956). . 

608. See Memorandum from J.S. Bragdon to the Council [of Economic Advisors], Subject: 
Data Bearing on a National Highway System, Nov. 2, 1954 (Bragdon Files, Eisenhower Papers, 
Eisenhower Library) (listing suburban growth as a "collateral benefit" of the Interstate program). 
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Committee, whose members they identify as the "sponsors" and "plan-
. ners" of the Interstate program. 609 ln particular, what Moynihan and Whyte 
zero in on is one passage in the Reporfs Conclusion.610 This passage 
both applauds the suburbs and suggests an awareness of how highways 
and automobiles contribute to suburban growth. Nevertheless, it cannot 
reasonably bear the full interpretative weight which Moynihan and Whyte 
seek to place upon it. For one thing, their claims concerning the "sponsor
ship" role of the committee are quite inaccurate. The committee under
stood that its responsibility was to consider the Interstate program's 
financing and administration, not its general desirability;611 even on these 
financing and administration issues, the committee's key recommenda
tions were entirely rejected by Congress.612 Additionally, in the main text 
of its report the committee explains and justifies the urban Interstates 
exclusively on grounds of their "extension" function; 613 the intrametropoli
tan passage highlighted by Moynihan and Whyte appears only in the 
Conclusion-clearly a rhetorical add-on.614 

The conclusion therefore must be that the suburbanization potential 
of the urban Interstates was given very deficient consideration during the 
1954-56 period. It does not follow from this conclusion, however, that the 
relevant policymakers gave no thought at all to the entire question of the 
effect of the urban Interstates on metropolitan structure. To the contrary, 
many of these officials were guided or influenced by one specific and 

609. See Whyte, Urban Sprawl, in THE EXPLODING METROPOLIS 133, 144 (1958); New Roads, 
supra note 13. at 19. 

610. We are indeed a nation on wheels and we cannot permit these wheels to slow 
down. Our mass industries must have moving supply lines to feed raw materials into our 
factories and moving distribution lines to carry the finished product to store or home. 
Moreover, the hands which produce these goods and the services which make them 
useful must also move from home to factory to store to home. 

Our highway system has helped to make this possible. We have been able to 
disperse our factories, our stores. our people; in short, to create a revolution in living 
habits. Our cities have spread into suburbs, dependent on the automobile for their 
existence. The automobile has restored a way of life in which the indiVidual may live in a 
friendly neighborhood, it has brought city and country closer together, it has made us 
one country and a united people. 

But, America continues to grow. Our highway plan must similarly grow if we are to 
maintain and increase our standard of living. There can be no serious question as to the 
need for a more adequate highway system. Only the cost and how it is to be met poses a 
problem. 

CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra note 149, at 26. 
611. Clay Interview. See also General Clay's statement at the outset of his committee's 

hearings. President's Advisory Committee on a National Highway Program, Minutes of Public 
Hearings, 1955, at 1 (unpublished document in Dep't of Transportation library, Washington, 
D.C.). 

612. See text accompanying notes 184-93 supra. 
613. The urban Interstates are to be "feeder and distribution" routes which will "render the 

interstate system more effective." CLAY COMMITIEE REPORT, supra note 149, at 14-15. 
614. The "Conclusion" section, however, was written personally by General Clay. Clay 

Interview. 
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interesting idea. Somewhat apart from the suburbs (whether outer or 
inner), there remains the issue of the wBlfare of the central business 
district (as' distinguished from the entirE! central city).615 The current 
position is that the urban Interstates havo contributed in the decline of 
downtown, and are in this regard blameworthy.616 As long ago as 1961, 
the Department of Commerce (in which the Bureau was then lodged) 
stated in an official document that the decline of downtown was an 
"intangible cost" of the Interstate Systern.617 This position is, as it hap
pens, in direct conflict with an idea which was widely accepted in the 
mid-1950's. That idea, as expressed tly big-city mayors,618 urban
oriented Senators,619 downtown businessmen's associations,62o and the 
1957 Administrator of the Interstate program,621 was that the urban 
Interstates were essential to the survival or the revitalization of the central 
business districts, which were then percEived as afflicted with dreadful 
traffic troubles-as suffering from "dry rot," in Senator McNamara's 
language.622 

Notwithstanding its inconsistency 'Jl/ith the current position, this 
1950's idea may well be correct-and certainly is correct in particular 
metropolitan areas. Consider the metropolis which possesses an inner 
belt, an outer belt, and freeway radials-·all the product of the Interstate 
program. 623 Clearly such a freeway network renders downtown more 
accessible and hence more attractive (otller things being equal). Even in 
those metropolitan areas (such as Los Angeles) where the freeway 
network resembles a grid,624 the grid tencl~; to be "bent" in the direction of 
downtown, enhancing its accessibility. These metropolitan Interstate 
networks clearly were designed with improved downtown accessibility in 
mind. In the past several years, many dC)'Nntown areas have witnessed 
major office-space building booms.625 Employment declined in many 
central cities between the end of the war and 1960, but in the years since 

615. See note 595 supra. 
616. See generally MOWBRAY, supra note 14, at 59-92; SCHNEIDER, supra note 14, at 51-58. 
617. H.R. Doc. No. 54, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1961). 
618. E.g., 1955 House Hearings, supra note 62, at 412 (testimony of Houston Mayor Roy 

Hofheinz). Alf Johnson indicates the city officials frequently spoke of the need to "ventilate" the 
central business district. Johnson Interview. 

619. E.g., 101 CONGo REC. 6895 (1955) (remarks ,)f Sen. Pat McNamara). 
620. See Dennis, Impact of the Federal Highway Program, in PLANNING 1957, at 45-56 (Am. 

Soc'y of Planning Officials 1957) (chairman of the Committee on the Downtown, Rochester, NY). 
621. See address by Federal Highway Administralor Bertram Tallamy, Symposium on "The 

New Highways: Challenge to the Metropolitan Region," Hartford, Conn. Sept. 9, 1957 (copy on 
file with the author). 

622. 101 CONGo REC. 6895 (1955). 
623. See WARNER, supra note 23, at 39-40, 43. 
624. See id. at 43. 
625. In some cities the boom achieved such mOn103ntum that builders overreacted, leading 

to an excess of office space today. See Empty Spaces, NEWSWEEK Mar. 18, 1974, at 104-06. 
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1960 almost every central city has registered slow but steady employment 
increases.626 Assuredly, employment levels throughout the metropolitan 
area have increased, and therefore downtown employment has declined 
as a percentage of metropolitan employment. But given both the popula
tion growth within the typical metropolitan area and the limited physical 
boundaries of the central business district, this could hardly be otherwise. 
Moreover, while the number of downtown jobs has held constant, the 
composition of the downtown work force has changed in important ways. 
The number of downtown factory workers and insurance company clerks 
has skidded downwards, while the number of executives, professionals, 
and others in "control" positions has risen sharply.627 Since white collar 
professionals have been substituted for workers and clerks, it is quite 
possible that the actual economic power concentrated in the central 
business district has resisted decline.628 What the fate of downtowns 
would have been had none of the urban Interstates been built is a question 
difficult to ponder.629 Certainly, however, one plausible .hypothesis is that 
without the urban I nterstates many downtowns would have fallen victim to 
serious atrophy.63G 

The preceding discussion has been an attempt to determine the 
impact of urban freeways on urban development. This discussion draws 
attention to another objection to the 1956 Act: its lack of any requirement 
that the urban Interstates be consistent or coordinated with urban plan
ning.631 Back in 1943, Interregional Highways had devoted several pages 

626. See B. HARRISON, URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: SUBURBANIZATION, MiNORITY OPPORTUN
ITY, AND THE CONDITIONS OF THE CENTRAL CITY ch. 2 (1974). Harrison's data are for central cities 
generally, but their suggestion is that downtown job growth has been even more pronounced. ld. 
at 27-31. 

627. See J. MEYER, J. KAIN & M. WOHL, THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 10-18 (1965). 
628. Given the nature of "power" as a concept, one cannot make nice distinctions between 

"absolute" power and "relative" power. 
629. As are all historical questions cast in the "what if" form. 
630. Professor Nelson may concur. Nelson, Policy Analysis in Transportation Programs, in 

SUBCOMM. ON ECONOMY IN GOVERNMENT OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMM., 91 st CONG 1ST SESS., THE 
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURES: THE PPB PROGRAM, pt. 3, at 1118 (Joint Comm. 
Print 1969). A 1958 study of the probable effects of urban freeways on the central business 
district had been equivocal. E. HORWOOD & R. BOYCE, STUDIES ON THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT AND 
URBAN FREEWAY DEVELOPMENT ch. 9 (1959). There has been surprisingly little research done since 
then on the freeway central business district issue. See FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EFFECTS OF HIGHWAYS, 10 (1972). 

631. See, e.g., M. SCOTT, AMERICAN CITY PLANNING SINCE 1890, at 539 (1969) ("In the largest 
construction program in American history the planning profession and the planning function had 
been overlooked"), and Paul Ylvisaker's 1959 statement that in light of the Interstate program city 
planners are a "beaten profession" (quoted in New Roads, supra note 13, at 20). 

It was not until the 1960's that urban planning conditions became boilerplate in federal 
grant-in-aid programs; still, there were certain pre-1956 federal law planning precedents, 
particularly in the urban redevelopment program. See Mandelker, The Comprehensive Planning 
Requirement in Urban Renewal, 116 U. PA. L. REV. 25 (1967). 
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631. See, e.g., M. SCOTT, AMERICAN CITY PLANNING SINCE 1890, at 539 (1969) ("In the largest 
construction program in American history the planning profession and the planning function had 
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to insisting that a city's freeway plan shoulcl be "so applied as to promote a 
desirable urban development";632 it refemld to the ongoing efforts of city 
planning commissions and urged the estatllishment of special metropoli
tan authorities to plan th~ Interstates.633 This entire portion of the docu
ment was watered down-indeed, just about watered away-by the 
Bureau in its important 1955 memorandurr .634 The route location work at 
the state level had been carried out in 1 ~'55 by state highway depart
ments. Generally, these departments were narrowly engineering-minded. 
Only 19 of them had even taken the modest first step of setting up a 
separate urban division.635 Many of the stat'3 departments, in making their 
route selections, did not even bother to confer with elected city officials, let 
alone with the less politically influential ci't~1 planners.636 

Eventually, in section 134 of the 1962 Highway Act, Congress estab
lished a requirement that after July 1, 1965, all federally aided urban 
highways be based on a "continuing compl'ehensive transportation plan
ning process carried on cooperatively by States and local com
munities."637 The urban planning objectic,n focuses, therefore, on the 
absence of planning during the 1955-65 c ecade. With the objection so 
narrowed down, there are two reasons wh~1 it really is not very damaging. 
First, the objection's assumptions concerning the efficacy of comprehen
sive planning-so prevalent, especially at the federal level, during the 
1960's-are almost certainly unwarranted. In 1968, a dozen years after 
the 1956 Act, Professor Banfield could reasonably claim that there was not 
a'single city-let alone a metropolitan ama-in which comprehensive 
planning had even begun to live up to its I)illing as a governor of urban 
development.638 Seven years later, with tile possible exception of Bos
ton,639 this generalization still holds true. j\mong academicians a clear 
disillusionment concerning comprehensivEi planning theory has now set 
in; comprehensive planning is "an idea. whose time has come and 

632. INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAYS. supra note 121. 
633. Id. at 56. 70-71. 
634. 1955 Bureau Memorandum. supra note 136. at 10. 
635. OWEN, supra note 79, at 58. The AMA was IVell aware that this absence of urban 

divisions magnified the likelihood of insensitive urban fleeway building. But while in the 1956 
hearings the AMA raised the issue of federally requi,'i 19 the departments to establish such 
divisions. it specifically asked Congress to defer considHl ation of this issue until a later time. 1956 
House Public Works Comm. Hearings, supra note 155, at 127. 

636. Healey Interview; Clay. Main Street 1969; Mi,.ac/e Miles or a Big Mess?, 23 J. AM. 
INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 131. 132 (1957); see Kaufman. Book Review, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, 
Spring 1948, at 39. 

637. Act of Oct. 23, 1962, Pub. L. No. 87-866, § 9C~), 76 Stat. 1148 (codified at 23 U.S.C. § 
134 (1970)). 

638. Banfield, The Uses and Limitations of Metropolitan Planning in Massachusetts, in 2 
TAMING MEGALOPOLIS 710 (HW. Eldredge ed. 1967). 

639. See Schwartz, Book Review, TRANSPORTATION, Dec. 1973, at 432,435-56 
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gone. "640 The planning undertaken pursuant to section 134 reinforces this 
disillusionment. That this planning has been lackluster and ineffective was 
the finding of a major Department of Transportation study;641 not a single 
urban Interstate has been withdrawn on grounds of its incompatibility with 
section 134 planning.642 

Second, even if planners had been professionally and effectively 
involved in the 1955 effort, there is little reason to believe that the 1955 
Yellow Book maps would have come out significantly different. What is 
important to recognize is that the hostility to freeways which is now 
endemic among planners is most decidedly a post-1956 phenomenon. If 
anything, freeways were historically the planners' darling. The very term 
"freeway" was coined in 1930 by an urban planner, whopredicted that the 
term's referent was such an essential facility that the term itself would 
quickly become astaple in the planner's vocabulary.643 A 1971 essay by a 
liberal political scientist opines that the Boston freeway system, which 
originally had been approved by state and local authorities in 1948, 
amounted to a triumph of the "logic of the technician" over the "logic of the 
planners. "644 There may be a conflict of "logics" presently, but not in 1948; 
a metropolitan planner who reviewed the Boston plan in that year found it 
"sensible," "comprehensive," and "well reasoned."645 A reading of the 
planning literature published between 1944 and 1956646 reveals that 
planners were paying little attention to the metropolitan implications of 
urban freeway building;647 in many ways, Interregional Highways stands 

640. Id. at 435. 
641. See Cafferty, Urban Goals and Priorities: The Increasing Role of Transportation 

Planning, 25 TRAFFIC Q. 309 (1971). My own research strongly supports this conclusion. During 
the summer of 1971 I spent 2 weeks closeted in a Federal Highway Administration office in 
Washington, D.C., reading planning reports prepared and submitted pursuant to § 134. 

642. Telephone interview with Vincent Paparella, Federal Highway Administration official, 
Jan. 13, 1976. Part of the reason § 134 planning has been ineffective is that it has thought itself 
required to accept the designated urban Interstate as "committed" and hence not subject to real 
question. Given the momentum, legal and otherwise, which the Interstate program had acquired 
by the 1960's, it was simply too late to introduce any significant planning requirement. 

643. Bassett, The Freeway-A New Kind of Thoroughfare AM. CiTY, Feb. 1930, at95. Edward 
Bassett was then President of the National Conference on City Planning. 

644. Lupo, COLCORD & FOWLER, supra note 12, at 216 (discussion by Prof. Colcord). 
645. Kaufman, Book Review, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Spring 1948, at 39. In a similar 

vein, see Dill, The Cincinnati Metropolitan Master Plan, 14 J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS Winter, 
1948, at 19-24. 

646. I have read through all the issues of the Journal of the American Institute of Planners for 
these years, as well as eaCh annual volume of the American Society of Planning Officials. The only 
article extensively critical of the urban Interstates was written by, of all people, the editor of Better 
Roads magazine. Nelson, Expressways and the Planning of Tomorrow's Cities, in PLANNING 1950, 
at 117 (Am. Soc'y of Planning Officials 1950). 

647. The suburbanizing tendencies of the Interstates were noted only occasionally and 
never given extensive consideration. A favorable verdict on the urban Interstates was rendered 
by an urban planner. Van Tassel, Economic Aspects of Expressway Construction, 20 J. AM. 
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as a major breakthrough from which the latter planning literature quickly 
receded. In fact, during the period betwel:ln the 1944 and 1956 Acts, far 
from raising doubts about the urban Interstates, urban planners had been 
"begging" Congress to provide InterstatEl financing. 648 

It was only subsequent to the 1956 Act that urban planners (and other 
urban experts) began to develop their reservations about urban freeways 
and their opposition to the urban Interstates. A conference on the urban 
Interstates was convened in Hartford in latB 1957 by the Connecticut Life 
Insurance Co., which was embarrassed by its recent shift of office 
headquarters from downtown Hartford to the suburbs.649 Much to the 
surprise of its organizer,65o this conference turned into a confrontation 
between urban planners and highway officials; the latter reacted with 
dismay when certain planners called for a moratorium on all urban 
freeway building until the needed urban planning was completed.651 

INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 83 (1954). Typical of the sup'3iiciality is Malley & Breivogel, Urban 
Freeways, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Fall 1948, at 23, whose discussion consists of a virtual 
plagiarism of one sentence from Interregional Highways There is a reasonably strong statement 
by Norton in The Expressway Dilemma, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Fall 1948, at 36, but it only 
takes the form of a one-page "abstract." The need fo' coordinating the urban Interstates with 
comprehensive urban planning was likewise occasionE,lIy mentioned, but only superficially. See, 
e.g., Forster, Book Review, J. AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNEFI~:, Spring 1947, at 38-39. 

Coordination with land use planning was strongly recommended in OWEN, supra note 79, at 
218-25. But the primary purpose of such land use planning, according to Owen, was to control 
po!,>ulation so that highway officials could accurately pr'3dict and adequately handle future traffic 
demand. While Owen was sensitive to the neighborhoolj or "micro" issues which planning can 
deal with, he gave little attention to freeways as a general determinant of metropolitan 
development. 

A three-part essay by Lewis Mumford, The Sky Liml [of New York City), NEW YORKER, Mar. 19, 
1955, at 85, Apr. 2, 1955, at97, and Apr. 16, 1955, at 78, makes clear that Mumford, alone among 
the urban experts of the mid-1950's, appreciated the dH'/elopmental potency of urban freeways. 
However, Mumford's view that the "high-density city is obsolete" (Apr. 16, 1955, at 79) has not 
worn well, and his call for an entirely "new metropo,itan pattern" (id.) probably placed him 
beyond the pale of practical politics. 

648. This, according to an address delivered by AI P ex-President John Howard, reprinted in 
PLANNING 1957, at 97 (Am. Soc'y of Planning Officials 1SI~17). See also Forster, Book Review, 13 J. 
AM. INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS 38, 39 (1947) (approval of Inlerstate System "gratifying"). 

Howard's 1957 address went on insightfully to pr'3dict many of the adverse effects of the 
urban Interstates. However, during the late 1940's, Howard himself had supervised the prepara
tion of a master plan for the City of Cleveland, which was eventually approved by the city's 
Planning Commission in 1950. CLEVELAND CITY PLANNING COMM'N, CLEVELAND TODAY. . TOMMOR
ROW (1950). That plan was entirely in harmony with the Hi47 and 1955 Interstate designations for 
Cleveland (BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS, GENERAL LOCATION OF NATIONAL SYSTEM OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 
65 (1955», and its accompanying text reflects few of ti19 concerns voiced by Howard in 1957. 
See CLEVELAND CITY PLANNING COMM'N, CLEVELAND TODA'( ... TOMORROW 30-33 (1950). The plan 
did emphasize, however, the importance of improved public transit. Id. at 34-37. 

649. Owen Interview. 
650. Id. 
651. See W. OWEN, CITIES IN THE MOTOR AGE 37-38 (W59). Highway officials countered with a 

conference of their own at Syracuse University in whicll urban issues could be recognized and 
discussed but in a less threatening atmosphere. This conference is briefly described in Holmes, 
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Modern planning thinking on urban freeways essentially dates from that 
Hartford conference. An urban planning recommendation was urged 
unsuccessfully by General Bragdon as part of the 1959-60 White House 
review of the urban Interstates.652 The planning idea was then picked up 
by the Kennedy Administration, and after a gyration or tw0653 finally found 
itself in the 1962 Act. 

CONCLUSION 

What a review of the preceding sectiollS verifies is that Interstate 
realities are considerably more complex ,than the indictment would sug
gest. Those realities are decidedly multifarious, and they certainly are 
resistant to the kinds of simplifications which characterize the indictment. 
As for air pollution, traffic generation, public transit, and urban develop
ment, the facts are distinctively subtle, and lend intermediate support
but no more than that-to the indictment's broad-brush claims. The 
assumption that in the 1956 Act Congress proceeded in a state of benign 
urban innocence is valid in some cases (again, air pollution), but at least 
partly invalid in others (e.g., public transit and relocation); the legislative 
history of the 1956 Act is not quite so bland as the 1970 Moynihan would 
have us suppose. For some of the other adverse consequences of the 
Interstate program (e.g., the damage done to the environment and to 
low-income neighborhoods), there are explanations which may not 
excuse, but which at least enable us to understand. If there was a 
moving-party "heavy" for the urban Interstates, it was the cities them
selves rather than the highway lobby-a fact which makes one wonder 
whether that moving party should be regarded as a "heavy" after all. The 
sympathetic congressional response to the transit industry's only request 
in 1956-a request of considerable economic importance to many transit 
operators-places an important caveat on the claim that Congress was 
insensitive to the public transit cause. Since urban freeways then carried 
the city planners' seal of approval, there is little merit in the idea that the 
1956 Act subverted the planners' collective wisdom. It is often said that 
what our cities need is "balanced transportation systems"; a measure of 
balance is also needed in the appraisal of our eXisting transportation 
programs. 

Even with the help of such balance, however, it remains unmistakably 
true that the I nterstate program has been responsible for serious harms in 

The State-of-the-Art in Urban Transportation Planning, or How WI'! Got There, TRANSPORTATION, 

Mar. 1973, at 379,384-87. 
652. See text accompanying note 276 supra. 
653. Joint Report to the President by the Secretary of Commerce and the Administrator of the 

Housing and Home Rnance Agency, 1962, in READINGS IN URBAN TRANSPORTATION 282,292 (G. 
Smerk ed. 1968); A Message from the President of the United States, 1962, in id., at 304,308. 
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urban areas. In the years since 1956, with the Interstate program rolling 
ahead, we have become more and more aware of the nature and full 
extent of those harmful consequences. Wilat this in turn re-emphasizes is 
the pOint discussed at the end of Part II: Congress, in committing itself to a 
grand, long-term scheme, sacrificed the opportunities for thoroughgoing 
review of the program once it had begun and for the appropriate adjust
ment of the program on the basis of such r:wiew. Part II's conclusion was 
that in the Interstate case the benefits 0': advance planning have been 
outweighed by the cost of those sacrificed opportunities. This Part's 
analysis of the complexities of the urban Interstates, based on the 20 
years of our post-1956 experience, fortifiES that conclusion. 
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